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ABSTRACT

This document provides a detailed analysis of the MILES systems (Volume I) and a final hardware

design disclosure (Volume 11) of the 11 systems that comprise the current Engineering Development
(ED) phase of MILES. The problem was to design and build a tactical training system for the U.S.

Army that simulates the weapons, weapon characteristics, and weapon effects of a family of weapon

systems including infantry, armor, and aircraft. The design of the initiai 11 systems allows for

expansion, flexibility, and compatibility with the total 1980 MILES family of weapons. Design reviews
focused on the constraints of eye safety (power limited), design-to-unit-production cost (dollar limited)

and ability to meet the performance criteria of weapon simulation while not causing countertraining

sitations.

Analysis and empirical data have established a data oake which shuvs that the MILES systems meet the

required performance constraints. The systems designs are such that capability is inherent for

expansion to include all the weaponry planned for the MILES ] 980 time frame.

The key elements of the systems are the low power pulsed laser transmitters used to simulate the

weapons and the inexpensive silicon photodiode (solar cell) detectors used to receive the laser

transmissions. Audio and visual indicators display the effects of weapon fire with kill, hit, and near-raiss

indications, The weapons of the infantryman or target vehicle are deactivated by the receipt of a kill

signal.

From experience gained during the Advanced Development (feasibility) program and as a result of

continued analysis and test, the laser transmitter/discrete detector approach to the simulation problem

has proven to be effective from both a performance and cost standpoint.

XEOS has continued to improve on the state of the art while it developed a MILES system with the

weaponry of the 1980s in mind. It can be concluded that growth and expansion of M ILES in a timely

manner is clearly attainable.
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FOREWORD

This volume establishes the analytical design data base for the MILES system. information derived

from the analysis was used as a basis for hardware implementation. The hardware implementation is

presented in Volume II.

This volume is an update of the "rraifier Engineering Report-Preliminary" including the changes Lhat

occurred during the course of the engineering development program and further updated as a re,'ilt of

changes made based on OTII Operational Testing during' the summer of 1978 and OTIII Operational

Testing in tht fall of 1979.

A large amount of analytical work, documented in design file memoranda, has been summarized herein.

A few of the more critical DFSs are included in revised form as appendices, but no attempt was made to

include them all due to the detailed and voluminous amount of material contained in them.

The objective of the MILES program is to provide the U.S. Army with a combat tactical training system

that will closely simulate the effects of weapon engagement. Weapon simulation and casualty

assessment are vital to the training system. To provide realistic training of the combat unit in taking

cover and evasive action, weapon signature and the near-miss simulation of rounds are important.

Human engineering factors are stressed to ensure that the simulators do not produce countertraining.

To achieve the stated goals, a system util.zing low power, eye safe, galllium arsenide (GaAs) laser

transmitters'to fire "rounds" and silicon solar cell photodiode detectors to record "hits," "kills," and

"near misses" is employed. Weapon signatures are achieved by using blank rounds wherever possible

and by using the antitank weapons effecd signature simulator (ATWESS) to simulate missile firing.

"Kills and "near misses" are denoted by audio anda visual signals that cWn be observed by controllerin

"Kills" result in deactivation of the victims' weapon(s). In the case of vehicles, such as tanks, where a

hit has a certain probabilit of kill, the electronics logic has the capability of making that decision based

upon the code message of the attacking weapon. Thus, a hit on a tank may or may not be a disabling

kill. Message codes are assigned to each weapon to -,rovide a complete hierarchy of weapons and their
kiill/near miss effects.,'*

The MILES design is sple, lightweight, and modular, with expansion capability inherent in the design

so that it will accommodate not orly the presently implemented weapon systems, but those of the 1980s.

The present core system consists of a family of direct fire weapons including M 16 rifles. M60 machine

guns, armored personnel carriers (APCs), tank and antitank weaponry, and selected APC-mounted

weapons.
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The p'irpose of this document, Voluimes I and 11, is to establish a data baseline for the continued

development of the MIL~ES System and to provide a design disclosure of the ED Miles hardware, This

document has been updated and is rele 4sed as a Trainer Engineering Report (final) in accordance with
the CDRL requirements. This final report with the engineering drawings and other contract

documentation, completely describes the MILES for follow-on production phases.

This document is the culmination of six years of analysis, design, and testing of MILES systems. At the
same time it forms the springboard for the developmnent Of future additions to the MILES.

Section 1 summarizes the method used to analyze the MILES systems, lists the analytical constraints,

and summarizes the results of the analysis by listing the values of critical systems parameters. Section 2

contains the analysis of the MILES communication medium, the atmosphere, and its effects upon the
transmission of laser messages over the required target ranges. Sections 3 and 4 analyze the MILES
receiver and-laser transmitter, respectively; and Section 5 contains an analysis of the MILES coding,

decoding, and threshold Setting required for optimum performance with minimum false alarms.
Section 6 describes the results of parallel studies which resulted in the use of blank fire enablement of

the MILES transmitter as well as the use of a single optical tube for both the kill and near miss beams.

Appendices are included to preserve the totality of extensive analyses. The substance of the analyses is
included in the body of the report in summary form.
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SECTION 1

SYSTEM DESIGN ANALYSIS

1.1 SYSTEM ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

MILES has been modeled as a pulse-code'-modulation (PCMI) optical communication system in which

elements and showing the information flow from weapon fire to t~he decoded output is shown in figure

1-1. As with conventional Optical communication systemsi, MILES will generate an encoded message,

transmit the encoded message through varying atmospheric conditions, and decode the transmitted

message to initiate required actions. The MILES differs from conventional communication systems in

that the messages generated must simulate weapon firing characteristics, round dispersion patterns, and

the probability of hit as a ffinction of range for specific weapon systems.

1.1.1 TRANSMITTER DESIGN APPROACH

1.1.1.1 M16A1 Rifle and Machine Gun Laser Transmitters

A single tube laser ti~ansmitteir scheme with a "kill" and "near-miss" message is used for all Miles

weapons. With the initiation of trigger pull. a kill code message is generated in the encoder that "on-

off" modulates the injection laser in the kill-transmitter. Upon completion of a kill message, a near-

miss message is generated in the encoder which again on-off modulates the laser. The near-miss beam

from the transmitter has a higher power than the kill beam and therefore transmits a larger effective

beam diameter over an extended range. To further increase the near-miss beam diameter and range a

larger number of words are sent out during the near-miss message (see Section 6). This greatly increases

the probability of near-miss signal detection.

1.1.1.2 Tank Main Gun Transmitter

Tank main guns employ a single transmitter for kill and near-miss messages. To achieve the larger

required near-miss beam diameter, higher power and many near-miss words are used in the near-miss

message. This scheme was shown to be effective in field tests. Scintillation has a major influence in the

realization of a larger near-miss zone relative to the central kill zone (see Section 6).
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1.1.1.3 Missile Transmitter

Missile simulators employ a singie t~ransmitter. There is no separate near-miss beam generated in the

simulation of missile fire. Correct tracking for the required time interval results in a hit and potential

kill. Improper tracking in which the missile operator is not on target a sufficiently high percentage of

the required time interval, is interpreted by the decoder as a near miss.

1.1.2 CHANNEL CONSIDERATIONS

The atmospheric channel through which the beam propagates generally contains molecules, aerosols,

and turbulence, each of which can alter the spatial and temporal properties of the irradiance

distribution. These variations, which include beam absorption. scattering;, and scintillation, have the -

effect of producing long-term and short-term intensity fluctuations which in turn result in varying

probability of detection of a given pulse code bit. A detailed discussion of the effects is presented in

Section 2.

1.1.3 RECEIVER DESIGN APPROACH

The optical receiver is comprised of silicon solar cell photodiodes; and an amplifier. The photodiodes

convert incident optical energy in the channel to electrical signals. The number of detectors per

amplifier and their placement are optimized for the man and vehicle systems. The receiver is subject to
white noise due to background irradiance such as sun induced shot noise, thermally generated noise

(Johnson noise) of the amplifier, and spurious noise such as that from microphonics or EMI.

Output of the Optical receiver is analyzed by a threshold comparator which detects the presence of

signals above a predetermined value. The output is conditioned for sampling by a continuous decoder.

The decoder determines the presence of a valid kill or near-miss word and outputs the results to

appropriate logic circuity.

1.2 THEORETICAL DESIGN ALGORITHM

Because of the complexity and number of variables associated with the MILES communication system,

a theoretical design algorithm, shown in figure 1-2, is used to obtain an optimum system design. The

parameters used in the algorithm consist of uncontrollable parameters and variable parameters which

the analyst can control. The critical parameters used in this algorithm are:

1-3



SECTION 2 - ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS

CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION

SECTION 4-- TRANSMITTER
ANALYSIS

TRANSMITTER CHARACTERIZATION
(AVERAGE SIGNAL POWER)

SECTION 3 - RECEIVER
ANALYSIS

RECEIVER STRUCTURE
(IDENTIFY NOISE)

PROBABILITY OF ERROR

SECTION 5 CODING, DECODING
_&THRESHOLD ANALYSIS

k [CHOOSE NUMBER OF PHOTODETECTOR

DETERMINE DECODING SCHEME7

CHOOSE THRESHOLD/NOISE SETTING

FOR ACCEPTABLE T FAR

DETERMINE PROBABILITY OF WORD DETECTION
Vs RANGE AND VISIBILITY

IDENTIFY OPTIONS FOR MODIFYING FALSE ALARM
AND PROBABILITY OF WORD DETECTION

Figure 1-2. Algorithm for Analysis
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i.1
a. Controllable Parameters

o Transmitter power output

o Beam divergence

o Code type and code weight

o Threshold-to-noise setting

o Number of words transmitted

o Receiver Geometry

o Receiver threshold

o Decoding scheme

o Type of photodiodes (detectors)

o Number and spacing of detectors

o Number of words required to be received

b. Uncontrollable Parameters

o Channel characterization (atmosphere)

o Shot noise spectral density

o Johnson noise spectral density

o Maximum background irradiance

o Maximum eye safe power output

Figure 1-2 depicts the analysis sequence described in the following sections:

o Section 2 - Atmospheric Analysis (Channel Characterization)

o Section 3 - Receiver Analysis

o Section 4 - Transmitter Analysis

o Section 5 - Coding, Decoding, and Threshold Analysis

1-5



1.2.1 DESIGN ANALYSIS ALGORITHM

The algorithm for analysis, shown in figure 1-2. matches the analytical sections in this volume. The

system analysis, however, cannot be performed without entering the hardware design constraints into

the algorithm. Such things.as Design-to-Unit-Production-Cost (DTUPC), problems of pseudo-miss at

close range due to detector spacing, weapon hierarchy, firing rates, size, weight. and battery life must

inherently be addressed in any conclusive analysis that leads to hardware development. These hardware

tradeofTs are, of necessity, closely tied to the theoretical analysis, although not addressed in this

summary analysis. The additional algorithm elements are therefore included to show in greater detail

an algorithm which assures that the theoretical analysis does not overlook the practical problems of

hardware design.

Figure 1-3 shows the first iteration starting with two basic hardware design constraints:

o The device must be eye safe (maximum power co:sistraiat).

o The device must meet DTUPC goals (minimum cost). For example. DTUPC constrains
the "per/detection point" cost such that PIN detectors cannot be used. A simple silicon

photodetector (solar cell) is the constraint at the detection end.

Using an eye safe laser output, single noncoded bits are transmitted out of a simple optics, through a

simplified atmosphere affected only by continuum attenuation to a single silicon photodiode. Sunlight

filtered through a spectral filter, chosen on the basis of DTUPC and spectral transmission

characteristics, provides a shot-noise environment. With these criteria the signal-to-noise ratio,

detection threshold. and maximum effective range and beam diameter can be determined. Signal-to-

noise and threshold allow determinatior of an average false alarm rate (FAR). This i; a basic feasibility

iteration. When the parameters of FAR, maximum effective range, and maximum effective beam

diameter all check out as satisfactory, the second iteration is performed.

Figure 1-4 depicts the second iteration. Hardware constraints on the transmitte, are now shown.

Battery life, environmental factors, including temperature, size, weight, and DTUPC constraints are

considered. A code is added with its parameters of weight of word, number of words per message. and

its constraints due to weapon hierarchy and weapon firing rates. The coded laser message is now sent

through the worst case atmosphefe which includes scintillation effects and water vapor attenuation in

addition to the continuum attenuation.

1I
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Message receipt is now considered in the analysis by using multiple detectors. The problems of pseudo-

miss, which could be solved by many detectors, must be traded offagainst DTUPC (less detectors to

reduce cost). Detector selection is made at this point. Hardware prformance, and .ost tradeotTs must

be made in order to select a detector whose characteristics can be used in the analysis The use of

multiple detectors requires a decision to be made on the number of amplifiers to be used. Ideally one

amplifier per detector would be used, but DTUPC cost constraints must be traded off against

performance so that the ratio of amplifiers to detectors can be selected. This ratio affects noise, S/N.

FAR, hit probability versus range, and beam diameter versus range. A decoder and decoding scheme is

added and the parameter of number of"words required to be received" is entered. This parameter and

the decoding scheme affect the probability of hit versus range and FAR.

The algorithm shown as figure 1-4 is repeated while varying the many parameters and continuing the

tradeoffs of cost versus performance until all constraints and performalce criteria have been satisfied.

1.2.2 HIT PROBABILITY VERSUS RANGE (PH vs R) ALGORITHM

No less than 17 variables shown or inherent in figure 1-4 affect the hit probability versus range. These

include transmittur, atmosphere, and receiver variables.

To finally arrive at a theoretical hit probability versus range while at the same time satisfying all other

system design constraints, it is most helpful to temporarily freeze certain variables as constants. Once

this is done, a simplified algorithm can be drawn which shows those variables that directly affect the PH

vs R. Treated as constants are the following:

a. Receiver responsi':ity is fixed. The receiver responsivity is maximized within the constraints

of DTUPC.

b. Laser powers are selected within the constraints of eye safety limits. Lasers are selected for

temperature performance and DTUPC.

c. The number of detectors and number of detectors per amplifier are fixed.

d. False alarm rate is satisfied with adequate margin.

e. Threshold-to-noise ratio is fixed.

1-9
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With these parameters as constants and the other hardware constraints satisfied. the algorithm to

achieve "l s R is shown in figure 1 -5.

Figure 1-5 represents a unified detection theory using data supplied by the referenced McMillan and

Barnes paper and by the equation for Message Detection Probability versus Bit Detection Probability

(Appendix D). This equation is a function of the following variables:

a. Number of code words transmitted (N)

b. Weight of code word (W)

c. Number of code word receipts required (M)

d. Number of Boolean Unions (U)

This analysis and theory is included as Appendix D and shows the effect of these variables on message

detection probability. T1he algorithm is reiterated changing the variables to achieve optimum simulation

of the various MILES weapons hit probabilities versus range. Figure 1-6 depicts a typical output of this

algorithm for one set of the variables and plotted for four values of atmospheric attenuation. This

figure is a computer printed output of the Detection Probability computer program discussed in

Appendix F.

The 17 variables affecting P H are listed in table 1-1 along with the constraints which affect or limit those

variables. The manner in which the final iteration is performed on these 17 variables to determine P

as a function of range and atmospheric extinction coefficient 'is shown in figure 1-7. Each of the 17

variables is systematically changed in value while all the others are held constant. This allows, in effect,

the determination of the partial derivative of P H with respect to that variable. After completing this

sequence for all variables, and considering the system constraints on these variables, appropriate

combinations are chosen for each weapon system by matching the optimized PH curve as closely as

possible to the desired value for the chosen weapon. At that point the selection is verified through

actual field EeSL.

1.3 ANALYTICAL CONSTRAINTS

In the MILES system there are a number of constraints which impact on the analysis. The more

amportant constraints are: the weapon characteristics that are to be simulated: eye safety requirements

on transmitter power; kill and near-miss beam diameter; and false alarm -ates.
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TABLE 1-1

VARIABLES AFFECTING HIT PROBABILITY (PH) OR
PROBABILITY OF MESSAGE RECEIPT

Variable Description of Variable Constraints on the Variable

W - Weight of code word Eye Safety, False Alarm Requiremient,
Maximum Laser PRF

N - Number of code words Eye Safety, Weapon Firing Rates,
transmitted Blank Fire

D 0 Transmitter aperture Size, Weight, DTUPCo

P 0 Laser transmitter output Eye Safety, DTUPC, Availability,
power Tactical Fidelity

-* Wavelength of Laser GaAs, DTUPC

"radiation

a Beam spread DTuJPC, Maintainability, Reliability,Size, Weight -
SAttenuation Coefficient Field Environment, Tactical Fidelity :

as - Square root of the vari- Field Environment, Factical Fidelitya
ance due to scintillation

x - Range Tactical Fidelity I
r U Beam radius Tactical Fidelity, Pseudo-miss

v a Number of detectors Pseudo-miss, DTUPC, Size, Weight
within the beam

A = Area of detectors DTUPC, Size, Weight

- Detector collection DTUPC, EMI, Field Environment (full
efficiency sunlight)

T = Detector threshold DTUPC, EMI, Maintainability, Relia-
bility, False Alarm Requirement

ON - RMS noise equivalent Field Environment, EMI, DTUPC
power density

U - Number of Boolean unions DTUPC

M = Number of word receipts False Alarm Requirement, Tactical
required for a valid Fidelity
message

11
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1.3.1 WEAPON CHARACTERISTICS

Each \\capon has an inherent probability of kill as a function of range for a specific target. Thesc

ft.actions cannot be identically simulated with a laser beam. There are. ho ever. design parameters

which can be \,,ricd to permit the MILES system to approach \%capon characteristics. These variables

include beam shape. number of "ords transmitted per message. code length. and code weight. Figure

1-8 contains a plot of the desired probabilities of hit with respect to range for the M II.ES weapon fire

simulators. The stated \ isibilitics are for targcts \t ith contrast ratios of 100 percent.

1.3.2 EYE SAFETY CONSTRAINT

The subject of eye safety is discussed in detail in Appendix A. *

1.3.3 1EA\M DIAMETER

For good fidelity. the effective kill beam diameter is limited to dimensions comparable to the target sic.

The "'effective kill beam diameter" is defined as that zone \ ithin % hich the irradiancc is sufficiently

abo\ e the detector threshold setting to be sensed and a valid kill code accepted b\ the detection System.

Beam shaping, threshold setting, and coding and decoding schemes are all used to insure that the

effecti\e kill probability variation w ith range matches. as closeI. as possible. tle actual kill probability

vs range for an M-16 rifle against a man sized target. In addition to a kill beam. all weapons except

missiles will have a near-miss beam to warn targets that they are under fire or that a near miss has

occurred. This beam has a larger effective diameter and range compared to the kill beam. This is

achie\ ed primarily through the use of many repeated near-miss code words, and where applicable by

the use of increased transmitter power output during the near miss message.

A summary beam gcometry analysis is given in subsection 4.3 and in detail in Appendix B.

1.3.4 FALSE AI.ARMS

T'he NI II .I-S de\ elopmcnt specification required "not more than one false alalrml per' tar'et s.\stem Ibr

100 hiotars of field operation.' Howec¢r. this requirement apper' to he mtch too lenient and could

potentially cause distrust of the MIILES system. NEOS therefore assumcd that a false alarm rate of "not

more than one falsc ann per 100 hours of field operation per (00 TIES (nan-\%orn) s\ stems or per 50

VES ('chicle) systems shall occur- was more reasonable. The design was based on this false alarm

criterion.

1-15
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Since a combat vehicle laser detection system (CVLD) will have a maximum of eight threshold circuits.

this requires an average false alarm rate per detector of 1/8 x 1/100 x 1/50 = 2.5 x 10' false alarms per

hour or 6.94 x 10-9 false alarms per second. The man worn laser detection system (MWLD) has a

maximum of three threshold circuits. Thus, the maximum MWL1D false alarm rate pcr detector will be

1/3 x 1/100 x 1/100 ='3.33 x 105 false alarms per hour, or 9.25 x 10'9 false alarms per second.

1.4 CRITICAL PARAMETER SUMMARY

Tablc 1-2 summarizes the critical parameters that ha\c been determined from the analysis that follows

and from empirical data. These parameters along with system specifications form the basis for the

hardware design constraints of Volume I I of this document.

1L
1
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TABLE 1-2

CRITICAL PARAM ETER SUMMARY

Parameter Condition Minitum Nominal Maxi•um.

Noise Equivalent Radiant Sunlight and 0.49 ýherqs/cm2  *

Exposure s ignaL on 5 of
6 detectors

Threshold/Noise Ratio Full sun 4.5 (TES) 5.5 6.0

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (pk - 90%) 7 7 11:1

False Alarm Rate F;A MWLD-full sun 3.33 x 10 5/hr
CVLD-full sun 2.50 x l0'5!hr

Irradiance (minimum 1.3 :.W/cm2

required)

Peak EmissionWavelengths -25aC to +62°C 86501 91001 931l1
2 Sc 2

Detector Area 1 cm 8 C.
(I detector) (8 detectors)

Shot Noise Bandwidth 100 kHz

Amplifier/Decector
Bandwidth for Signal *
Johnson Noise Bandwidth 500 kLz

Transmitter Power Output 450M at 650 C 0.3W 0.4W 0.-W
(with sun loading and 800M at 650 C O.8W O.9W 1.0W
barrel heating) 1000M at 65 C 0.9W ,O0W 1.2W

2000M at 65°C 1.26W 1.5W 2.OW
3000M at 65°C 1.55W 2.0W 2.5W

Scintillation Signal a 1000M 20% 35. 457,
Reduction 5 detectors

Optical Filter Sun RG 830 707. 75". 30.
Current Reduction

Protective Cover Sun Opcical fjilter 17". 0. 23'; *
Current Reduction already in
(Incremental Effect) place I
Optical Filter Laser RG 830 at900A 9 0i " I IL.
Signal Reduction I

EMI Filter Signal 14" lB"
Reduction

Protective Cover Signal 9`.1 l.

Reduction

Code Weight 6

Number of Word Repeats Kill TES
VES

Near Miss TES
VES !'

Cosine and Off Axis 450 off axis ;0".
Losses

Laser Transmitter Present TB 1 E 279 Maxiamum Output 7.3 .0

Energy per Pulse - 0.32 era joules, cm"

*Tentative LAIR eye safety conference " er;s/pulse
ruling for tILES allows 5 ergs!pulse -1.57 '.atts peak-
or 3.33 watts peak power output power

D Besline 4.5 ergas/pulse maximum

1-18
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SECTION 2

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS UPON MILES PERFORMIANCE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This section discusses the effects of the atmospheric medium upon the MILES signal. Two main effects
are considered; atmospheric attenuation and atmospheric turbulence. The analysis of attenuation

effects is relatively straightforward, however, the subject of atmospheric turbuience, and especially

scintillation, requires a more extensive discussion. Therefore, the major portion of this section is
devoted to a discussion of atmospheric scintillation.

2.2 ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION

Basically, there are two different types of atmospheric attenuation that influence MILES performance.

One type, continuum atmospheric attenuation, causes a reduction in radiant energy in the laser beam as

the beam passes through the atmosphere. The second effect is discrete line absorption due to water

vapor.

2.2.1 CONTINUUM ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION

Continuum atmospheric attenuation is caused by the inherent molecular and aerosol absorption and

scattering phenomena present in the earth's atmosphere. The governing relationship for continuum

atmospheric attenuation is Lambert's law stated as'follows:

H(R) Ho 7-aR(2-1)

whr:H(R) =irradiance of a plane parallel wave at range R

Ho =irradiance of that wave at R = 0

a = continuum attenuation coefficient

e =2.71828 ..

With reference to figure 2-1 (excerpted from Reference 1), it can be determined that the values for sea

level continuum attenuation coefficient (a) are a fu~nction of' wavelength for various values of
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meteorological visibility. As shown on the graph. the curves slope downward with increased

wavelength. This is an indication of the physical phenomena that longer wavelength radiation is less

attenuated by the atmosphere than shorter wavelength radiation.

Since the MILES system will operate with laser temperatutes from -250 to + 620 C. the wavelength of

interest is 9040A + 220A, -250A. The variation is the result of. (1) diode-to-diode variations in

emitting wavelength, and (2) a wavelength shift of about 3 A/°C over the temperature range from -250

to +-650 C. However, since the scale on figure 2-1 is 1000A per4 mm, a 250A swing is only 1 num, which

is about the thickness of the heavy vertical line drawn at 0.9jA wavelength. Table 2-1 lists typical values

for the MILES GaAs laser diode taken from figure 2-1. a times VM is calculated and listed for further

use in deriving Eq. (2-2) which follows.

Note that at X = 0.9 /LM, the product of the continuum extinction coefficient (a) and the meteorological

visibility (VM) is very nearly constant. Taking the mean value it can be found that:

=0.9 = 2.8_55 (2-2)

V VM

TABLE 2-1

GaAs PERFORMANCE AT X =0.9/j m

Meteorological Visibility a
Condition V M (kin) (Kmi1 ) aVM

Exceptionally Clear 60 0.047 2.82

Very Clear 40 0.072 2.88

Standard Clear 23.5 0.120 2.82

Clear 15 0.190 2.85 "

Light Haze 8 0.36 2.88

Medium Haze 5 0.57 2.85

Haze 3 0.96 2.88

Thus, the simple relation aVM = 2.85 at X = 0.9 Am may be used for MILES. This relation is. in

2-3
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effect, a near infrared version of Duntley's law which states that:

(aVM)x = 0.551L = 3.912

The difference in the product of aV at X = 0.9 ,m and X = 0.55 pm is due to reduced continuum

atmospheric attenuation in the near IR relative to the visible.

Some representative cases calculated for the target engagement simulator (TES) and the vehicle

engagement simulator (VES) are listed in tables 2-2 and 2-3. Starting with TES, the attenuation

coefficient using Eq. (2-2) and then the attenuation using Lambert's law, Eq. (2-1) can be calculated for

three representative cases as shown in table 2-2.

TABLE 2-2

REPRESENTATIVE CASES FOR TES (TES Range = 300 meters)

Meteorological
Visibility aU = 0.9jm.m

Condition kin) (kni) Attenuat Transmission

Standard Clear 23.5 0.120 0.04 0.96

Haze 8.0 0.36 0.09 0.91

Fog 0.6 4.75 0.76 0.24

Thus, a factor of about 4 degradation in TES irradiance at R = 300 meters* can be anticipated as the

result of continuum atmospheric attenuation under minimum TES visibility conditions.

For representative cases calculated for VES (table 2-3) the results show that continuum atmospheric

attenuation results in a degradation of the signal transmission by about a factor of nine for the VES

situation at 3 km* under minimum VES visibility conditions.
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TABLE 2-3

REPRESENTATIVE CASES FOR VES (VES Range = 3 km)

Meteorological
Visibility *A = 0.9 Am

Condition (km) (kmi") Attenuation Transmission

Standard Clear 23.5 0.12 0.30 0.70

Light Haze 8.0 0,36 0.62 0.38

Heavy Haze 4.0" 0.72 0.89 0.11

"Note the differences in table 2-2 and text of 0.6 km and 300 meters, and in table 2-3 and text of 4 km

and 3 kmn. The lesser figure is the actual visibility apparent to the human eye of targets and target

backgrounds whose contrast ratio is less than 100 percent. This subject is treated in detail and the latter

figures derived in Appendix C, Visibility/Range Capability.

2.2.2 WATER VAPOR ATTENUATION

To this point we have considered dtmnospheric attenuation due to atomic and molecular scattering and

particulate absorption and scattering under adverse visibility conditions. However, the current mode

must also account for infrared absorption due to water vapor. This section presents the data, curves and

equations necessary to determine the reduction in beam irradiance due to the absorption of GaAs

radiation by Water along the optical path from the transmitier to the target.

Since the spectral absorption coefficient K. depends upon wave-number v, which depends upon

wavelength (v = v/c = 1/A). and since the wavelength of a GaAs laser depends upon temperature, T,

we mus. determine K. in two stels. Figure 2-2 is a plot of the gallium arsenide laser wavelength vs

temperature. Knowing T, we can determine X from Figure 2-2. Figure 2-3 is a plot of the spectral

absorption coefficient for water K., established using data from Reference 1. Knowing X. we can

determine Kv. The quantity KV has the units of reciprocal centimeters. Figure 2-4 is a plot of

precipitable cm of water per kilometer of path length as a function of temperature for various values of

relative humidity. This figure was prepared using data taken from Reference 2. Note that the data in
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reference 2 are given in terms of vapor density. psat, in grams/M3, for saturated vapor (i.e., 100%

relative humidity). Hence at any arbitrary relative humidity. 0, the actual vapor density is simply:
SPSat-3

Pv P- (2'3)

From the concept of precipitation, we know from conservation of matter that the mass of water, M,

must be the same in the vapor and liquid phases. thus:

M = PvVv = PLVL (2-4)

where Vv and VL are the vapor and liquid vollimes respectively, and PL is the density of liquid water

(1.00 gramcm3). Stating with a volume ofVv = 1 M3 and letting VL = 1 M3 x A (M/M) where A is

the precipitable depth, we find:

Pvt rams x 1M3 -1 ga x 106 c3 x 1M3 x A(m/M)
M3  cm3 M3

or A = 106 pvsat 0 meters/meter
4

or & 10"4 pvsat 0 cm/meter

or , 10"1 pvsat 0 cm/kilometer (2-5)
I

Equation (2-5) in conjunction with the pvsat(r) data from reference 2. forms the basis of Figure 2-4.

Knowing T and 0 we can determine &. Since A is the precipitable cm of water per kilometer of path

length, then the total precipitable cm of water. d. over a path of length L is simply:

d= AL (2-6)

Thus, knowing L we compute d from Equation (2-6) Finally the fraction of energy arriving at the

detectors, relative to that which would have arrived in the absence of water vapor, FH20 is given by:

FH20 e'Kd (2-7)
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Thus, by knowing T, 0 and L we can determine FH20.A neape h au fF 2  scluae
for the case of a test of rthe MILES system conducted at Big Dalton Wash on 26 September 1977. The

analysis of this case is presented below.

T = 240C

0 = 65%

L = ?..5 kM

Step 1: From Figure 2-2: for T 241C
find X =9038 A

Step 2: From Figure 2-3: for X =9038 A

find K .0399 cm'1

Step 3: From Figure 2-4: for T -24
0C, 4D=65%

Find A = 1.5 cm/KM

Step 4: From Equation 2-6 = L, for L =3.5 kM
find d = 1.5 x3.5 5.25 cm

Step 5: From Equation 2 -71120 = e-.kjP

find FH2  'e0.0399 X 5.25 = 0.811

Thus, for this case (i.e. T= 240 = 75.2'F, 65% relative humidity, and a path length of 3.5 kin) we see

that the decrease in irradiance due to water vapor absorption is only 19%.

Reference 2 points out that these values may be considered accurate to ±5 percent. Thus, even at 100

percent relative humidity, at 900 F, and for a range of 3 km,it can be shown by these methods that the

water vapor absorption can only decrease the i-radiance by about 35 percent. It can be concluded that,

for the MILES situation, water vapor absorption while not negligible is significantly less a problem than

continuum atmospheric attenuation under adverse visibility conditions.

2.3 ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

Now consider the critically important effects of atmospheric turbulence including scintillation. InI propagating optical pulses through the atmosphere they are significantly perturbed by random

fluctuations in the index of refraction caused by atmospheric turbulence. The effects of turbulence are:
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a. Wide variations in intensity from point-to-point within the beam (scintillation)

b. Variations in the intensity at a given point in the beam with time (also scintillation)

c. Movement of the beam centerline (beam wander)

d. Variations in the overall diameter of the beam (beam breathing)

e. Increase in the average spot diameter (beam spreading)

As a starting point, the previous work of Tatarski, Lawrence and Strohbehn, Fried, Hufnagel and

Szanley, and Lutomirski (references 3 through 8 have been used.) Lutomirski (reference 8) shows that

beam spreading due to diffraction is on the order of 18 microradians, which is negligible relative to the 1

to 2 milliradian divergence of the MILES beam. He also shows that beam spreading and beam wander

due to turbulence are on the order of 0.2 milliradian under worst-case MILES conditions. Thus beam

wander, beam breathing and beam spreading may be disregarded in the analysis of the effects of

atmospheric turbulence on MILES performance. However, the effects of variations in intensity from

point-to-point, and with time (scintillation) are far from negligible and are the subject of the major

portion of this section.

Following the development of Lawrence and Strohbehn (reference 4), an examination is made of the

theoretical expressions for the variations in intensity of the received wave resulting from the effects of

atmospheric scintillation.

PLANE WAVE, HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM

=21nl 1.23 Cn 2k7 / 6 L1 1 / 6  (2-8)

where:

k = 27r/ = wavenumber

X, = wavelength

C2  atmospheric refractive index structure parameter

L = optical path length

I = local irradiance

12lnI =variance in the logarithm of the irradiance
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SPHERICAL WAVE, HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM

02 nl = 0.50 c2 nk 7/ 6 L11/6  (2-9)

Thus, the dependence of the log variance upon C2, k, and L is identical in both the plane wave and

spherical wave cases. The only difference lies in the multipl: Iing factors 1.23 and 0.50, the log variance

for spherical waves being about 40 percent of the plane wave values. However, for a divergent beam of

I milliradian, reference 8 points out that the spherical wave theory is appropriate.

2.3.1 PREDICTIONS OF LOG VARIANCE

The problem of predicting values of the log variance in the received intensity over path lengths and

atmospheric conditions appropriate to MILES is now considered. From Lawrence and Strohbehn

(reference 4) and Hufnagel and Stanley (reference 7) we find the following:

a. The highest values of C2 occur nearest to the ground.

b. The values of C2 are lowest at dawn and dusk.

c. The values of C2 increase, relative to the dawn/dusk values at night, and increase further

during the day time, reaching their peak near noon or in the early afternoon.

The following five cases are treated to allow the mathematical model to bracket the MILES cases.

a. Dawn/dusk at a mean height above the ground, H 1 10 meters. For this case C2 = 3 x

01"15 M-2/ 3 . This probably corresponds to the least scintillation one could ever expect for

MILES.

b. Dawn/dusk 1 " 1 meter, C" - 1 x 10"14 M"2/ 3. This would still represent a quite low

level of atmospheric scintillation.

c. Night. [ = I meter. C2 = 2 x 10-13M- 2/ 3. A representative night-time value close to the

ground.

d. Daytime, T = 1 meter. C2 = 4 x 10"13M"2 / 3. This is probably representative of an
"average" sunny day.
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e. Hot daytime, f = 1 meter, C2 10"12M--3. This is typical of strong scintillation close to

the ground on a hot, sunny day. It is probably representative of a worst case MILES

situation.

Substitution can now be made for various values of C2 corresponding to the cases discussed earlier, and

various values of range, L, appropriate to MILES.

2.3.2 SATURATED SCINTILLATION

Lawrence and Strohbehn (reference 4) point out in considerable detail that "attempts at verifying

experimentally (equations 2-8 and 2-9) have shown that for small values of V-"here is good agreement

between theory and expefunent. However, when V = a21nI (the variance in the logarithm of the

irradiance) is greater than about 2.5, as predicted by the preceding equations, the experimental values of

02InI appear to saturate and remain about constant."

Detailed mathematical evaluations of these equations are presented graphically in figure 2-5. The

spherical calculatic ns are used initially, and saturation is invoked whenever 4 21nI exceeds 2.5.

The most striking result of these curves is that except for the day, n/dusk cases all of the curves for

daytime (and even nighttime) saturate before I kilometer.

Thus, beyond I kim, for all practical MILES cases (day or night - except dawn/dusk), it may be assumed

that scintillation is saturated.

Thus: v2lnI = 2.5 = variance in [Loge (I)]

V nl = 1.58 = standard deviation in (Loge I]

Hence, the standard deviation in the natural logarithm of the irradiance for all MILFS cases beyond 1

km is 1.58. Detailed calculations by R. Lutomirski (reference 8) show that the maximum value for

saturated scintillation is about 0 lnI = 1.6 which is in excellent agreement with this result.

Lutomirski then integrates the general expression for cumulative probability and arrives at the following

important results:

a. When 'InI = 1 (almost saturated scintillation), the intensity 90 percent of the time will be

equal to or greater than 17 percent of the unperturbed intensity for a single detector.
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b. When 1lnI = 1.6 (fully sarurateed scintillation), Lutomirski calculates that 90 percent of

the time the intensity will exceed 4 percent of the unperturbed intensity for a single

detector.

2.3.3 FRESNEL ZONE SIZE

As discussed by Lawrence and Strohbehn (reference 4) a key parameter in the analysis of atmospheric

scintillation is the Fresnel zone size, pF, defined by the relation

P F =F/L (2-10)

For GaAs radiation, A- = 0.904 x 10-6 meter. Values of the Fresnel zone size, PF, have been plotted for

range values appropriate to MILES. (See figure 2-6.) Note that typical values of PF are on the order of

a few centimeters and at 3 km the value is about 5 cm. This is very important because the work of Fried

(reference 5) shows that whenever any two points, separated by a distance p, are at least twice the

characteristic length 4L/k apart, the signals received at these two points are essentially uncorrelated.

Since:

/ii7/ f16 XL/2w =4 8/,PF = 1.596 Pp

then at a range of L = 3 kM we find:

_/k= 1.596x 5 = 8 cm

Hence, if the MILES detectors are separated by more than about 8 cm they may be treated as

independent. Since the detector separations will always exceed 8 cm, even on the TES system, and will

generally be on the order of 50 to 80 cm on the VES system, the detectors can be treated as receiving

independent signals.

2.3.4 FREQUENCY OF ATMOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION

Lawrence and Strohbehn (reference 4) state that "the predominant frequency is obtained by dividing

the transverse wind velocity component by the Fresnel zone size."

FF = VL/pF = V./(,L)'A (2-11)

Noting that 1 knot = 0.515 m/sec, the Fresnel scintillation frequency for X = 0.904 ,Lm can be

comouted as a function of cross-wind velocity in m/sec or knots. This is shown in figure 2-7.
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Note: 1. The frequencies are higher for the short range TES requirements ( R _ 300m) than the

long range VES (R <: 300m).

2. Typical frequencies are on the order of about 50 Hz, with a range from 10 Hz to 200 Hz

spanning most situations likely to be encountered by MILES.

3. Since the primary interpulse frequency for MILES is 3000 Hz, it would be anticipated, on

theoretical grounds, that if a continuous stream of pulses were to be transmitted at 3000 Hz

a group phenomena would be seen.

For example, if FF = 100 Hz and the laser pulse rate frequency (PRF) is 3000 Hz, one would see

"fades" of 30 or so pulses and then successful detection of a group of 30 or so pulses. This is important

to MILES since it is the successful detection of words, not individual pulses, that is crucial to the

communication channel. The dimensionless parameter may be defined as:

J = FFI"P

Where:

FF - Fresnel frequency= V.L/(XL)l, (sec-1)

and:

'= Interpulse period (sec)

If J<(1 the pulses will exhibit a group scintillauon phenomena while if D>1 the pulses will be essentially

independent. For MILES, typical values of . lie in the range 10.2 to 10"1, hence a "group phenomena"

can be anticipated.

It is worth noting that Lutomirski, reference 8, suggests that the characteristic scintillation frequency

should be of the form F = V.AiL where is the so-called "correlation length." Since L<<PF this

would predict higher scintillation frequencies which could cause J to exceed unity. In this case

independent rather than group fading would be observed. Since group fading is the more serious

problem in the MILES communication channel, the Fresne! frequency analysis represents a worst case.

Therefore, an assumption is made that group phenomena involving fades as long as 30 or so consecutive

pulses may occur. Thus, the possibility exisits for the occurrence of long and short duration fades.

Multiple repetition of words are used to overcome long duration fades and the Boolean union decoding

technique is used to overcome short duration fades. In this respect. the design is considered to be

conservative because, for a very modest increase in electronics, both limitations have been overcome.
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2.3.5 EFFECT OF MULTIPLE DETECTORS

The variance in received intensity due to atmospheric scintillation will be reduced as the number of

independent samplings is increased. Figure 2 from Lawrence and Strohehn (reference 4) shows that the

variance is a monotonically decreasing function of the par.i.meter (D/2)/ (Z)Ihwhere D is the effective

diameter of N independent detectors. Provided the detectors are separated by a distance greater than

the Fresnel zone size, (AZ)"4 , then D2 = Nd 2 where d is the diameter of a single detector and n the

number of detectors being irradiated. The value of the variance is normalized by the saturated value of

2.5.

For N independent detectors:

Cr2lnI = f (Nhd/2)/XZ

This function is shown in figure 2-8

Let us now illustrate the effect of multiple detectors through a sample problem. Consider a machine

gun system firing at a man target at a range Z = l.lxl0 3m with X = 0.904 x 10"6m. The Fresnel zone size

is (kZ)4 = 3.16 cm. Since the detectors are about 20 cm apart, they may be regarded as independent.

Since the area of a MILES detector is 1 cm 2 it's effective diameter is ,rd 2/4 = 1 cm 2 or d= 1.13 cm.

Since N=4. then D = 4½hd = 2.26 cm and D/2 = 1.13 cm. The abscissa of figure 2 is thus 1.13

cm/3.16 cm = G.358. From figure 2 we obtain a value of a2/2.5 = 0.48 or a 2 = 1.2, or a = 1.095.

Thus we see that simply by increasing N from I to 4, a is reduced from 1.58 to 1.095. In general, we

find:

a. Increasing the number of detectors within the beam, while maintaining them at separation

distances large relative to the Fresnel zone size will improve the probability of detection.

b. Theory predicts that the greatest marginal improvement occurs in going from one detector

to two detectors.

c. Beyond about N = 4 or N = 5, it is no longer cost effective to keep adding additional

detectors in order to obtain small improvements in hit probability due to aperture

averaging. This is a direct consequence of the asymptotic nature of the curve shown in

Figure 2-9 for values of the abscissa greater than unity.
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2.3.6 SCINTILLATION EFFECTS ON PROBABILITY OF DETECTION

A computer program was written to determine detection probability of optical pulses in a scintillated

atmosphere. (Ref. McMillan and Barnes). The data generated in the program was used to improve the

hit probability vs range calculations.

2.3.6.1 COMPUTER ANALYSIS

The detection probability of optical pulses in a scintillated atmosphere is dependent upon the threshold

to noise setting (TIN), the expected signal to noise (S/N),'and the degree of scintillation V ranging

frm VE = 0 (no turbulence) to OE= 1.6 (maximum observed scintillation). The results of
McMillan and Barnes paper were incorporated into the MILES hit probability vs range analysis. The

case T/N = 4, S/N = 7 and VE = 0.7 was used for these simulations. To improve fidelity of

simulation, a computer program was written to generate appropriate detection probability curves for

any value Of VE. The inputs to the program are the threshold to noise setting of the receiver, the desired

signal to noise and the value Of E

The program was initially run for a number of cases given in the McMillan and Barnes paper. The

results are in excellent agreement to those of McMillan and Barnes and thus there is&a high confidence

that the program is accurate.

The output data obtained can be used in the generation of hit probabilities vs range. This enables an

accurate analysis of the MILES system, i.e., threshold/noise setting of 5.5 to 1 and the use of higher

values of~ crthan given in the McMillan and Barnes paper.

A family of hit probability curves is shown for various values of OE (log Amplitude Fluctuation Index).

This set of curves show that atmospheric scintillation has a significant effect on system performance. A

discussion of aperture smoothing is included for man and vehicle standard target.

As discussed in Section 2.3.7. temperature effects alone could not account for the reduction in expected

range experienced for the machine gun subsystem as tested a, El Mirage. The M.G.'s energy output

could not vary by more than 20% over the temperature ranges experienced. Comparison of the tests

results with the hit probability analysis dictated a reevaluation of aperture smoothing (averaging)

effects, on O
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Previousl)y an aperture averaged value of cE = .7 was usedfor all MILES subsystem simulation. Results

of El .irage tests indicated that at ranges in excess of 600 mi. scintillation effects are greater than the

maximum given by McMillan and Barnes figures.

As a result of this, various cases were run on the computer for VE ranging from 0 to 1.6 (saturated

scintillation for a point detector) with threshold/noise settings of 5.5:1 and signal to noise of 7:1.

Using this computer program a family of curves was run for the machine gun subsystem with the actual

energy and beam spreads used in the El Mirage tests. Comparisons of actual data with computerL simulation (see Figure 2-9) indicates that for the machine gun transmitter firing against a man target,

the best fit is obtained when 0 E lies between VE = 1 and vE = 1.2. Aperture smoothing theory was

then reviewed by P. Jacobs and R. Garnmarino. The resulting figure from Lawrence and Strobehn has

been replotted (expanded) and is included. A sample problem was done for the rmachine gun at a range

of 1.1x10 3m. Figure 2 gives a value of o2E/2.5 of 0.48 for a value of D/2 (\Z)½ of 0.36, corresponding

to a value of OE of 1.095 at a range of 1100 m. This value is relatively constant from 900 to 1500 m

ranging from vE = 1 to CrE = 1.16. In long range systems the vehicle standard target is used. This

target has 5 detectors. Calculations for VE for 2000 and 3000 m yields VE value of 1.18 and 1.28,

respectively, for the vehicle standard target.

In all long range analysis. a value of aE - 1.1 will be used.

It is felt that this value of VE will give good fidelity when used in the generation of the hit probability vs

range curves for moderately heavy scintillation. While it is important to analyze the worst case

situation, it is not necessary to design for the assumption that the system will always be used under worst

case scintillation. A value of cE = 1.1 will provide good correlation between computer simulation and

actual field tests over a wide range of atmospheric conditions. When worst case scintillation is

encountered a slower roll-off of hit probability vs range will be observed.

2.3.7 SCINTILLATION TESTING, RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Testing was perfori ed in Pasadena. California, and at El Mirage Dry Lake to verify the predicted

analytical results. These tests were conducted over ranges from 25 to 4000 meters under widely varying

conditions.

Test conditions, data, and analysis are included in XEOS reports. The test reports, identified by XEOS

DFS documentation control numbers, were submitted to NTEC.
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A summary of the El Mirage test results and conclusions drawn therefrom is provided in the followingI subsections.

2.3.7.1 Experimental Test Results

a. The El Mirage scintillation test results (Figures 2-10 and 2-11) are given in the form of

"words" which were successfully detected, decoded, and counted. (A word consisted of six

active bits in eleven allotted time slots). Ten words were transmitted per trigger pull with

each bit at a frequency of 3.0 kHz. Helnce, a single word required 3.667 msec: and a 10

word sequence required 36.67 msec. The perc:!-...Age of t~ransmitted words which were

successfuxlly processed is lab~eled "word hit probability" on the graphs.

Data points identified by "X" were obtained by optimal aiming where the rifleman had

feedback from the target to indicate where the laser beam was located.

Data points labeled "A" were obtained by simply aiming by means of the boresight

telescope; that is, with no verbal feedback from the personnel at the target as to the

optimnality of the aiming.

Comparison of "X" and "A" data points on figures 2-10 and 2-11 can be interpreted to

show the degradation of results when the man is inserted into the aiming and firing loop.

Note that this still does not include the man having to hold the weapon steady since all data

was taken with the laser on a tripod. Obviously, further degradation will occur when the

soldier holds, aims,. and fires the weapon. Therefore, the over-range hit pý -), . t~y Will

most likely be man-limited to reasonable range values.

F b. Figures 2-10 and 2-11 show that strong scintillation at El Mirage did not severely affect

word detection probability at ranges up to one kilometer and that there was a quasi-

saturation -ffect beyond one kilometer under hottest daytime conditions.

According to theory saturation should exist in all tests, except at dawn or dusk, for ranges

beyond 0.5 kilometer. True saturation would manifest itself by word hit probability curves

versus range (such as figure 2-11) being independent of environmental parameters. The

fact that the daytime data lies in a narrow band despite considerable variations in wind

velocity, wind direction. temperature. and time of day suggests that saturation, or at least

quasi-saturation, does indeed occur.7
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2.3.7.2 Conclusions

a. Scintillation effects tend toward saturation beyond 0.5 kilometer and can therefore be

handled in the analysis as a scintillation index having a range of 1.00) < rs <1.60 for a single

detector in the VFS portions of MILES. Assuming an array of four to nine detectors is

illuminated and that the detectors are spaced greater than a Fresnel zone size apart, a is

inv,-.rsely related to the number of detectors.

b. Hit probability at ranges beyond the specified device ranges (overkill) is reduced by

atmospheric transmission factors including scintillation and will ultimately be man-limited

due to holding, aiming, and firing degradations.

c. Scintillation effects are greatly reduced at dawn, relative to daytime or nighttime values.
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SECTION 3

RECEIVER ANALYSIS

3 .1 SILICON PEOTODIODE CHARACTERISTICS

The optical detectors used on all MILES receivers employ silicon photo-

diodes (solar celli j. Used in the photovoltaic mode (no externally

applied bias), the p-n junction of the solar cell generates a current

proportional to the incident optical radiation. The induced photo-

current divides between the diode internal junction resistance and the

combination of its series resistance and external load. The flow of

current produces a voltage with a polarity that will tend to forward

bias the photodiode p-n junction. In the design of the system, special

attention was taken to ensure that the receiver does not experience

this saturation in the presence of full sunlight. See figure 3-la for

the diode equivalent circuit. Saturation effects are discussed in

greater detail in subsection 3.2.1.

The spectral response of the photodiode is shown in figure 3-lb. It can

be seen that the peak responsivity is near the peak emission of the

GaAs injection lasars, giving an excellent design point.

3.2 BACKGROUND IRRADIANCE

2A bare silicon photodiode of 1 cm will produce 30 mA of dc current at
a sun irraeiauce of 100 rU/cm , corresponding to a standard clear day

at the earth's surface over the entire wavelength rebime. This high

background irradiarce can cause photodiode saturation and a high value

of sh.. noise. To reduce these effects, an optical filter is employed.

The choice of optical filter used in the receiver modules is a Schott

RG 830, absorption glass. This filter has greater than 89 percent
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transmission at the GaAs laser wavelength, and reduces the sun generated

current to less than 9 mA. Narrow bandpass filters were considered.

Hcwever, they are angle-dependent and cannot meet the off-angle detection

requirements of MILES. A transmission plot of the RG 830 filter is shown

in figure 3-2. The emission wavelength of the GaAs laser at + 25 0 C and

-25 0 C is included to show that the transmission is satisfactory at the

extreme low temperatures. At higher temperatures, the peak emission of

the GaAs laser will shift to the right causing no potential problem.

For additional analysis and tradeoffs on spectral filter selection, see

Appendix C of Volume II.

In addition to the RG 830 filter, there are three sources of sun current *

and signal reduction. These are the EMI shield with a transmission of

80 percent, the package window with a transmission of 92 percent, and

the protective cover, which incrementally achieves a sun current trans-

mission of 80 percent, and a signal transmission of 88 percent. The

RG 830 optical filter is bonded to the silicon photodiode in the detector

module. This process reduces the Fresnel losses of one surface of the

filter. The overall sun current produced from the photodiode module is

thus:

T T a T

Isun - 9 mA x EMI x window x surface x cover *

"= 9 mAx 0.8 x 0.92 x 1.04 x 0.8

S5.5 mA

3.2.1 PHOTODIODE SATURATION

At the expected sun current value of 5.5 mA, the forward voltage

developed across the photodiode series resistance may be shown to be

33 mV for a series resistance of 5 ohms and a transformer dc resistance

of 1 ohm. This is clearly too small to sufficiently forward bias the

photodiode to cause any shunting of signal current.
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3.3 NOISE ANALYSIS

Four types of noise appear in the MILES receiver:

a. Shot noise present in sun-induced dc current

b. Johnson noise in the amplifier input resistor.

c. Amplifier noise at the amplifier input

d. Induced noise from MI and microphonics

Induced noise is defeated by proper packaging, component design, and

coding. Microphonics is defeated by frequency domain discrimination.

This discussion treats shot noise, Johnson noise, and amplifier noise

only.

Figure 3-3 shows the schematic and the model for the detector preampli-

fier. The following definitions apply:

V a amplifier noise -4 nV/vf-

V - Johnson noise voltage in R, - V4/F"LR V/'iz - 2.36 nV/A-z

R U 3000

T - 65 0 C - 338°K

k - Boltzmann's constant - 1.38 x 10-23 joules/°K

R2  - 12 KO

C2  - An artificial capacitance to simulate the roll-off of later
stages at 1.2 Iz - 11 pF

C1 - capacitance of a single photodiode - 4.5 nF

N - transformer turns ratio - 2. (Actual turn ratio is 4:1 but
the low permeability of the core material used to prevent
microphonics gives an effective turn ratio of 2:1.

n - number of detectors connected to the amplifier

q - number of detectors seeing the sun

m - number of detectors seeing the laser beam

1s - shot noise from a singledetector'svorthof sun current -

V_2e atnp/qiff
e - electronic charge - 1.6 x 10"19 coulombs
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I - sun current 7 milliamp

- photo current from a single detector's worth of laser beamp

The following assumptions and calculations apply to the analysis:

a. High pass elements (transformer, coupling capacitors, etc.)
are not significant since they cut off less than 20 percent
of the system noise bandwidth.

b. Low pass elements which ultimately cut off the high frequency
response of the system at 1.2 MR& are modeled by an 11 pF
capacitor (C2 ) across the 12K preamplifier feedback resistor
(R2 ).

c. It may be shown by evaluating the integral:

q /
df = f Z

(f2
1 +

that noise bandwidth is larger than the cutoff frequency of
a low pass element by a factor of rr/2.

d. The time constant T1 - R1 nC./N 2 varies from 1.35 I's to 2.7 I's
depending upon the number of detectors hooked to the amplifier.
The time constant T2 " R2 C2 - 0.13 Is. Therefore, T2« rI.

3.3.1 SHOT NOISE

The shot noise spectral density at the photodiode is given by:

I /2'--el arnp/SziT

where:

I - shot noise of a single diode exposed to the sun
a - electronic charge - 1.6 x 10-19

I - dc current from a single diode exposed to the sun - 7 mA
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I - 4.73 x 10"l1amp/,S-

The shot noise density at the amplifier output from q detectors illumi-

nated by the sun is

qrq 2 a, / 7.1 x 10-9 volts/vI-R
R2 N .

2
The shot noise bandvidth is controlled by the nR1 C1 /N lo-pass filter

characteristic and we may neglect further low-pass filtering, since

"2 << I" By assumption (c) in section 3.3 the noise bandwidth is:

"" 2 *85 KRz (4 detectors)
BW - R =- 98 Klz (8 detectors)

Total shot noise at the amplifier output is:

:N

x 2.44 x10 V

Total shot noise then is proportional to the square root of the fraction,

q/n, of detectors which see the sun.

3.3.2 APILIFIER AND JOHNSON NOISE

Examination of figure 3-3 yields a pa&sband transfer function for both

resistor Johnson noise, Vj, and amplifier noise, VA. The low frequency

cutoff is at

N2  118 kIz (4 detectors)

1 2R a1 nC " 60 kHz (8 detectors)

3-8
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The high frequency cutoff is at:

f 2 - 1.2 Mxf2"21 T2

The passband gain is

* 40 Johnson noise

G - 2
1 + - 41 Amplifier noise

We my neglect the 10 percent effect of the low frequency cutoff and

use a psasband gain of 40 and a noise bandvidth of 17/2 x 1.2 Mz -

1.88 MHz.

The total, amplifier and Johnson noise at the amplifier output is

E - G V/(Va2 + VJ2)(0/2 f2

- 2.5 x 10V

Note that amplifier and Johnson noise are of the same order as shot

noise in the sun background.

3.3.3 NOISE EQUIVALENT EXPOSURE

We shall now derive an expression for peak amplifier output voltage

in terms of input signal exposure (ergs/cm ). By solving for exposure

required to give an output voltage just equal to the RMS noise, we

obtain the noise equivalent exposure (NEE) for the MILES receiver.
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The transfer function 'in Laplace notation) from amplifier current input

to amplifier output is:

3L (3)

1: a1 + T13 (I + 1.2173

The signal is assumed to be a Dirac delta function, 6(t), of area Q
p

where i is the total signal charge generated by the received pulse.

The assumption of such a narrow pulse is justified by the fact thac

both tl and 2 are long compared with the pulsewidth of the signal

received. T is the low-pass filter time constant in following stages.

The time response of a network to a delta impulse is the inverse trans-

form of the network Laplace transfer function. For cur transfer func-

tion, the response (from tables) is given by:

p(t) - -t/%

( 21 -2

To find the peak in this waveform, we need to set the derivative of

E (t) to 0, solve for t (the time when the peak occurs) and substitute
p p

this time into E (t).
p

The derivative of E (t) may be obtained by multiplying by s in the
p

transform domain and inverting the transform. This gives (again from

tables):

3-10
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Setting E (t) to zero, and solving for t gives:

t T ' K E/ (K-1)] 1 n (K)
p

where K - p2 /?i and t is the time when the peak is reached.

Substituting t into E_(t') to obtain E gives:P • p

E - R2 Q K/(l-K) IP •1* ( )

For our system, 12 is about 0.133 Psec. The input time constant depends

upon n, the number of detectors, as follows:

n C R
1 1 R .fl.35 Psec (4 detectors)

1 2 k.7 1sec (8 detectors) (2)

where:

CI cingle detector capacitance - 4.5 x 10 f

R, = amplifier input resistance = 300 ohms

N - effective transformer turns ratio - 2

Thus K varies from 0.133/2.7 - 0.05, to 0.133/1.35 - 0.1. Peak signal

voltage at the amplifier output therefore varies from 0.75 Q R2 /T 1 to

0.82 Qp R2 /Ti. We shall use E. - 0.78 Qp R2 /Ti.

Now Qp is the total photo-charge generated by the photodiode in response

to an incoming optical pulse of collected energy E . Photo charge isp
related to exposure, Ex, as follows:

Qp E xx Ex as x s X xAx m (3)
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vhere:

E incoming exposure in joules/cm2
x 2
A - area of a single detector 1cm

T M transmission of EI filter - 0.8

Th - transmission of window - 0.92

as - reduction in filter losses due to bonding it on the
detector - 1.04

S - photodiode sensitivity - 0.4 A/W

m - number of detectors illuminated by the incoming signal.

So Qp 0.306 m Ex and peak output voltage, Ep, is related to exposure

by substitution of equations (2) and (3) into (1):

(0.78) R2 N2

E = C x 0.306 m E

Solving for E gives:
x

E 1. x 1*x0-10 Ex p

Setting E equal to the RMS sum of shot, amplifier, and Johnson noise

gill give noise equivalent exposure in joules/cm2

NEE R 1 C 12 2 aeIN
m (0.78)(R 2) (N 2)(0.306) /!N2 4 R1 n1

+ 2) )(1.2 x 106 [(4 x 10- ) + (2.36 x 109)j

3-12
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For a !4JLD, m/n - q/n = 0.5 and

NEEMWLD - 0.742 P.rss/cr 2

There are four square cm of detector exposed to laser illumination.

if we multiply by four, we obtain the noise equivalent energy for the

detection system. That energy is 3 uergs. If the threshold-to-noise

ratio is set at 5.5, then the threshold equivalent energy (TEE) for

the MWLD is:

TEE a 5.5 x 4 x NEE - 16.5 ergs

This agrees closely with measurements on MILES MWLDs which had carefully

been set at a TNR of 5.5. Those masurements ranged from 17 Pergs to

24 pergs with four detectors in full sun.
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SECTION 4

TRANSMI1TER ANALYSIS

4.1 GaAs INJECTION LASER CHARACTERISTICS

The optical sources used in MILES transmitters are GaAs injection lasers. These lasers were chosen

because they are lightweighr, reliable, easily modulated, match the peak response of Si detectors and can

operate in an eye safe mode. The emission regions of the injection lasers are sufficiently small, i.e.,

M16A1 laser junction is 0.003 by 0.0004 inch, to generate narrow (milliradian) beam spreads with

inexpensive optics. These narrow beamspreads are required for good weapon simulation..

4.1.1 GaAs STRUCTURE

Transmitters which are mounted on hot gun barrels must employ multiheterostructure (MH) GaAs

lasers because of their good high temperature characteristics. With these lasers usable power output can

be obtained up to 850C, which is the temperature an M16A1 rifle barrel can reach during automatic fire.

Previously, the optical pulsewidth of MH lasers was limited to 80 ns. Antireflection coatings usid on

MILES lasers permit operation of MH lasers at 150 ns with no damage. Far field laser beam spreads

have been reduced since the initial devices were delivered and the MILES MH laser beam spreads

approach that of single heterostructure (SH) lasers.

For long range systems, SH lasers can be used, but temperature compensation is more difficult.

therefo-e. multiheterostructure lasers are used on all systems. These lasers have beam spreads which

permit a collection efficiency of 50 percent when the MILES f/2.5 lens system is employed. This

collection efficiency approaches that obtained previously only with SH lasers.

4.1.2 PEAK EMISSION WAVELENGTH

The peak emission wavelength (A ) at 250 C is specified at 900 ± 20 nm. This wavelength is

temperature dependent and varies according to the following relationship.

X = 25°C ± PAT
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wniere •varies from 2.5A/C0 to 3A/CO, and AT is the temperature differential from 25°C. Tus, within

the MILES temperature range (-250 to +620C), X can vary from 8790A to 9260A.

4.1.3 POWER OUTPUT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

GaAs laser output power varies greatly with temperature at fixed drive currents. This is due to

threshold and differential slope efficiency variations with temperature. Threshold current increases

with increasing temperatures and differential slope efficiency decreases with temperature. With fixed

drive current, both of these factors tend to decrease the output power as temperature increases.

Plots of two RCA MH lasers fabricated with a 0.003 inch stripe contact are shown in figure 4-1. To get a

feeling for the necessity of temperature compensation, let us look at laser 4464-1 in figure 4-1. If we

were to operate this laser at 7 amps at -250C the output power would be 2.7W. At 750C the output

power would be 0.2W. For training devices this power variation is not acceptable since system

performance would vary greatly. Also, at low temperature, catastrophic damage to the laser may occur
because the output power density of the laser diode can be exceeded when power output is set at room

temperature.

The differential slope efficiency and threshold for diode 4464-1 at the temperature extremes are:

@ T = -25 0C, AP = 0.58 W/A, Ith = 2,4A
AA

@ T = 750C, AP = 0.35 W/A, Ith = 6.3A
AA

For laser 4464-2 they are:

AP (-250C) = 0.53 W/A, Ith = 2A
AA

AP (750 C) = 0.3 W/A, Ith = 6.9A
AA

As we can see from these two typical MH lasers, threshold currents and differential slope efficiencies are

slightly different. Requiring tight control on threshold current and differential slope efficiency is not

feasible on devices which must be bought for less than $15 each in high quantities to meet DTUPC

goals. Data on laser production thus far has shown substantial variations in the above mentioned

parameters. This requires extensive engineering analysis and design to permit operation of MILES

lasers in systems which operate over wide temperature extremes.
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4.1.4 TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION REQUIREMENTS

The MILES design incorporates one temperature compensation network for MH lasers. This was

decided upon because ofcost limitations. Temperature compensation is simplified in MILES because

the receivers are energy-dependent and not peak power-dependent. Energy varies faster than peak

power because the current pulse is sinusoidal and the threshhold current varies with temperature.

Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show how peak power and energy output vary under worst case variations of

threshold current and slope efficiency.

Comparing Cases I and II we see that for the same current shape pulse the power output ratio is 9/4 =

2.25; whereas the energy output variation is 49.5/12 = 4.125. Thus, since MILES receivers are energy

dependent it is critical that energy output variations and not peak power output be controlled.

4.2 TRANSMITTER PARAMETERS

The MILES laser transmitters can be characterized for analysis by a few parameters. These are listed

below.

e Weapon code

e Energy output

* Beam spread perpendicular to and parallel to laser junction

* Gaussian wings beam spread

* Saturated scintillation factor (anticipated over operating range) for the system

* Fraction of energy in primary beam

To minimize overall transmitter costs, all MILES transmitters employ the same lens. The size of the

laser used. i.e.. 0.003 or 0.006 inch, focusing and the energy output settings are the only controllable

variables. The transmitter parameters used in the computer analysis are shown in table 4-1. Lines 1 to 9

contain transmitter information used in this analysis. Transmitter tubes are set up on an optical

aligmnent bench to permit monitoring of the far field irradiance patterns. The laser position and the

output energy are varied for each transmitter such that the far field pattern falls within the minimum/

maximum curves required for each transmitter. This insures that each zransmitter has the proper peak

far field (50 m) irradiance and beam shape. This procedure insures that all transmitters of a specific

4-4
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TABLE 4-1

TRANSMI'TTER PARAMETERS

WAPON, o, 3E , B2, 3 K FACTOR, RANGE, F

1.000 DPAGODN .8 .0025 .0041 .00"7 1.44 I00E2 .44
.. 000 152MMIk.ILL) 1.17 .0036 .001".4 .007 1.5- 100E2 .44

.3.000 105MM'OILL) 1.94 .00:O6 .0013 .015 1.57 100E2 .44
4.000 VIPER(KILL.:, .3 .005 .005 .007 1 25E2 .44
5.000 MkCHIME-6UNS (k ILL) .32 .0012 .0016. .00.7 1.32 50E2 .44
6.000 'HI LLELRGH 1.8 .0032 .0012 .007 1.44 101E2 .44
7.000 TOW 1.8 .0032 .0012 .007 1.44 IOOE2 .44a.000 16,KILL) .2 SE-4 l.SE-3 .007 1.32 25E2 .44
9.0 00 COAX.'(ILL-15l2MM`- .36 .006 .006 .007 1.32 15•'E2 .44

20.000 M601I$1DE> 7 -151 40 .4 -162 0 .2 -115 0 .8 --64 0 .9
2.1.000 -10 0 1 48 0 1 107 0 1
22.000 24E-6 400 200
23. 000 M60PIF(FRONT) 5 44 40 .9 44 1) .94 90 0 .5 114 0 ..3
24.000 126 0".05
25.000 24E-6 400 200
26.000 M60A(REAR)• 4 -79 0 .93 -20 0 .98 38 0 .9* 98 0 .94
217. 000 64E-6 400 200
Z8.000 M113,$IDE') 6 -148 0 1 -88 A 1 -30 0 1 30 0 1 88 0 1 14A . 1
2.1. 000 24E-6 400 200
30.000 M113FRFPOT7) 4 -57 0 .7 -18 0 .7 18 0 .7" 5. 0 .7
31.000 24E-6 400 200
32. 000 M113 (PERPA 4 -63 0 .98 -30 0 .98 0 0 .98 47 0 .1)
33.Ok0 124E-6 400 200
34.000 M551(SIDE) 7 -82 30 .5 -82 0 .17 -92 0 .68
35. 000 -.36 0 1 27 0 .98 60 0 .86 100 0 0
36.000 24E-6 400 200
37.000 M551(FPOHT) 3 50 30 1 70 0 1 113 0 .5
38. 000 24E,.., 400 200
"3. 01., M55I (PEFW) 1 -90 0 .7
3?. 100 "4E-6 400 200
40.000 MArN(FPONT) 4 10 10 1 10 -10 1 -10 -10 1 -10 10 1
41.000 )4E-6 150 150

-- EDF .HI T AFTER-1. _

E - Energy Output

B- Primary Gaussian Beam

B3 - Primary Gaussian Beam

F, Secodiary Gaussian Beam

K F.ctor - Scintillation Effects on Detector Sensitivity
F " Ratio of Energy in the Primary Gaussjans/Total Energy
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type will have the same field performance. See figure 4-4 for the M 16A1I minimum/maximum curves

(perpendicular to laser junction).

4.2.1 TRANSMITTER OPTICS

A piano convex lens is used as the collimator for the laser emission in all transmitters. This lens has

suficient spherical aberration to produce a beam profile which gives a nearly constaz't kill zone

independent of range. An &sphere lens was designed and one sample fabricated. The improvement in

perfbrmance was determined not to be sufficient to offset the cost of an asphere lens. Plastic aspheres

ame relatively inexpensive, however, index of refraction change over temperature would have to be

cmested fbr if a plastic lens were used. Replicated aspheres. epoxy on glass substrates, would meet

the temperature requirements. However, costs again were too high.

The piano convex lens used has a 50 mun focal length and 23 mm diameter. The material used is K5

Glass 522595 with an index of refraction at 903 nxn of 1.514. The radius of the curved surface is 25.7

mm (convex), thickness is 6 mm. Beam divergence is achieved in the laser/optics assembly by

defocusing the lens inside the paraxial focus.

4.3 BEAM GEOMETRY

A detailed theoretical analysis of the "Beam Geometry Equation" is included in Appendix B of this

report. This work is an extension of the original work by P. Jacobs (Ref. 9). The analysis describes the

nature of a Gaussian laser beam propagating through the atmosphere and being detected by fixed

threshold receivers. T'he key results of this analysis may be summarized as follows:

a. The maximum beam diameter is proportional to the square root of the laser output power

divided by the detector threshold irradiance. Thus, increasing the laser output power or

decreasing the detector threshold irradiance will increase the beam diameter.

D =K WIFF

b. The maximum beam diameter is independent of the laser optics provided the beam distribution

is Gaussian. The MILES laser beam distribution is essentially Gaussian, hence the maximum

beam diameter does not depend upon the optical aperture, focal length, or beam divergence for

the same transmitter power output.
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c. The maximum beam diameter will decrease as the atmospheric attenuation coefficient increVas

Detailed calculations are presented in Appendix B for a range of conditions appropriate to

MILES.

d. The maximum effective range also depends upon the square root of the laser output power

di,-ided by the detector threshold irradiance. However, in addition, the maximum range is

inversely proportional to the beam divergence. Expressions for maximum range ate derived in

Appendix B.

e. The maximum effective range, and the range at which the beam achieves it maximum diameter,

both decrease with increased atmospheric extinction coefficient. Detailed functional expressions

are presented for both cases in Appendix B.

The results of this first order theory are theoretical relationships between maximum beam diameter,

range to maximum beam diameter, and maximum range as a function of laser transmitter power,

detector threshold, beam divergence, and atmospheric attenuation coefficient. An extended theory

which is now programmed for the computer also treats the effects of.

* Atmospheric scintillation

9 Multiple pulses (words, messages)

* Multiple detectors

a Electronics signal processing methods

The effects of atmospheric scintillation, multiple pulses. multiple detectors and electronics signal

processing have been studied in considerable detail. For example, it is known that atmospheric

scintillation will result in the loss of active bits in a code and, hence, multiple word repetition has been

utilized to overcome this effect. It is also known that multiplz detectors reduce the effects of

scintillation and that electronics signal processing effects, such as a Boolean Union decoding scheme,

improve signal detection probability in the event of high frequency scintillation. The Unified

Detection Probability Analysis includes all these effects simultaneously (see Appendix D). Thus, a

complete analysis of detection probability and lhe influence of transmitter related variables are given

in Appendix F.
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SECTIONI 5

CODING. DECODUNG. AND THRESHOLD SMTTING ANALYSIS

5.1 CODE SUNCTIONS

MILES is a counication channel in which the ability to successfully

transmit a message to an adversary simulates the ability to kill, hit

or near-miss him.

The ability to successfully comp~lete the transmission of the message

is significantly affected by the code set structure, message format,

decoding method, and threshold setting of the detector. Conversely,

the ability to avoid false message reception is affected by the same

factors. This section then addresses these aspects of the MILES

system design.

The functions of the MILS code are as follows:

1. Discriminate between weapon types with high reliability;

2. Extend weapon simulator range in the presence of adverse
atmospheric conditions;

3. Reject random false signals;

4. Simulate missile tracking requirements;

5. Shape the kill zone profile vs range to more
accurately simulate weapon effectiveness.

5.2 CODE FORMAT

Figue 5-1 shows the code format. Each "word" is made up of eleven code

slots containing six pulses and five empty slots. The word length is
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hip I.+I

WORD .l1 I I.

6 BITS IN 11 TIME SLOTS
fo a 3.000 KHz +_0.015%
PULSE WIDTH - 100 TO 200 nsec.,

MESSAGE

K AR M OR KILL WORDS9J

DIA 2 PERSESEDELA.

M MAN KILL WORDS -r i
D2 MICROSEC DELAY

N NEAR MISS WORDS-

LIKE WORDS FOLLOW EACH OTHER WITHOUT DELAY

MISSILE SEQUENCE

LMAN KILL MESSAGE

16 MISSILE MESSAGES
AT 8 PER SECOND.

[6 MISSILE MESSAGES
AT2 PER SECOND.

1 SECOND DELAY

TRIGGER PULL
EACH MISSILE MESSAGE IS 8 MISSILE WORDS

Figure 5-1. Code Format
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defined as eleven and the word weight as six. The Slots appear at a

repetition rate of 3.0000 KIz -0.015%.

The accuracy of the transmission frequency is critical since the receivers

are not synchronized, but are crystal controlled. Section 5.4 treats

the accuracy requirement.

A "message" (simulating a single round in non-missile cases) is made up

of K armor-kill words followed by M man-kill words followed by N near

miss words. Table 5-1 shows values for code format parameters for vari-

ous MILES weapons.

In many cases K, M, or N are zero. If the armor kill code is one of

those decoded by the man-worn laser detector, there is no need for the

M man-kill words. If the weapon kills men only and has zero armor effec-

tively, th~en K is zero. In the case of missiles, near miss is detected

by insuffi~cient tracking time on the target; thus N is zero in each

missile message. A separate man-kill message is then added after the

regular missile sequence.

There are small delays between the groups of word types to avoid jamming

in the Boolean union decoder (discussed in section 5.4). Within each

group of like words, there is no delay required due to cyclic inequality

of the code set (discussed in section 5.3).

TOW and Shillelagh missile tracking sequences are simulated by a sequence

of 32 messages, 16 at 2 per second, followed by 16 at 8 per second. Dragon

tracking sequences are 6 seconds long with 16 messages at 4 per second

followed by 16 messages at 8 per second. The criterion for a target hit

is the reception of at least 22 like missile codes in any 10-second

interval. (This will be discussed in section 5.4.) The placement of

half the pulses in the last 2 seconds simulates the requirements for

accurate tracking during the terminal portion of missile flight in the

actual system. A delay of 1 second after trigger pull is inserted prior

to the be31nning of this sequence.

5-3
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A message of 128 man-kill words follows the missile sequence to "kill"

any meru in the missile impact area. This message starts 121.3 milliseconds

after start of the last missile message.

High rate of fire weapons which are triggered by blanks truncate the

transmission of N near-miss words upon receiving an input from the blank

fire microphone for the next round. K kill words are then transmitted

followed by N more near-miss words unless truncated again. Should Ao

microphone input be received (last round fired in a burst), N near miss

words are transmitted.

In high rate of fire weapons operated without blank fire enablement, the

number of near miss words is established by the desired firing rate and

is identical on the last round of any burst.

5.3 CODE SET

The basic MILES code set is shown in Table 5-2. It is a set of 37 code

words of length eleven and weight six. The codes in the set have the

property of cyclic inequality. This property may be described as

follows: Consider a field eleven bits wide containing any code word in

the set. The code may be shifted to the right any number of bits, and

the bits which are shifted out of the field to the right added sequen-

tially to fill in the vacated spaces on the left side of the field. The

resultant rotated code will not be equal to any other code in the set

after any number of shifts. This property allows shift register de-

coding of repeated words without synch bits. It allows multiple mul-

tiple repetition of identical code words without gaps and decoding in

a Boolean union decoder. This latter property is essential for reli-

able transmission through a turbulent atmosphere.

The codes in the MILES code set are of equal length and weight. This

aids in error rejection since a bit must be dropped out and another bit

added before one code is transformed to another.
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TABLE 5-2

MILES WEAPON CODE ASSIGNMENT

* 37 Code Words - (Limited to 32 in any single vehicle type)
* 11 Bit Words
* 6 Weight Codes

DO DI 02 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 DO D9 DIO Code 4 Weaeon

S1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 15 * Viper Hit
1 1 0 1 C 1 1 0 0 1 0 12 * 105 sm Hit
I 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 00 8 * Dragon Hit
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 13 * U52 m, 155 am, 8 inch, lOS Howitzer Hit
I 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 21 GAU-8, AH (30 in) Hit
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 7 * TOW, Shillelagh, Sagger, Helfire (ASH) Hit
I 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 * Universal Hit. Conctrller Gun 100% Hit
1I 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 2 TOW Shillelagh 100% Hit
i i 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 haverick Hit
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 20 Rockeys (Cluster Bomb) Hit
I 1 0 1 0 00 1 1 0 1 25 Roland 1I, Chaparral Hit
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 26 Stinger Hit
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 19 Grenade (40 mm) Hit

t 1.0 0 i 0 1 1 0 0 1 14 2.75 inch Rocket Hit
l 10 0 1 00 1 0 1 1 11 Claymore KSIl and M16 Hli
.1 i 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 10 M21 Antitank Hit
1 10 1 100 1 0 0 1 9 M202 Flame Hit
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 16 120 ma it
I 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 17 90 "m Hit
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1i 75 m and 73 am (Russian APC) Hit
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 6 105 m 100% Hit
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 O 0 1 5 152 .mlO1% Hit
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 4 Viper 1OO%. Hit
I 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 3 Dragou lO0 Hic
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 22 Bushmaster (25 me), ZUZ3-4 (23 sm) Hit
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 Spare
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 Spare
I 1 0 1 1 00 0 0 1 1 Spare
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 Spare
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 Spare
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 31 Heavy Weapon Spare Miss
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 23 Vulcan (20 mm) Airborne (20 m) Hit
I 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 24 * M2, M85 Machine Gun Hit
i 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 27 * M16 Rifle, 460 Machine GUn, Coax Hit
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 29 * M16 Rifle, M60 Machine Gun, Coax Miss
1 1 0 : 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 30 Light Weapon Spare Miss
S1 0 i I 1 0 0 0 0 1 28 * 152 m, 105 mm, ViperMHiss
1 0 0 0 0 * Boresight Code Continuously Transmitted

Currently developed ia ED M.LIS; all others programmed.
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The number of ways in which one code may be transformed into a rotated

version of another by the dropping of one bit, and adding of another is

defined as the "error proclivity" between the two codes. The codes in

Table 5-1 are arranged such that those near the top of the list have a

small error proclivity with respect to those near the bottom. Thus it

is relatively harder to transmutate codes far apart on the list than

those close together on the list. This property is useful in preventing

light weapon codes being misinterpreted as heavy weapon codes.

It should be noted that Table 5-2 has spare codes and a boresight code.

The boresight code is length five, weight one, and when repeated without

Saps appears to be a 600 Hz pulse string. As its name implies, this

code is used for boresighting and test. The low effective repetition

rate precludes eye safety problems. The inherent difference between

the boresight code and any real MILES code precludes its unauthorized

use to kill targets.

Finally, the relatively high weight of the codes makes it difficult for

noise to cause a false alarm.

The basic code has no explicit error correction capability and little

error detection capability. However, the multiple copy transmission,

the particular type of decoder, and the nature of the channel combine

to make this code highly reliable.

To obtain error correction capability in the basic code would require

a lengthening of the code and would require a more sophisticated decoder.

This increase in complexity is not required and would tend to lower

system reliability. The mechanisms used to achieve error correction

are described in the following paragraphs.
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5.4 DECODING SCHEME

Figure 5-2 shows those elements of the MILES receiver from the detector

threshold to the decision outcome. They are described as follows:

a. Threshold Circuit - The threshold circuit for MILES is
adjustable and provides for simple threshold detection of
photodiode output. A moderate amount of hysteresis is
present in the threshold detector to avoid "chatter"
should signals pass slowly through threshold.

b. Flip-flop - The input to the shift register is provided by
a flip-flop which is set by threshold output anywhere
between clock pulse leading edges. The clock pulse clears
the flip-flop and shifts the data into the register. Thus,
no matter when a threshold output occurs, the data will go

into the shift register. If the clock occurs in the middle
of the incoming pulse, data occurs in two cells.

c. Shift Registers (Boolean Union Decoder) - MILES decoders are
always open and looking for a code to appear. Incoming sig-
nals are shifted through serial-in-serial-out shift registers.
If, at any time, the ones and zeros appearing in the register
"match a valid code, a successful decode is achieved.

The system, as implemented, allows decoding in the presence
of lost ones and rejection of pulses which do not fall

exactly in a time slot.

Words are repeated multiple times to combat slow fades due
to atmospheric variations. No gap is required between words
due to the cyclic inequality property of the code set (see
Section 5.3).

Repeating words on the same 3 KHz centers with no gap also
allows Boolean Union decoding as follows:

The input to the second shift register is comprised of the
Boolean Union of the present photodiode threshold output
and the delayed output which occurred exactly one word time

earlier. Delay is performed in the first shift register.
The only way a bit may not appear in the second shift register
is for it to have dropped- out in two successive words.

The shift register clock is.48 XHz, 16 timnes higher than the
code frequency. The shift registers each have 16 x 11 - 176

cells. Eleven decoding taps are provided at 16 bit intervals
on the second register. Thus the decoder only sees incoming
signals and noise through narrow time slots arranged precisely
at the code spacing.

5-8
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The slots are 20.8 microseconds in width and at 333.3 micro-
second intervals. Only noise falling into a given set of slots
can be combined-with actual code bits in that-sot of slots to
jam reception.

The 48 101: clock frequency must be near the 16th harmonic of the
incoming code. If it is not, successive pulses might not appear
in a single set of 3 101: slots, and thus would tiot appear on
the decoding taps at the same time.

Figure 5-3 shows the timing for a clock whose frequency is

s lightly off with respect to the incoming code. The minimum
threshold output pulsewidth is five microseconds. In order to
decode properly, code pulses must appear in shift register
cells whose indices are multiples of 16. As can be seen, the

1* 1st bit of the first word appears in only cell 16. Midway
through the decoding sequence, the clock leading edge appears
in the middle of the incoming pulse, such that the 12th bit
(1st bit of 2nd word) appears both in cell 192 and 193. Finally,
by the last bit of the 2nd word, the code appears in cell 337
rather than in cell 336 (16 x 21) and Boolean Union decoding
may be inhibited.

The clock must drift at least five microseconds in 21 bit
times (7 milliseconds) in order to cause misplacement of a
bit. The relative crystal frequency diff"Pr"e between 5rans-
mitter and decoder Must be less than 5 x 10 sec/7 x 10 sec
or .07%. Crystals procured for MILES are specified to *0.015%.
Thus, even if transmitter and decoder are in error in opposite
directions at the extreme of their tolerance, the total drift
cannot misplace a bit.

The use of the Boolean Union deocder was prompted by the un-
syimmetrical nature of the binary communication channel, where
scintillation causes bits to drop out more often than false bits
are added. Simply lowering the threshold would cause the
false alarm rate to go rapidly above specification. TheI. Boolean Union decoder effectively combats high frequency
scintillation while raising the false alarm rate only
negligibly.

VSection 2 of this report indicates that burst error length due
to scintillation is unpredictable. The Boolean Union decoder
represents an inexpensive approach to defeating high frequency
components of scintillation in cases where these components
exist. It also increases reception probability in fringe areas

of the beam and tends to more sharply define the kill zone.
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d. UP/Down Counter and Noise Threshold - The second shift register
in the decoder is monitored with an up-down counter, which al-

ways contains the count of the number of ones in the register.
Since there are 16 times as many elements in the shift register

shift register provides a sensitive measure of the amount of
noise in the system.

Whenever the count in the up-down counter exceeds 32, then the
decoder is inhibited from operating on any codes until the
count is reduced to a tolerable level. The threshold of 32 is
high enough so that the system remains jam proof in the pros-
once of non-lethal codes being fired at it. However, it is
set low enough so as to effectively discriminate agains't high
noise situations.

The ones counter constitutes the primary defense against una-
voidable microphonics and EMI noise.

a. Word Counter - In vehicle systems, reception of two words
wi~thi nword time period are required to obtain a hit
or near-miss. The man-worn laser detector (MWILD) requires
only one. The reason for this is to provide false alarm
protection in the vehicle decoders which are receptive to
more codes (37) than the I4JLD (6). (A two word requirement
would be placed on the MIJLD too, but small weapons are often
capable of placing only one word on a target due to blank
round recoil during the latter portion of the kill message.)
Section 5.6 discusses quantitatively the merits of two vs
one word decoding.

f. Word Decoder - The word decoder outputs a signal indicating
a successful decode and the identification number of the
successful code. This identifying number is used in the
kill probability routine to apply appropriate kill proba-
bilities to various weapon/ target pairs.

S. Kill Probability Routine - In the vehicle, a statistical rou-
tine is entered each time a hit is decoded to determine
whether the hit caused a kill. (See Section 5.5).

h. Missile Routine - Upon detection of an initial tracking

missile code word, the decoder internally initiates a ten
second period representing the tracking interval (see Fig-
ure 5-4). Of the 32 code mossagos transmitted by the
encoder during one tracking enqoqunter, receipt of 22 or more
code messages constitutes a vehicle kill, and receipt of
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2 to 21 messages constitutes a near miss. For each of the
32 'code messages, the encoder transmits eight copies of the
missile kill code word (32 x 8 a 256 code words).

The criterion for kill/near miss determination dictates that
at most, one word detection per code message be allowed.
Therefore, upon detection of a tracking missile kill code
word, the decoder inhibits further code detection for a
period equivalent to eight word transmission times (one
message time) as shown in figure 5-4.

5.5 KILL PROBABILITIES

MILES vehicle systems have the capability of performing electronic

statistical trials such that received hit messages may result in non-

lethal "hits" rather than disabling kills. It is important to differ-

entiate between kill probability, P , as it is traditionally used in

weapon effect analysis, and the MILES probability of kill generator.

The former is the probability of a kill given a round was fired. The

MILES routine models the probability of a kill, Lie he round hit

the armored vehicle target.

The target may be killed or hit based upon a hierarchy of weapons

and targets. Table 5-3 shows the hierarchy for MILES ED weapons

against five receiver types. Helicopters (Halo) and light vehicles

(Truck/jeep) are included as system expansion targets. The symbol, HlK,

in Table 5-3 indicates that the receiver -decodear on the target may

generate either a hit or kill when a hit message is received.

The hit-kill decision statistics are based upon the number of kill
words received and the weapon and target type involved. A random

statistical decision is made electronically inside the targtt vehicle

each time a successful message decode is achieved. A message decode

occurs each time two hit words are received within an eight-word time
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TABLE 5-3

MILES ED TARGEPT/WEAPON HIERARCHY

CVID

APC HEL TRUCK~ & TEU,_

M6RFEK,M M - H,KM HKM

M60 MACHINE GUN Km M -- H,KM HK,M

M(85 MACHINE GUN KM 11,K,M, - H,K,M H,K~M

COAX MACHINE GUN Km H - H,K,M HK,M

DRAGON MISSILE K H,K,M H,K,M K'M K1M

VIPER K fl,K,MH H,KM H,KM H,K,M

TOW MISSILE K K3M 11Km H,K,M KM

SHILLELAGH MISSILE K Kim HKM H,K,M KM

105 mm GUN K 11KM RK,H KM H,KH

1152 mm GUN K KIM H,K,m K)M H,K,M

K-Kill

11-Hit

H-Near Miss



There is a range dependency inherent in this implementation due to the

fact that at close ranges, a single eight-word round will cause the

routine to be entered four timues; at long range, the routine will be

entered fewer times owing to the probable reception of fewer than eight

valid words.

Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the range dependencý of P Kiland I/P Kl
(mean number of rounds to kill) for the MILES tect~nique. Note that

the ordinate for figure 5-5 is probability 2er round, not per hit.

Since the routine is entered more than once at close range, the

actual probability for each execution of the routine must be set sub-

stantially less than the desired single round close range kill pro-

bability. (One "kill." outcome from the multiple executions is suf-

ficient to kill the vehicle.) In fact the equation relating the two

probabilities is:

where P1 M probaijility of kill given all words in the message
were received (close range kill probability).

PW probability of kill given a single execution of
the kill routine

D *number of executions of the kill routine given
perfect message reception (D = two for a four-word
message and four for an eight-word message.)

Tabla 5-4 gives close range kill. probabilities for various weapon
target pairs. MILES vehicles stote data which yield these short

range probabi~lities. Probabilities are all integral multiples of
1/32 (.03125) due to the use of a five-bit counter in the

implementation.
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5.6 EFFECT OF CODING AND DECODING ON SYSTEM FALSE ALARM RATE

This section presents an expression relating the system false alarm

rate to the single bit false alarm rate. From computer evaluationz
allowable false alarm rates are shown.

5.6.1 THEORETICAL BASIS

The probability of receiving a false alarm in 100 hours is:

1.73 x 10 10

-Poo " I- (l - P W)

where PW is the probability of receiving a false word at any allowable
1o0

decoding opportunity. (There are 1.73 x 10 decoding opportunities

in 100 hours, based upon 48,000 oportunities per second.)

The probability of decoding a false word at any decoding opportunity

when only one word receipt is required is:

-p 1 (1 - p)BN(lI-W) - (1 - p)BN W (I)

where: I nqmber of valid code words which can kill a man (e.g., M16,
=a~s bit p~robability

B = number of registers in the Boolean Union decoder

N number of independent thresholds per unit (man or
vehicle)

W -weight of code word

The probability of decoding a false word when M receipts are required

is:

PwM K P ( 1l - PwO K-M (2)
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where K number of word periods during which the decoder will, accept

the Recond valid decoded word (K - 2 for man system and K - 8 for

vehicle system). Equation (2) applies to both man worn laser detectors*

and vehicle detection belts where M-2.

5.6.2 COMPUTER MODEL

A computer program was written which ...-P"luated P 10as a functioa of P

for various values of K, M, N, and I corresponding to the vehicle and

the man system. Boolean union decoding was assumed throughout. Fig-

ures 5-7 and 5-8 pl~ot the results of that program.

These figures are used as follows.:.

a. Select the appropriate figure for the decoder (vehicle
or man worn)

b. Enter the graph on the left-hand side at the 100 hr
false alarm probability (.01 on MILES).

C. Using the approrpiate word detection curve, find
the single-bit false one probability

Note that the required single-bit probability is a strong function of

the number of words required for receipt.

The initial model execution was Zollowed by several (14) runs varying:

a. Weight of miss code from 4 to 6

b. Number of words req~uired for detection

C. Length of window i.n which the subsequent words were

detected.

Tables 5-5 through 5-8 show the results. Note that:

a. Window length has little effect on allowable
single bit error probabilities.
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TABLE 5-5

MAN NEAR MISS

H W j • P, Single Bit False Alarm
No. Reqd. Code Window Probability which gives 100 hr

Detect Weight Length False Alrim Prob, PO 00  = 0.01

24 0.0002
4

4 0.0002

24 0.0024
6

4 0.0024

24 0.005

4
4 0.007i

624 0.02

16 4 0.024

ta
TABLE 5-6

MAN KILL

m W N P, Single Bit False AlArm
No. Reqd. Code Window Probability which gives 100 hr

Detect Weight Longth False Alarm Prob, P1 00, u 0.01

6 24 0.0017

6 4. 0.0017

0 24 0.018
2

6 24 0.020
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TABLE 5-7

VEHICLE NW MISS

M Weight N2P. Single Bit FatseAla

No. eqd. Code Window Probability which gives 100 hr
Detect Weight kLenth False Alarm Prob, PI100, 0.01

128 0.00008
4.

1 _80.00008

128 0.001
6

8 0.001

128 0.0075

618 0.0107

TABLE 5-8

VEHICLE HIT

M W N P, Single Bit False Alarm
No. Reqd. Code Window Probability which gives 100 hr

Detect Weight Length False Alarm Prob, P10 0 , a 0.01

6 128 0.00065

6 8 0.00065

6 128 0.0065
2

6 8 0.0085

3 6 128 0.02

4 6 128 0.042
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b. Changing code weight from 4 to 6 increases the allowable
error probabilityby factors varyi.ng from 3.75 to 12.5.

c. Going from one word to two word receipt increases the
allowable error probabilit7 by factors varying from 5 to 35.

Going from one word to three or four word receipt on v~hicle hit codes

increases the allowable false one rate by 30.8 and 64, respectively.

5,6.3 NEGATIVE EFCT 0? MULTIPLE WOPD RECFIPT REQUIEMNWTS

System models have shown that the reduction in range by going between

one word and three is undeatectable for the 90% hit probability, 3KA

visibility case. It was 7.8% for the 20% hit probability, 24KM

visibility case. These are clearly unimportant magnitudes of change.

A two-word requirement on light weapon codes may be impractical due *

to the motion of the weapon. Hits or misses may be more difficult to

achieve when two words are required on receivers whose primary function

is receipt of hand-held weapon codes.

5.6.4 CONCLUSION

The following Design decisions were made:

a. All codes are 6-weight codes.

b, Require only one word receipt on both kill and near-miss for
the man decoder.

c. Require two word receipts on both kill and miss for the
vehicle decoder.

5
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Allowable false one rates are shown in Table 5-9 below:

TABLE 5-9

ALLOWABLE FALSE ONES

Decoding System Allowable False
_ _ _ _Ones Per Second

Man Kill 82

Man Miss 115

Vehicle Kill 312

Vehicle Miss 360

False one rate is obtained by multiplying the false one probability

by the sampling frequency, 48KHz.

5.7 THRESHOLD-TO-NOISE SETTING AND FALSE ALARM RATE

The system false alarm rate requirement is a maximum of 1% in 100 hrs.

Section 5.6 indicated a false bit rate of 82 per second or less was

desired to satisfy this requirement for the man worn system. The

threshold-to-RMS noise ratio which will meet the false bit rate

requirement is derived below.

Rice (Reference 1) gives an equation for FAR, the single bit false

alarm rate, in terms of I t/I , the threshold-to-noise ratio (TNR).

1
FAR exp (-1 /21

where - is the noise bandwidth of the system. If BW, the shot noise
2T

bandwith developed in Subsection 3.2.3, is substituted for 1/2T and TNR

for I /In, and this equation is solved for TNR, we have:

TNR2-
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Substituting the previously obtained values, FAR - 2 and BW - 333 KHz

L (from Section 3.2.3), the desired formula is obtained for minimum

threshold-to-noise ratio, TNR.

Evaluating the abcve expression gives a minimum allowable TNR of 3.94

for MILES.

In practice, the threshold-to-noise ratio is set in MILES receivers

at manufacture by monitoring false one rates while simulating highest

noise conditions (-35 0 C, full sunlight). The threshold is set such

that the false one rate is about one per second under these condi-

tions. Using the expression above for TNR, the TNR is approximately

5.0. At higher temperatures and out of the sun, the TNR is somewhat

greater.

(It should be noted that the FAR is a fast function of the TNR; hence

the safety margin on TNR.)
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SECTION 6

PAR.ALLEL STUDIES

At the beginning of the ED program several concepts that had not been

done on the AD program seemed worthy of investigation and of potential

use on the ED design. A single tube transmitter vs the two tube

transmitter would conserve weight, volume and dollars. Blank fire

enablement of the transmitter would provide realistic weapon simulation,

eliminate the need for a rounds count display, and provide a 1:1 cor-

respondence between blanks and laser rounds. These studies culminated

in their successful application to.-the Engineering Development hardware.

6.1 SINGLE TUBE TRANSMITTER

6.1.1 INTRODUCTION

The original XEOS concept utilized on the LES Program in OTI for

generating a near miss beam was a separate, circular near miss zone

resulting from a separate near miss laser (i.e., two laser tubes).

The reasoning proceeded as follows:

a. The near miss zone should be larger than the kill zone.

b. To provide a larger zone requires a greater beam divergence.
(It was originally believed that beam diameter was directly
proportional- to beam divergence.)

C. To provide adequate detector irradi~ance the near miss laser
output power must scale in direct proportion to the area
of the beam.
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However, this approach had a number of disadvantages.

a. It would require two lasers, two optical assemblies and
ewo drivers.

b. It would increase the cost, weight, and size of the MILES
transmitters.

c. The two lasers must be aligned with great precision and
must remain in precise alignment through field usage.

d. Since the desired near miss beam diameter is about three
times that of the kill beam its area is about nine times
as great and, hence, the near miss beam would require
almost an order of magnitude greater power level than the
kill beam.

e. The power requirements of che VES near miss beams were
such as to exceed the current eye safety standards as
stipulated in TB MED 279.

f. OT-I Testing at Ft. Benning, Ga., indicaLed that the near
miss beams of both VES and TES were not very effective and
that beyond about 1.2 km no VES near miss zone could be
detected.

g. The binocular near miss/kill configurations would force the
existence of four laser tubes in the 105 mm weapon barrel,
and five laser tubes in the 152 rm weapon barrel. The
mechanical and optical probJems associated with space
available and optical alignment would be formidable. The
ED MILES system used the single tube transmitter for all
laser transmitters.

h. Mathematical analysis (see Appendix A), shows that the
maximum beam diameter is independent of beam divergence.
Thus, the original idea of utilizing two separate laser
tubes, one with a narrow kill zone and one with a wide
near miss zone was determined ro be a nonoptimum approach
to providing a near miss beam.

6.1.2 ANALYSIS

The analysis for the single tube concept is included as Appendix E.

6.1.3 CONCLUSIONS FROM ANALYSIS FOR VES

a. For MILES, the single tube transmitter concept appeared to
have considerable merit and was selected as a design base-
line approach.

6
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b. Data taken at 1.8 km confirmed the reduction in detection
probability with radial off-jet from the aiming point.

c. Analysis of an eight word kill message followed by a 128
word near miss message indicated that an effective kill
beam diameter of about I meter cnd a concentric near miss
zone having an effective diameter of about 3 meters, can be
expected at a range of i.8 km.

d. Additional testing of the single tube VES kiLl/near-miss
concept, utilizing the proposed ED MILES Boolean union
decoriing concept, was done to establish full technical
feasibility. The cost, size, weight, reliability, simpli-
city, and eye safety advantages of the single tube VES
concept were so significant that this approach was utilized
after a test verification program.

6.1.3.1 Actions Taken

a. Based on the results of the previous analysis and pre-
liminary tests, a MILES breadboard transmitter/encoder and
receiver/decoder pair were fabricated. This encoder and
decoder generated the proposed ED codes and utilized the
'Soolean Union" decoding scheme dis.:ussed in this report.

b.. The breadboard equipment was then used to develop experi-
mentel data on actual kill and near miss zone sizes and
kill and near miss hit probabilities at ranges from 25
meters to 4 km.

6.1.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM ANALYSIS FOR TES

a. The effects of human tremor for TES cause angular displace-
ment of the aimimg point by amounts between 3 and 10
milliradians.

b. The use of a significantly greater number of near miss
words, relative to kill words, has the effect of increasing
the effective near miss zone size.

C. For TES the effects of blank fire cause a further increase
in the dispersion of the aiming point.

d. Preliminary tests utilizing a TES 0.67 watt output power
GaAs laser transmitter were performed using a 30 word
(AD words) encoder and a non-binary union decoder. The -

decoder was required to successfully decode two words
rather than one since two AD words more closely simulate
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one ED word of weight 6. The transmitter was mounted
on an Ml16Al rifle and fired at a M.ILD harness at a range
of 300 meters. The rifle was hand-held in the standing
position, and Wa3 fired with blanks 20 times. Nineteen
successful near miss receipts were recorded. This test
did not utilize the proposed kill and near miss codes,
the 4 and 24 words per kill and near miss message,
respectively, or the Boolean Urion decoder. Thus, these
results did not firmly establishi trhe proof of feasibility
of the single tube TES concept. However, they indicated
a good chance for success. Fu'ther testing was performed
to determine that the single laser tube would be used for
the Ml6AI Rifle.

6.1.4.1 Action Taken

a. As with VES, a TES laser encoder employing the proposed
kill and near miss codes an~d word count were fabricated
and assembled. Furthermore, the TES decoder had the
Boolean Union decoder capability.

b. The above equipment was used to perform experimental
tests from 5 to 500 meters to obtain kill and near miss
zone size versus range as well as probability of hit and
probability of near miss versus range. Cost, weight, size,
reliability, ease of boresighting, and eye safety
advantages of the si~ngle tube TES concept are so signi-
ficant that this study was performed early in the MILES
program so that the results of these tests were properly
channeled into the MILES system design.

c . As a result of the testing, the single tube concept was
employed throughout the ED MILES system.

6.2 BLANK FIRE DETECTION

Detection of small weapon blank fire is a means by which realistic

weapon simulation can be achieved. Blank fire detection in effect

provides a trigger signal from the weapon to the laser transmitter.

This weapon generated signal can be used to create accurate weapon

character simulation.

Two functions for blank fire detection were considered, reset and

enable. in the reset mode the laser is fired by a trigger overlay,

the blank fire signal being used to reset the transmitter. In the

enable mode the blank fire signal is used for direct laser firing.
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6.2.1 TESTING

Two types of transducera were considered: an accelerometer switch

which would sense the mechanical shock ot the blank fire, and an

acoustic pickup.

a. Accelerometer Sensor

Shock tests were performed on the M16 Rifle and t6

Machine Gun in order to define tne accelerometer switch
requiremfents. Accelerometers were mounted in each of the
three majot axes on the barrel of the weapon and response
data were taken during the firing of blank ammuunition.
Three major transients occur for each blank fired. The
first is caused by the firing of the round. The secoaid
occurs when the bolt hits its rearward stop and the third
when the bolt returns to battery. The acceleration levels
of the third transient are equal to or greater 'than the g
levels of the blank fire. Manual bolt actuation also
produced comparable g levels. The M60 machine gun response
data is similar with two major transients occurring
during the firing of the blank round and the bolt return to
battery.

Spectral frequency analysis of the shock pulses did not
indicate any singular or well defined point of resonance.

The conclusions of the shock tests were:

(1) The shock associated with the bolt return to battery
is equal in magnitude or "reater than the shock as-
sociated with the blank fire.

(2) It would be difficult to design a simple accelerometer
switch that would respond to the blank fire shock
pulse and not respond to the bolt return shock pulse.

(3) The shock spectrum analysis does not indicate a
unique frequency signature. The fact that the
frequency content of the transient generated by
manual bolt actuation is the same as that of blank
fire indicates that a "tuned" accelerometý_r switch
would not operate reliably.

(4) The use of an accelerometer either as a switch or a
sensor for blank fire detection does not appear
feasible.

6-5
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b. Acoustic Sensor

A series of tests were conducted to determine the suit-
ability of an acoustic sensor for blank fire dete~.tion.
A brief description of the tests and a summuary of the
results follows:

(1) Feasibility - A Knowles Model BA-1501 sensor wasI used to determine if sufficient signal could be
generated from the blast. Signal levels of =s 1.2
volts were measured. In addition the test indicated
that the rifle blast could easily be differentiated
from bolt noise. The blast generated an acoustic
signal ws 6 times the level of bolt noise.

(2) Acoustic mapping -Acoustic measurements were con-
ducted on the M16 and M60 weapons. Table 6-1
summarizes the sound pressure levels obtained at the
MILES transmitter location, -and a representative
curve is shown in figure 6-1.

TABLE 6-1

WEAPON SOUND1 LEVLS

Sound Pressure Major
Level (dB) Frequency

Min 1 Max Component

M16 142 158 10 to 14 Hz

M60 1128 137 10 to 14 Hz

It can be seen from this table that a transducer
with a minimum sensitivity of 120 dF at 14 Fz will
satisfy the minimum levels for both the M16 and
M60 weapons.

In addition, the acoustic tests indicate that
position of the blank fire adapter had little or
no effect on the sound pressure levels, as long
as it was close to the barrel.

(3) Acoustic induced misfires - A test was conducted to
determine the susceptibility of the acoustic detection
system to misfires caused by adjacent shooters. The
results indicate that no misfires occurred when two
M16 shooters were separated by as little as 2-0 cm
(8 inches).
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6.2.2 CONCLUSIONS

a. The signal generated by blank fire is sufficient for
reliable performance.

b. The blast can be separated from bolt travel noise.

C. Sound pressure levels generated by the M16 and M60 are
similar and the same sensor could be used for both
weapons.

d. The acoustic sensor is not susceptible to misfires caused
by other nearby weapons being fired, provided they are
more than 8 inches from the sensor.

e. Blank 4ire reset should be feasible using the acoustic
sensor to trigger the reset.

6.3 BLANK FIRE ENtABLE

The principal problem anticipated with blank fire enable was the move-

ment of the weapon after tri~ier squeeze and prior to laser fire.

Two test methods were devised to determine the angular deflection

versus time of the M16 Rifle when using blank fire enable.

The first used two accelerometers, a1I and a 2, mounted on the forward

end of the barrel separated by a distance L. The data taken during

this test instead of being a typical half sine shock pulse was

relatively high frequency sine waves which led to inconclusive results.

Therefore, this method was abandoned.

6.3.1 MULTIPLE DFTECTOR TESTS

The second test used five detectors connected to a strip chart re-
corder and a laser transmitter operating at a constant 1 kHz pulse

rate. An acoustic pickup was mounted on the front face of the trans-

mitter to sense the blank fire, thus establishing the instant of fir-

ing. The target was made up of five AD VES detectors mounted in an
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"IX"I configuration with the four corner detectors forming a two foot

square. Each det~ector output was connected to its own channel of a

six channel, strip chart recorder. The acoustic pick up mounted on
the transmitter was connected to the sixth channel.

The data indicated a relatively stable period of 10 macc irmmediately

following blank fire. Based on this data some additional tests were
conducted in which the laser transmitted four AD kill, words ata
3.2 kcRz bit rate. Since an AD word has five slots, a word required

1.56 milliseconds, plus 2.5 milliseconds blank interval between

words or a total of 13.75 milliseconds for a four word, three

intetval message. An AD decoder was modified to accept the 3.2 kEz

bit r&re. The word requirement for a kill was made selectable at

one, two, three or four words.

A detachable trigger overlay was also incorporated on the mockup

laser so dry firing could loe accomplished and a comparison base

could bi established for each shooter.

Three shooting positions were used in this test, standing, sitting,

and prone. For each of the positions, 10 dry fire shots using the

trigger overlay were recorded. Then 10 blank. fire shots were re-

corded (four woxd requirement was used). For the 100 meter tests,

gooe correlation between the dry fire and blank fire was achieved

f or every shooter.
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6.1.2 CONCLUSIONS

a. The electronics design was completed with allowance for
either blank fire reset or blank fire enable as well as
the dry fire capability.

b. Further testing proved che blank fire enable concept to
be workable and it was usad for thQ ED MILES syster, with
the alternative choice of dry fire. A trigger overlay
switch was designed and included with the M16 and M60
laser transmitters to allow for the dry fire mode of
operation.
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INTRODUCTION

The subject of eye safety on the MILES Program has had a somewhat

involved history. During the period from 1972 to 1975, Xerox/EOS

was involved in the eye safety problem purely from an analytical

standpoint; first on the LES proposal and then while completing

the LES program itself. During this phase a number of events

occurred:

1) XEOS personnel becane more familiar with not only the
existing standards (TB MED 279, BRH, ANSI-Z-136) but the
rationale behind their adoption.

2) Calculations indicated that, based on existing eye safety

criteria, the maximum range requirements of LES could not

be achieved if one were to be simultaneously fully eye-safe

and meet DTUPC requirements.

3) In a number of areas the standards were either unclear or
incomplete when applied to pulse code modulated systems.

Futhermore, little or no biological data existed for GaAs

Lasers.

During the next phase, from 1975 to 1978

4) XEOS personnel began to participate In biological testing at

Letterman Army Instutute of Research (LAIR) under direct

support of PM-TRADE, to answer some of the questions re-

garding eye safety as applied directly to MILES.

5) XEOS completed R&D, fabrication and laboratory and field
testing of MILES. As a result of numerous system improvements

and innovations (more sensitive detectors, lower noise

amplifiers, Bcolean Union decoders, and redundant code trans-

mission) it was possible to reliably achieve longer ranges with

"lower transmitter output radiant exposure, while satisfying
performance and cost constraints.

A-I1
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6) Unfortunately, even under these "best" conditions it was

still not possible to design a Class I exempt MILES system

(i.e. completely eye safe under all conditions). Appendix A

is the 1978/79 MILES eye safety study report (No. 25-42-0381-79)

prepared by the U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency.

7) Essentially, the M-16, machine gun and Dragon simulators were

technically Class III-A and the remaining simulators were

Class 1I1-B. However, the hazards associated with interbeam

viewing at close range with stabilized optics were considered

very minimal in an engagement simulation scenario, and unaided

eye hazards only existed under focused beam conditions between

1 and 6 meters from the exit aperture - which is not a hazard

for the 105mm main gun due to barrel length. Furthermore,

owing to their use with blanks the hazards for the M-16s and

machine guns were considered minimal. In summary, MILES laser

transmitters were slightly above suggested safety standards,

but with allowance for the uncertainties within the biological

data, the significant safety factors built into the protection

standards, and the nature of the MILES scenario, the U.S.A.E.H.A.

report stated:

"It was concluded that the MILES system did not

present a personnel hazard in normal field use".

Thus, it was generally agreed, by XEOS, PM-TRADE and U.S.A.E.H.A.

that MILES Engineering Development units were acceptable, but

that the production units should not exceed the levels already

tested for the Engineering Development models. Thus, put

succintly, the philosophy with respect to the production units

was essentially;

"There is no practical way the MILES system can

be Class I exempt. Since the ED models were

Class III-A and 11-B and these were acceptable

to U.S.A.E.H.A., then let'us not exceed these

levels 4n production".
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This now brings us to the final phase, from 1979 to the

present.

8) XEOS enters the production phase of MILES. Detailed speci-

fications are drawn up in many technical areas involving

all aspects of MILES, including upper bounds on laser output

energy, and the variations of these bounds with temperature.

The maximum levels were intended to satisfy eye safety cri-

teria.

9) Unfortunately, the eye safety criteria are written in terms

of radiant exposure (Joules/cm 2), not energy (Joules). Thus,

while well intentioned, the upper limits on laser output

energy are not directly relevant to the eye safety problem.

10) Furthermore, in a somewhat ironic twist, the lasers supplied

by RCA for production are actually more efficient than those

supplied by RCA during the Engineering Development phase of

the MILES program. As a result, at a given drive current,

the production lasers emit more radiant power than the

Engineering Development units, Therefore, it is necessary

to utilize "select-in-test" resistors in the production MILES

laser transmitters in order to reduce laser output. This

reduction is necessary in order to comply with eye safety

requirements which are discussed in detail in the remaining

sec~tions of this report.

Thus, wE have the circumstance of production lasers with

higher energy output, being accepted or rejected based on a

maximum energy snecification in an attempt to maintain "eye

safety" levels, that already exceed the Class I exempt pro-

tection standards, which are based on a maximum radiant

expr*-e criteria, and are therefore intrinsically different!
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Obviously, this is not an ideal situation. Howeve-, neither is

it as bad as one might think. As we shall see from the data in-

cluded in this report, based on tests performed during June and

July 1980 at XEOS by Mr. Wes Marshall, U.S.A.E.H.A., Dr. Paul

Jacobs and Mr. Leo Taylor, XEOS, the results are in most cases

quite similar to the E.D. test results. In the case of the M-16

and machine gun simulators, the production units exhibit almost

exactly the same results as the E.D. versions.

1) The radiant exposure at the exit aperture of the trans-

mitter is below the safety standard for the production

units as it was for the E.D. units.

2) Due to focusing effects, the radiant exposure exactly on

centerline from about 1 meter to 6 meters range exceeds

the .75 erg/cm2 TB-MED-279 criteria for both the pro-

duction and E.D. units. The production units are some-

what higher than the E.D. units but this difference has

no material effect since a) both exceed TB-MED-279 levels

and b) the range at which the radiant exposure falls

below 0.75 erg/cm2 is still about 6 meters. Since the

M-16 simulators and the machine gun simulators normally

require the firing of blanks in order to transmit laser

energy*, and the safe zone for firing blanks at another

trainee is comparable, the blank would constitute a

greater safety hazard at close range. Beyond about 6

meters the radiant exposure drops below the 0.75 erg/cm2

level, and the system is again Class I per TB-MED-279.

The only system which the recent tests indicated could present a

possible problem was the 105mm main gun transmitter. Initial

tests showed peak radiant exposure levels which were about 5.7

22
erg/cmat 1.4 meters range, on centerline, for focused production

units, compared with about 3.6 ergs/cm2 at 1.6m for the E.D. units.

* Blanks are employed to generate acoustic firing signals for the
M-16 transmitter in the "Blank Fire Enable" mode. The transmitters
may also be operated in a dry fire mode for boresighting or indoor
training. In this mode, blanks are not used.
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As a. result, small, inexpensive, apertures were placed within

the op-tical tube of the 105mm transmitters. This apertu,.j

has the effect of blocking some of the radiation which would

"otherwise exit the transmitter. With such apertures in place

the radiant exposure levels returned to the measured valves

for the E.D. units, within experimental error (estimated to

be ± 15% repeatability, ± 25% absolute accuracy).

SUMMARY

The detailed results of the June/July 1980 eye safety tests will soon p

be released in a comprehensive eye safety document by Wes Marshall,

U.S.A.E.H.A. Based upon preliminary evaluation of a portion of this

data (see section II, Results), the following conclusions are appro-

priate.

1) For the M-16 rifle simulators and the machine gun simulators

no change in the present XEOS MILES specifications are re-

cormiended. The measured radiant exposure levels are slightly

higher than the E.D. versions, but the increases will have no

practical significance for the following reasons:

a) The systems will still be Classs III A systems anyway.

b) The very small increase in radiant exposure will not

change the conclusion of report 25-42-0381-79 "Instruct

troops using MILES riot to aim their weapons at an indi-

viduals eyes at close range (5-10m)". This is true

because, as described earlier, the radiant exposure

levels for the production units of these simulators are

below the protection standard at about 6m anyway.

c) The units tested represented "mean value" and "worst

case" situations. Based on XEOS testing of a large
number of production transmitters, a transmitter was

selected for eye safety testing which most closely

matched the mean-value energy output of the distri-

bution and a second was tested which was the highest

output transmitter allowed by the existing contract
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specifications. The impact upon peak radiant
exposure and maximum safe range was relatively
small between these two cases and, again, had
no significant effect upon the aforemen~tioned
conclusion from study 25-42-0381-79.

2) For the large weapon transmitters (e.g. the 105mm main tank
gun simulator) it is recommnended that rather than change the
existing contract specifications (which are not directly
appropriate to the eye safety problem) a better approach would

be to allow for inclusion of an aperture in the optical tube
which would have the effect of reducing the total radiated

energy per pulse and also reducing the maximum radiant exposure
to earlier E.D. levels. Thus, the reconmmend~ed procedure would
be as follows:

a) Use the existing contract specificatins to limit maximum
energy per pulse.

b) Evaluate that value of energy/pulse which produces maximum
radiant exposui-e levels equal to the E.D. levels of

study 25042-0381-79.

c) For those units which have output levels less than the
maximum allowable values of the specification, but

greater than the level determined in step b), incorporate

an aperture to limit radiant exposure to E.D. levels.

d) For those units having output levels below this value,

no aperture is necessary.

It is believed that these conclusions and recomimendations will be

the most practical, cost-effective method of insuring tChat pro-

duction units of MILES comply with the results of the U.S. Army

Environmental Health Agency report 25-42-0381-79 and the recom-

mendations set forth therein.
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RESULTS

A considerable amount of MILES radiant exposure data was obtained
during June and July 1980 at XEOS by both XEOS and U.S.A.E.H.A. per-
sonnel. This data is summarized in Figures 2, 3, 4* and are plotted on
the same scales as the original data for the E.D. devices. Let us

examine the data in some detail.

Figure (2) plots radiant exposure per pulse (Joules/cm 2 ) vs viewing
distance (meters), for the "Small Weapon MILES Transmitters" (i.e.
the M-16 Rifle simulator and the various machine gun simulators).
The data shown on Figure 2 is the maximum possible radiant exposure
which could be measured through a 7mm aperture corresponding to the
diameter of a fully dark adapted human pupil. The aperture and de-
tector were moved up and down, right and left and rotated in all

possible directions (i.e. "pitch", "roll", and "yaw") until the
absolute maximum reading is achieved at a given range. The range
values are then varied systematically, and occasional points, at random,
are "repeated blind" (i.e. repeated by different personnel not aware of
the previously measured values). From this procedure we have determined
that the repeatability of the measurements (e.g. how close are two
"independent" readings of the same point) is about ±15%. The absolute
accuracy (in the sense of tracability to National Bureau of Standards
values) is estimated at ±25%. This is typical of radiometric measure-

ments of this type.

*Note that the figure numbers correspond to those of report U.S.A.E.H.A.

25-42-0381-79 to allow direct comparison. These are the first three,
and only, figures of this report other than those within appendix.
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Figure 2 taken from U.S.A.E.H.A. study 25-42-0381-79, August - December

1978' shows the original MILES E.O. test data. Superimposed on this plot

is the data taken on MILES production units during June - July 1980.

The following observations are appropriate:

1) The data for the production units is generally quite close to

that for the E.D. units.

2) The spread in the data between "mean value" uniL; (e.g. M-16

S/N 314) and "upper limit" units (e.g. M-16 S/N 121) is really

not very great when plotted in terms of radiant exposure.

3) The original E.D. units exceeded the protection standard out to

about 6 meters. The production units are almost identical, per-

haps extending this value to 7 meters, but still less than the

10 meter value described earlier in the U.S.A.E.H.A. report

summary.

4) The same type of data spread appears for the M-60 transmitters.

5) In summary, the small weapon MILES production transmitters, which

are being evaluated per production specifications based upon

energy output, are not substantially different from the E.D. units

when evaluated on the basis of radiant exposure levels appropriate

to T.B. MED 279 eye safety standards. For this reason it is re-

commended that the present specifications for these transmitters,

while technically not directly relevant to the eye safety question,

may be retained because they, in effect, result in acceptable

radiant exposure values.

*The data was taken during 1978, but the report was released and dated

during 1979.
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Figure 3 shows the data for the production units, relative to the E.D.

units, for the M-16 and M-60 MILES transmitters measured through an 80mm

lens and focused within a 7mm aperture simulating a fully dark adapted

human pupil. This is the TB MED 279 test for stabilized optics. Only the

worst case (i.e. maximum allowable energy per the MILES specifications)
transmitters were tested. The values, again, are somewhat higher than

the E.D. values, and do not cross the protection standard until about
75m. Thus, there is no significant change from the E.D. units except
perhaps a slight increase in the safe range for viewing with stabilized

optics.

Rather than recommend a change in the specifications it is recommended,

as has been recommended in prior XEOS eye safety reports, and also in

U.S.A.E.H.A. study 25-42-0381-79, all stabilized sights used in MILES

should employ KG-3 optical filters which would completely eliminate all

eye safety problems with respect to the stabilized optical intrabeam

viewing of any MILES laser. All viewing optics on the XM-i tank already

have built-in laser protection in the form of KG-3 filters. In the

event that cost implications negate inclusion of KG-3 filters for the

M-60 tank or M-115 APC viewing optics, the next best recommendation would

be to utilize the existing clip-on sunlight filters - which have a 20%

transmission at the GaAs wavelength. The use of this existing filter

would result in all MILES transmitters being safe for viewing by stabilized

optics at any range. In the event that both of these recommendations

are not followed, the system will require warning labels advising against

intrabeam viewing with stabilized optics out from about 50 - 100 meters.

Finally, we turn to Figure 4. Here we have plotted the data for the viper,

105mm main gun and dragon transmitters. The data for the 105 shows

values for two separate production units (S/N 2 and S/N 19) to s0iow the

spread which can occur between median and maximum acceptable total energy

per existing production specifications.

A
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Basically, the data is, again, not very different from the E.D. values

except that the data for the "maximum level" 105 MILES transmitter is
beginning to show pqtential problems for the stabilized optics intrabeamn

viewing case. Again, adopting the use of KG-3 filters would completely

solve this problem, and even the use of sunlight filters would essentially
alleviate the difficulty. Failing these recommended actions, the only
practical recourse is to insert optical apertures within the optical

housings of those large weapon transmitters which exceed the median value of

the production units.

The fact that the radiant exposure levels without optics exceed the pro-

tection standard out to about 7m is not really a significant problem

(the E.D. units had the same difficulty) because the barrel of the 105mm
main tank gun is nearly this long, so one could not, even accidentally,

position ones eye at a point any closer to the transmitter. However, the
problem of the intrabeam viewing with stabilized optics, of a worst case

high power MILES transmitter is potentially more serious, and it is re-

commended that filters be considered for all MILES stabilized optics.

A-13
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RECOMMENDATI ONS

The following are reconmmendations based upon~ the results of tests per-
formed at XEOS during June/July 1980 to measure the radiant exposure

levels characteristic of MILES production laser transmitters.

1) As discussed in Sections I and II of this report, it is
recommnended that no changes be made to MILES production

specifications. The existing specifications relevant to

MILES production laser transmitter output set an upper
bound on laser output energy per pulse. The

T.B. MED 279 eye protection standards are written in terms

of radiant exposure (energy per unit area). Thus, reducing
the numerical value of the maximum allowable peak energy

per pulse would not insure eye safety. Furthermore, altering
the specifications to prescribe upper limits on radiant ex-

posure would not be practical as it would require completely
new measurements and measurement equipment late in a pro-
duction program.

2) The small weapon (i.e. M-16, M-60, M-85 and M-2) simulators
will be Class III-A regardless of production specifications.

Thus, it is recommiended that no changes be made to the pro-
duction specifications for these transmitters.

3) The large weapon transmitters (105nim, 152mm, TOW, SHILLELAGH

and DRAGON) will be Class III-B. This was the case for the
MILES E.D. transmitters. Therefore, it is recommended that
KG-3 filters be used on all stabilized viewing optics employed

in MILES. This will eliminate any potential hazard associated
with viewing a MILES laser through such optical systems.
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4) As a back up, it is recommended that radiation restricting

apertures be used in the optical tubes of those large weapon

transmitters whose output energy is above the ED. levels*.

This will have the result of causing the radiant exposure

levels of the production MILES units to remain equal to or

below the ED. levels. Since the E.D. levels were determined

by U.S.A.E.H.A. to be acceptable, the production units would

then achieve this status.

5) If neither recommendations 3 or 4 are adopted it is likely

that warning labels will be required to avoid intrabeam

exposure with stabilized optics for ranges to about 100

meters. Since this is not desirable, it is strongly suggested

that both recommendations 3 and 4 be implemented. The former

is in concert with Army philosophy. All optics on the XM-l

tank already have permanent KG-3 filters to avoid laser hazards

to personnel from Nd:YAG laser rangefinders or laser target

designators. These filters are also very effective at GaAs

wavelengths. Finally, the latter recommendation has already

been implenenteo, on a test basis, by XEOS.

* This rýuco,,endation has already been implemented.
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"DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY Mr. Marshall/cw/584-3q'32
07" -U. S. ARMY ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE AGENCY

ABIERLIEIN PROVING GROUNO. MARYI.ANO 21010

HSE-RL/WP

SUBJECT: Nonionizing Radiation Protection Special Study No. 25-42-0381-79,
Final Hazard Evaluation of the Engineering Development Model of the
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement Simulator, August - December
1978

Project Manager for Training Devices
Naval Training Equipment Center

-- Orlando, Florida 32813

A summary of the pertinent findings and recommendations of the inclosed
report follows:

a. A laser radiation protection special study was performed on the
Engineering Development version of the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement
System (MILES). Laser simulators using Ga-As lasers designed for use with
rifles, machine guns, tank weapons, and missiles were evaluated.

b. The rifle, machine-gun, and Dragon Simulators were technically Class
Ilia Laser Systems according to present Army standards. Nevertheless, these
units would not present a real hazard during normal field use. Since the
bedi. radiant exposure exceeded protection standards at the beam waist
(approximately 2.5 m in front of the laser), intrabeam viewing within 6 m was
not advised. The other systems were Class IlIb systems and the beam fell
below Army protection standards also at about 6 to 9 m. Current protection
standards appear to have a built-in safety margin of 12 below an actual
retinal burn threshold based on the work performed at Letterman Army
Institute of Research.

c. It was concluded that even though protection standards were slightly
exceeded, the actual risk is minimal. This would certainly be true if those
persons using the simulators are instructed not to point the devices at the
face and eyes of another individual at very close range. Blank ammunition
would normally be fired with the transmitter and such precautions wouid
therefore be necessary anyway.
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HSE-RL/WP
SUBJECT: Nonionizing Radiation Protection Special Study No. 25-42-0381-79,

Final Hazard Evaluation of the Engineering Development Model of the
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement Simulator, August - December1978"

d. It was recommended that warni'ngs be placed in the MILES manuals
instructing personnel not to stare into the laser transmitter or at close
range with optics, that tank optics not be used within 75 m without
protective filters, that an exemption label be attached to the device or
shipping container and that troops using the MILES be instructed not to point

the MILES transmitters at the eyes or face of another individual at very
close range.

1 Incl GORDON M. LODDE
as (5 cy) LTC, MSC

Director, Radiation and
Environmental Sciences

CF:
HQDA (DASG-PSP)
HQDA (DAMA-CSS-D) (3 cy)
Cdr, DARCOM (DRCSG) (10 cy)
Cdr, HSC (HSPA-P)
Cdr, TRADOC (ATPR-HR-S)
Cdr, TRADOC (ATMD)
Cdr, USAMRDC (SGRD-OP)
Cdr, LAIR (SGRD-WB-NR) (3 cy)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY ENVIRONMENTAL NYGIEN9 AGENCY

AOCROCEN PROVING GQhUNO, MARYL.AND Z1010

HSE-RL/WP

NONIONIZING RADIATION PROTECTION SPECIAL STUDY NO. 25-42-0381-79
FINAL HAZARD EVALUATION OF THE ENGINEERING

DEVELOPMENT MODEL OF THE MULTIPLE INTEGRATED
LASER ENGAGEMENT SIMULATOR

AUGUST - DECEMBER 1978

1. AUTHORITY. Letter, DRCPM-TND-SE, Office of the Project Manager for
Training Devices, 4 October 1978, subject: Request for Reevaluation of the
Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES), and indorsement theretw.

2. REFERENCES. A list of references is provided in Appendix A.

3. PURPOSE. To evaluate the potential health hazards associated with the
use of the Engineering Development (ED) version of the Multiple Integrated
Laser Engagement Simulator (MILES) by measuring ED models before and after
Operational Testing, Phase II, and to make recommendations regarding the
design and use of this equipment to avoid exposure of personnel to
potentially hazardous laser radiation from this device.

4. GENERAL.

a. Advanced Development Version. A hazard evaluation was performed on
the Advanced Development (AD) version of the MILES system during September
and October 1974 (reference 7, Appendix A). This version used nominal 5-watt
and nominal 1-watt gallium-arsenide (Ga-As) single-junction laser diodes. It
was concluded in that study that these devices did not present a retinal burn
hazard under normal operating conditions, although the lasers did slightly
exceed conservative, "point source," laser protection standards and did not
qualify as Class I laser systems. Although optically-aided viewing was
considered potentially hazardous at close viewing distances from the laser,
it was concluded that hand-held binoculars did not pose a significant risk
due to the instability of both the binoculars and the laser transmitters at
the normal target engagement ranges that are used in most training exercises.

b. Theoretical ED Version. A preliminary theoretical hazard evaluation
was made of the ED model during January-February 1976 (reference 8, Appendix
A). A 10-watt and a 20-watt laser combination was originally planned for
this version. It was concluded from theoretical calculations that this
system would present a potential personnel hazard within 20 m for unaided
viewing or within 500 m for optically aided viewing. It was recommended

Distribution limited to US Government agencies only:

test and evaluation; Jan 79. Other requests for this
document must be referred to Project Manager for Training
Devices (US Army), Naval Training Equipment Center,
Orlando, FL 32813.
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that the system be modified, if at all feasible, to either use less power or

to use an extended source laser to reduce personnel hazards. It was further

concluded that biological data were lacking concerning hazards of pulsed

Ga-As lasers and that it was necessary to determine what degree of eye safety

was required.

c. Early ED Version. A study of early models of the MILES was conducted

during February and March 1977 (reference 9, Appendix A). Field usable

models of the MILES systems were not available at the time of this study.

Measurements were made on a general purpose unit which used the actual laser

diodes and lens configuration of the ED system but used a physically larger

version of the pulse coding electronics which could be varied to represent

the various transmitters. A sample of an attenuator was also measured for

transmission. This attenuator would be installed in the beam path of the

M-16 rifle transmitters if necessary.

d. Revised Study of the ED Version. A revised study of the MILES ED

version was conducted during May 1978 (reference 10, Appendix A). Simulators

for the rifle, machine-gun, Dragon and Shillelagh missiles, and 105-mm. and

152-mm main guns were measured. It was found that the Dragon, rifle, and

machine-gun simulators were Class lIla. All other systems were Class lllh.

In addition, the beams for all systems were found to shrink in size at

approximately 2.5 m from the laser before again expanding. On most of the

simulators (except for the Dragon), nearly all the beam would pass through a

7-mm aperture at this distance. It was therefore recommended that a warning

be placed in the MILES manuals that personnel not stare into the beam at very

close range or use unfiltered tank optics at less than 75 m. It was

concluded, however, that the MILES system did not present a personnel hazard

in normal field use.

e. Biological Studies. Aftev the preliminary hazard evaluation and

throughout the development of the MILES ED system, several neetings were held

with representatives of the Letterman Army Institute of Research (LAIR), San

Francisco, CA; Xerox Electro-Optical Systems (EOS), Pasadena, CA (Engineering

Development Manufacturer); Office of the Project Manager for Training Devices

(PM TRADE), Orlando, FL; and this Agency for the purpose of discussing the

assessment of the potential eye hazards of MILES. Research with Rhesus

monkeys was initiated concerning the effect of pulse additivity on coded

pulses and the necessary protection standard for Ga-As devices. Pulse

additivity studies on 1, 2, 3, and 6 pulses at the MILES clock rate and a

neighboring wavelength (1064 nm) had been completed. Also, monkeys had been

exposed to actual coded Ga-As pulses similar to the present MILES code. An

Erbium laser was used to verify the presently used single-pulse protection

standard at 850 nm (a wavelength very close to Ga-As, 905 nm), however, no

repetitive-pulse data from this laser were available at the time of this

study. A very brief summary of the LAIR studies is presented in Appendix B.

2
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f. Inventory. At the time of this study, ED simulators for the
following weapons had been manufactured:

(1) M-16 rifle - 120 each

(2) M-60 machine gun - 12 each

(3) M-2 machine gun - 29 each

(4) M-85 machine gun - 18 each

(5) 105 mm tank gun - 18 each

(6) 152 mm tank gun - 8 each

(7) Dragon missile - 12 each

(8) Shillelagh missile - 8 each

(9) TOW missile - 8 each

(10) Viper missile - 23 each

g. Abbreviations. A table of radiometric abbreviations and units is
provided as Appendix C.

h. Laser System Qoeration. The MILES system was developed to provide
two-sided, real-time simulation of infantry small arms, tank and missile
engagement without the use of live ammunition. The present version of the EDMILES system consisted of one laser per transmitter rather than two lasers
per transmitter as originally conceived. The two beam-spreads for the "hit"
and "near-miss" were accomplished through pulse coding and computer
Interpretation rather than through the use of two actual laser beams with
differing beam divergences. The "hit" pulses were formed by operating the
same laser diode at a lower peak power than the "near-miss" pulses. The
completed MILES ED system is illustrated in Figure 1.

i. Laser Pulse Coding. The laser pulses from each type: of weapon
simulated were coded to distinguish between weapons and to realistically
simulate the duration and frequency of firing. A series of subgroups called
'words" were emitted by all transmitters. Each "kill" word consisted of six
laser pulses in 11 time slots. Each "near-miss" word also consisted of six
laser pulses in 11 time slots. Time slots were spaced 333 us apart. Each
round fired consisted of "kill" words followed by "near-miss" words. Normal
firing rates were used for each weapon. Part of the "near-miss" words may
necessarily be terminated on rapid-fire systems. Pulse coding for the
various systems is listed in Table 1. Some cf the weapon systems which may

3
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Figure 1. Photograph of the Nominal 2-Watt MILES ED Transmi tt-er Mounted on
an M-16 Rifle (Upper) and a Nominal 5-Watt Transmitter Mounted on
a Missile Launcher (Lower)

4
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be fired either with or without blanks have different coding for each
condi1tion.

TABLE 1. PULSE CODING FOR THE VARIOUS MILES SYSTEMS. CODES FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL "KILL' AND "MISS" WORDS ARE NOT LISTED

Weapon Trans.,ittted Code and Sequence Per Round

M-16 Rifle
Dry Fire 4 Hit Words, 20 Miss Words, Automatic
Dry Fire 4 Hit Words, 128 Miss Words, if Semi-Automatic
Blank Fire 4 Hit Words, 128 Miss Words or Less, Dependent

Upon the Starting of the Next Round

M-2, M-85, M-60 Machine Gun
Dry Fire 4 Hit Words, 20 Miss Words
Blank Fire 4 Hit Words, 128 Miss Words or Less, Dependent

Upon the Starting of the Next Round

Coax Machine Gun 4 Hit Words, 20 Miss Words, for Either Dry or
Blank Fire

Viper, 105-mm Main Gun, B Hit Words, 8 Man Hit Words, 128 Miss Words
and 152-mm Main Gun

Shillelagh Missile 32 Messages, 8 Hit Words/Message in 10 Second
Track Period, 8 Man-Hit Words Short Range
Inhibit for 1st 16 Messages - Complement of
Missile-Hit Words, Front Coax Hit Laser

Dragon Missile 32 Messages, 8 Hit Words/Message in 10 Second
and Tow Missile Track Period, 8 Man-Hit Words

Controller Gun
Univ. Kill 16 Kill Words
Miss 8 Heavy Miss Words, 18 Light Miss Words

5. FINDINGS.

a. Laser Outout Energy. Extensive downrange measurements were taken on
a few MILES devices prior to Operational Test II (OTII). Output energy
measurements on a number of devices were performed on the devices after
OT I1. In addition, Xerox personnel had taken output energy measurements on
a number of devices before OT I1. A summary of the average output energy
measurements is provided in Table 2. A more complete listing is provided in
Appendix 0.

5
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TABLE 2. AVERAGE LASER OUTPUT PARAMETERS

Energy Per Pulse (nJ)
Device Mode After OT II Before OT 11*

M-16 Hit 23.3 + 7 27.3 + 8.4

Miss 91.7 ; 25 102 + 17

Controller Both 30.9 + 12.7 37.8 + 12.1

M-2, M-85, M-60 Hit 31.1 + 13.9 40 + 15
Machine Gun Miss 107 T 34.4 108 + 34

105 and Hit 233 + 61 250 + 113
152 Main Gun Miss 281 ; 89 316 T 112

105 and Hit 40.5 + 25 59.9 + 23
152 Coax Miss 82.9 + 13 118 + 33
Mach ine Gun

Shillelagh and Hit 244 + 45 260 + 55
Tow Missile

* As measured by Xerox on units listed in Appendix D.

b. Irradiance Versus Range. Figures 2 through 4 illustrate the
theoretical corneal beam radiant exposure produced when viewing through
various optical instruments and by the unaided eye at various viewing
distances. Radiant exposure values are given for a 7-num exit aperture.
Laser beam divergence was not easily defined for the MILES transmitters.
Formulas derived for a gaus-t 'n type output would not provide an accurate
determination of corneal v-aant exposure at various distances unless
measurements were taken at those distances; however, the central portion of
the beam on most of the transmitters had a divergence between 1 and 2 mrad.
in addition, 20 percent of the laser energy div'erged very rapidly at the
laser exit. This portion of the beam originated from an extended source and
should not enter into safety calculations. Figure 5 is an infrared N
photograph of one of the MILES transmitters projected on a flat surface 22 m4
away.

c. Beam Waist. The output beam from all the MILES simulators, except
for the Dragon, narrowed to 2 smal"' ameter beam waist approximately 2 m
from the laser. Due t• .s •iarr..:,: of the beam the energy passing through
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Figure 5. Downrange Photograph of the MILES Transmitter Beam Projected on a
Flat Surface 22 mn From. the Transmitter.

10
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a 7-mm aperture exceeded protection standards for a localized area within 6 m
to 9 m for all MILES transmitters except the Dragon unit. Therefore,
operating the MILLS transmitters while pointed at an Individual's eye at
close range (6-9 m) presents a theoretical hazard to the eye. Of course the
likelihood of a 7-mm beam being pointed at a 7-mr pupil-is very low. For the
machint-gun or rifle simulators, this possibility of a hazardous exposure is
still more remote because protection standards are exceeded only slightly for
these devices.

0. Transmission of Optical Sights.

(1) Transmission measurements were taken on one set of M60 tank optics
using a MILES transmitter as a source. The MiOSD telescope had a
transmission of 38 percent. The M-36 commanders periscope had a transmission
of 45 percent with unity power and 26 percent through the magnifying portion.
The gunner's periscope had 11-percent transmission on unity power and
13-percent transmission through the magnifying portion. A clip-on sunlight
filter had a measured transmission of 20 percent. The use of the Sunlight
filter in conjunction with any of the optics in this tank provided complete
protection against any of the MILES transmitters at any distance. However,
measurments taken on one set of optics should not be applied to magnifying
optics in all vehicles until more measurements are taken.

(2) All viewing optics on the XM-1 tank have built-in laser protection
(KG-3 in all sights or viewing ports). Therefore, no hazard exists from
viewing the MILES transmitters through these optics.

(3) On the M-551 Sheridan Vehicle, the commander's telescope is equipped
with a built-in filter (12.5-mm, BG-38) which has an incredibly high density
at 905 nm(OD=27). The gunner's telescope has a filter(2.5 mm of BG-18) in "'
the filter wheel which also has a very high density at the MILES wavelength.

(4) The DRAGON Tracker Eyepiece has a laser protective coating which %as
a transmission of approximately 15-percent at 905 n. Attenuation in the
rest oil the optical train would most likely reduce the transmission to
acceptable levels.

(5) The TOW optics have a transmission of about 5-percent at the Ga-As
wavelength which is sufficient protection for any of the MILES simulators.

e. Ocular Image Characteristics.

(1) For Ga-As lasers, the retinal image (produced at close viewing
distances when the laser beam is collimated) is not a diffraction-limited
circular image as can be attained most nearly by gas discharge lasers.
Instead, the retinal image created by these simulators is a line image or, in
some cases for similar devices, a group of line images; one for each laser
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diode junction. Therefore, the application of corneal maximum permissible
exposure criteria derived for gas lasers may be overly conservative at closeL
viewing distances. Extended source hazoard criteria may not be used because
these sources do not subtend a viewing angle in excess of amin (3.7 mrad).
Any attempt to use extended source hazard criteria for these small sources
will result in more conservative results than point-source hazard criteria.
Extended-source hazard criteria are overly conservative even for sourcesI slightly above a min since these standards were derived for very largeretinal image sizes (1 mim) and do not allow for additional microscopic
retinal cooling effects for smaller sources.

(2) The retinal image produced at short viewing distances when the laser
beam is focused is larger than for the collimated situation. The retinal
image size depends on the size of the laser diode junction, the
characteristics of the laser optics, and the distance between the laser and
observer. Since the laser beam may be focused, it is possible for the eye to
collect nearly all of the radiant power available from the laser. Due to theI fact that the laser diode in this device is extr-,mely small, intrabeamviewing levels of the laser beam in the focused mode would be above current
protection standards.

6. DISCUSSION4.

a. Direct Viewing of the Collimated Beam.

(1) The hazard from the laser systems discussed in this report are
limited to the unprotected eyes of individuals viewing the laser system from
within the direct or specularly reflected laser beam at close range. The
laser protection standards for iiotrabeam viewing of a Ga-As laser with a
pulse duration of 100 ns for both a single pulse and for mu~ltiple pulsesi are
shown in Figures 2 through 4. Viewing multiple pulses is considered more
hazardous than viewing single pulses even if the time interval is sufficient
to allow for thermal cooling. The LAIR studies bear this out. However, the
use of the normal Cp repetitive-pulse correction factor may be overly
conservative since only a maximum of six pulses are emitted in succession for
these laser transmitters and the original biological data for repetitive
pulses u~pon which the protection standard was based were taken for 0.5-s
pulse trains.

(2) From a composite study of presently available repetitive-pulse
biologic data, it was determined that a safety margin of at least 10 existed
between present standards and the level known to cause chorioretinal burns in
rhesus monkeys at the MILES repetition rate. It is desired, however, that
this margin of safety be maintained in protection standards for all lasers
due to a variety of conditions which may reduce this margin (measurement
error, hot spots, sensitive individuals, etc.). Further, not all biologic
data are in complete agreement.

12
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(3) Retinal injury data-collected under an Air Force Contract (reference
12, Appendix A) by Technology Incorporated using 10-us Argon and 700-ns
Neodymium laser pulses show that pulsed exposures separated by approximately
1 second were almost linearly additive, but if separated by 1 ms there was
very little additivity for a train of six pulses. In the face of much,
apparently conflicting threshold data for repetitive pulses there had been no
serious effort to update present laser exposure limits for these types of
lasers before the recent work at LAIR. It is unlikely that there will be any
changes made in national consensus standards or Federal safety standards
until more corroborative data are published.

b. Viewing with Optical Instruments.

(1) Viewing with optical instruments is generally considered more
hazardous than viewing with the unaided eye since more of the energy may
enter the eyf. However, several effects tend to reduce this added hazard as
listed belowi

(a) The telescopic optics attenuate a certain percentage of the incident
radiation due principally to reflection losses at the lens surfaces.

(b) Part of the incident radiation may not enter the eye due to possible
mismatching of the viewer's pupil size with the exit pupil diameter of the
device.

(c) The laser source is increased in size (actually slightly reducing
the retinal irradiance) possibly to an extent that the laser diode becomes an
exterded source at close range.

(d) The hand-held MILES transmitters cause the beam to draw a figure
eight in space due to the blank firing. Anyone located within the beam would
receive less of a laser exposure due to this effect.

(e) The effective beam divergence was measured with a 7-mm aperture.
Due to irregularities in the laser output irradiance distribution, the
effective divergence with optics is somewhat larger.

(2) Although these effects are known to exist, quantitative values may
not now be assigned to all these effects unless a considerable nurmber of
measurements are taken on each optical sighting device used, unless further
bioeffects data are obtained, and unless measurements are made of the actual
Ga-As laser transmitters used in a particular application. Theoretically,
these missile and tank simulator lasers may present an optical viewing hazard
to a distance of 100,for stabilized viewing through 80-mm optics
[corresponding to high-power (e.g., 13X) viewing]. The term "stabilized
viewing" as used here refers to viewing through optics mounted on a firm
mount such as a tripod, optical bench, or a stationary tank. However, even

13
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the best optics designed for visible transmission would not be expected to
transmit over 80-percent of 905-mm radiation. However, from preliminary
studies of the transmission of tank optics, viewing any of the MILES
transmitters within 75 m with tank optics may not be hazardous. Until
further studies of tank optics can verify or disprove these early
measurements, optically aided viewing with stabilized optics should be
considered hazardous within 75 m.

(3) The use of infrared absorbing filters which normally protect against
Ruby or Neodymium lasers would provide sufficient protection against these
Ga-As lasers. For instance, a 3-mn thickness of Schott KG-3 glass which
provides an optical density of 5 at the neodymium wavelength would provide an
optical density greater than 2 at the Ga-As wavelength. This density would
provide adequate protection against any of the MILES lasers at any distance
through any size optics. Clip-on filters may be used on stabilized optics if
a built-in filter is not available and the distance restrictions (75 m)
cannot be met. Since the XM-1 and M551 vehicle have built-in laser filters
for the infrared, no hazards exists from the use of these optics.

c. Laser Hazard Classification Systems.

(1) A guide to the present Army system of laser classification is
provided in Appendix E. All of the MILES laser systems are on the borderline
between a Class I "eye-safe" laser and a Class III medium power laser (Class
II is reserved for visible lasers). The Dragon-missile, rifle, and
machine-gun simulators are Class lila laser systems "restricted eye-safe"
since none of these systems exceed protection standards at the laser exit
through a 7-mm aperture. However, the rifle and machine gun simul4ors do
exceed protection standards through 7 mm at 2.5 m awdy due to focussed
outputs. A new revision to STANAG 3606, the NATO Laser Regulation, refers to
these lasers as "Restricted Eye-Safe Laser Systems" (reference 5, Appendix
A). The simulators for the other missiles and the tank gun simulators are
Class IIIb systems since their output may be as high as 16 times the Class I
emission limit.

(2) However, the Class I limit was established with a sizable margin of
safety since: (a) gas lasers and other solid-state lasers may have a
significant fluctuation in output; (b) the Class I limit is used to
calculate the degree of eye protection required, and eye protection may vary
in optical density from sample to sample; and (c) some error is allowed in
laser measurement. Due to the multiplicity of errors possible in prescribing
safety measurements for most types of lasers, a sizable margin of safety has
been deemed necessary in classifying a laser system.

14
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(3) For the Ga-As laser, however, the output is more stable. A large
fluctuation upward in output energy may destroy the diode in a very few
pulses. Safety goggles are not normally required for such a low-power
device; therefore, no errors may result from optical density calculations.
Careful measurement of a number of identical diodes will establish the
maximum output precisely, due to the uniformity of thesr' types of solid-state
devices.

(4) Therefore, a deviation of the output power by twofold or threefold
from the limit essentially means a reduction in a "safety factor" from
perhaps 30 to 15 or to 10. Therefore, the room-temperature, injection-diode
laser should not be considered very dangerous if the Class I criteria are
exceeded slightly. The present ED version presents no more of a hazard than
did the AD version. USAEHA calculations indicate that a safety margin of
approximately 12 exists between protection standards and a 50-percent
probability of retinal injury. However, higher power diodes (greater than
5-6 watts) when installed in a laser lens arrangenent, o-, cooled diodes of an
even lower peak power, when operated at a high duty cycle should still bo'
considered poteritially hazardous.

d. Federal Performance Standard Requirements.

(1) A Federal [Food and Drug Administration (FDA)] standard for laser
products applies to all laser products manufactured after 1 August 1976
unless the DOD exemption for tactical laser devices is utilized (references 2
and 6, Appendix A). The Class I accessible emission limit for lasers
operating for various exposure durations, and the maximum MILES output levels
are listed in Table 3. It appears that the MILES lasers, except for the
machine gun operated in one mode, already meet the Class I emission limits of
the Federal standard. (The machine-gun simulator would have to be fired with
single shots spaced at half-second intervals while firing blanks for nearly
the full 200 round belt in order to exceed the standard. Both DA policy
(reference 2, Appendix A) and DOD policy (reference 6, Appendix A) require
that the system developer try to meet the Federal standard and have the laser
manufacturer certify the laser's compliance with the standard where feasible.
Inasmuch as some of the production MILES units may well emit levels
sufficiently below the Federal standard to be certified as always meeting the
standard, those versions would have to be certified. Other versions such as
the machine gun may have to make use of the exemption because the BRH
requirements for emission indicators, labeling, etc. would interfere with the
~ntend~ed tactical training use.
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TABLE 3. TOTAL ENERGY EMITTED FROM THE MILES SYSTEM COMPARED To FEDERAL
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR VARIOUS TIMES

MILLS .ystaMS
Exposure Federal Shillelagh Machine M16

Time Standard Missile Gun Rifle

10 us 0.49 WJ 0.32 uJ 0.11 PaJ 0.074 PJ

0.5 s 1.0 M) 61 Q 88 s 'J 57 uj

2.0 s 2.9 W 244 WJ 352 WJ 228 uj

10 s 9.6 m3 490 WJ 1.2 m 1.1 mi

100 s 9.5 00 4.9 W DF* 9.0 Wm 7,2
BFt 17.6 WJ

<100 s 95 uW 49 uW DF 9 uW 72 uW
BF 160 uW

DF - Dry Fire
tB - Blank Fire

(2) Since the ED version, MILES lasers were exempt under the DOD
exemption a warning label should have been installed either on the device
housing (or shipping carton if room was unavailable on the housing) which
read:

CAUTION

This electronic product has been exempted from FDA radiation safety
performance standards prescribed in the Code of Federal Regulations,
Title 21, Chapter 1, Subchapter J, pursuant to Exemption No. 76 FL-01
0OC issued on 26 July 1976. This product should not be used without
adequate protective devices or procedures.

(3) Since it appears that the MILES systems, except for the machine gun,
may meet all the requirements and since DOD policy and Army policy dictate
that laser systems should comply with the FDA performance standard where
practicable, production units should be certified by the manufacturer with
the Bureau of Radiological Health, if the machine gun simulator is modified
or if the other units are found to meet this standard. In this case a

16
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different label would have to be permanently attached to the device housing
indicating nomenclature, name and address of manufacturer, month of
manufacture, place of manufacture, and a statement that the device meets the
Federal Performance Standard 21 CFR 1040.

e. Eye Examinations. Not required.

f. Outlook. There are clearly many advantages to developing MILES laser
transmitters that are not hazardous under any viewing condition, i.e., Class
I laser systems. Future biologic research may even show that the present
designs are truly not hazardous, and future Army standards could be relaxed
to include these designs as Class I systems. Apparently the general present
design has achieved the greatest possible range with the lowest possible
power for a reasonably priced system. Any further reduction in power would
result in either a decrease in range or an astronomical increase in price.
As the present system now stands, the most hazardous piece of hardware is
safe to view within 6-9 m by present Army standards (which presently appear
to incorporate a substantial safety factor below an actual retinal burn
threshold). Even at the beam waist (the most hazardous distance in front of
the laser) the protection standard levels are exceeded by no more than a
factor of 5 (and the actual output is still suspected to be below a true
threshold of injury). Viewing with optical instruments is theoretically a
hazard; however, an individual usually does not require the use of binoculars
or higher power optical instruments within a 75-m viewing distance. Further
measurements on the transmission of tank optics may show that these optics
may be used at any distance. Optics such as in the M-551 vehicle, the Dragon
sight and the XM-1 tank and other systems equipped with laser protective
filters may be used without risk.

g. Risk of Exposure. In normal use in simulated combat, an individual
will not place his eye close to the output of the laser device since blanks
will be fired in conjunction with the laser. The laser in this situation
presents less of a hazard to the eye than does the blast from the blank.
Optical-devices placed near the laser output must be carefully aligned and
focused to maximize the hazard. Even if the alignment and focusing were
accomplished either intentionally or accidentally, the possibility for injury
is still extremely remote. Onc-time field exposures from these devices
should not be considered as serious as would be repeated exposures of long
duration that could be expected in a laboratory environment.

7. CONCLUSION(S.

a. Field Use. Based upon the best available present krowledge of laser
hazards anRd'te"intended use of the MILES equipment, these laser traosmitters
do not pose an actual optical radiation hazard in normal f.eld use.
Intentional misuse of some of the MILES transmitters by deliberately
directing the beam into the eye at very close tange (e.3., at 6-9 m) may be

17
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hazardous, and continued staring into a continuously pulsing laser is clearly
not advisable. Inasmuch as the MILES laser transmitters are mounted on
weapons and most devices will not transmit unless a blank is fired, the
normal precautions followed with the firing of blank ammuunition and the
pointing of weapons should preclude any hazardous exposure. With the present
output characteris~tics of the MILES, except for telescopic viewing from
within the beam, actual exposure of the eyes of target personnel will be far
below exposure limits during field use. In actuality, even the viewing of
the laser through telescopic weapon sights within 75 m may in Many cases be
completely safe due'to filtration in the sights. As time passes, more sights
such as those of the XM-1 tank, the Dragon system, the M-551 Sheridan vehicle
will have built-in safety filters.

b. LAIR Studies. The biologic studies performed by LAIR in support of
the MILES effort have clearly shown that there is a substantial margin of
safety between actual retinal injury levels and exposure limits for the short
exposures that would occur during field use. However, the LAIR studies also
showed that such a margin of safety did not exist for lengthy (e.g., 30-s)
fixed exposures to a stable retina at very close range. Fortunately such
lengthy exposures at very close range are totally out of context (if not
impossible by design) in the MILES system.

c. Maintenance. Precautions are necessary during any continuous
operations that could occur during servicing.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS.

a. Insure that a warning is placed in the MILES manuals to instruct
personnel to avoid staring into the laser transmitter with optical
instruments or at close range (less than 6 m) (paragraph 1-4b, AR 40-46).

b. Avoid using tank optics at close engagement ranges (less than 75 m)
unless protective filters are installed in the optical system or until
further measurements of each optical system prove that sufficient attenuation
is already present [paragraph 5-38b(5), AR 40-5).

c. Install a label on the device housing or shipping container of ED
models similar to the one described in paragraph 6d(2) of this report;
production models will require a label as discussed in paragraph 6d
[paragraph 1-Sd(4), AR 40-46).
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d. Instruct troops using the MILES not to aim their weapons (with any of
the MILES transmitters) at an individual's eyes at close range (5-10 m).

WESLEY J. MARSHALL
Physicist
Laser Microwave Division

DAYID L. JCINKINS
2LT, MSC
Nuclear Medical Science Officer
Laser Microwave Division

APPROVED:

GARY W. GASTON
MAJ, msC
Chief, Laser Microwave Division
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Nonionizing Radn Prot Sp Study No. 25-42-0381-79, Aug-Dec 78

APPENDIX B

RELEVANT BIOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS BY LAIR

The biological research performed at LAIR primarily for the MILES project on
pulse additivity of coded pulses and threshold damage levels for
Gallium-Arsenide lasers had not all been published at the time of this study.
However, preliminary findings were furnished to this Agency.

a. Pulse Additivit . For 1064-nm laser pulses spaced 300 us apart,
pulses were found to be directly additive for a series of up to three pulses.
For six pulses at this rate or 1000 pulses spaced at 1 ms apart, the
additivity values were found to be 93 percent. Therefore, the Cp value used
in the MILES hazard analysis (1.0-additivity) was retained at 0.06 as
specified in TB MED 279 (reference 3, Appendix A).

b. Damage Threshold. Monkeys were exposed to 1-watt and 10-watt Ga-As
lasers and MILES simulators for 30-second exposures. Although no lasting
effect was observed (>24 hours) a retinal change did occur during some of the
exposures lasting for several seconds. These changes were visible to an
observer during the exposure and could be photographed afterward. Whether
this effect was harmful was not yet known at the time of this report. No
retinal burns were produced during any of these tests. An actual retinal
burn threshold for repeated exposures at this wavelength (900 Mn + 100 Mn)
still needs to be established. The equipment needed to do this research had
been delivered to LAIR at the time of this study.
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APPENDIX B

ON THE CHARACTERISTICS 0OF A

GAUSSIAN LASER BEAM BEING DETECTED

BY A F'IXED THRESHOLD RECEIVER



INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of MILES tactical fidelity is the matter of beam

geometry. The actual beam shape, maximum beam diameter and maximum

theoretical range are all parameters which must be understood in order

to properly design the MILES transmitters and receivers.

ANALYS IS

The total power output of the transmitter, P0 , is given by the integral of

the irradiance over the exit aperture, Thus

Po A H (x,r) dA (i)

The irradiance function, H (x,r) is assumed to be Gaussian in the radial

coordinate, r, and to fall off as the inverse square of the range, x, in

the axial direction. We shall initially neglect atmospheric attenuation

for the sake of simplicity. Thus, the range and beam diameter values

obtained will represent maximum theoretical values. Under actucl meteoro-
logical conditions these parameters will be reduced. With these assumptions,

the irradiance may be written as

H 2 2
H(x,r) 0 e (2)

where H is the maximum centerline irradiance at x - 0 and r - 0, 8 is the
0

total beam divergence (i.e., full-angle between 10 percent points), D is

the aperture diameter, and a iz the standard deviation of the diverging

Gaussian beam dtstribution, given by7_ Do %, 3
Thus, equations (2) and (3) have two undetermined constants, go and k.

These are determined by the following boundary conditions: j
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1. At the exit plane (x - 0), and at the edge of the aperture

(r a Do/2) the irradiance is 10% of the centerline value.
rhat is, we shall define the Gaussian in ter•s of the 10%
points. Thus, mathemuatically, ve may write R (0, Do/2)

0.10 Ho. Setting x - 0 and ro a Do/2 and r 2 / 2U -a co

vw obtain

2 2
, (o,'D/2) . 0.10 R Ho o a"D0/&7

1Wo

where ao Ma (x a 0) = T

2/82 1.(4"Thus D/o 0  2k2

1

and hence 0.10 0 2k2

1 I
or 2 2 ,,. (10) 2.30259

2 1

or k 2 x 2.30259

or k - 0.466 (5)

Subitituting equation (5) into equation (3) we obtain

(x) = 0.233 (Do + XB)

or 22, 0.108 (Do + •) 2  (6)
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2. Having determined ki nd i we may now substitute equation

(6) into tquation (2) obtaining

R (x r) - ar 22 /18 (D I+Xo2  (7)

We may now integrate, per equation (1), to solve for Ho as

a fuuction of Po. Notitng that dA n 2:rdr we find, at x - 0,

the second boundary condition:

r =Do/2 _r 2 /.108D 0 2Po " RO 0' 0 2rdr (8)

SLet: u a r2/.108 Do

"Then 2rdr - .108 D)2 du

and

2 -Do/2Po M 0.34109 Do HO e du
r-G

= 0,34109 Do Ho 1 - (.D

or P0 a 0.34109 D2 Io (1 0.100) - 0.30698 D2

or Ho 3.2575 (9)Do2
0

Note that the everate irradiance, H, would normally be

* defined by

I !Po PO

R 2..L. .1.2732-r
iTD;/4 D
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V.

Hence the peak centerline irradiance of the Gaussian

distribution exceeds the average irradiance by a factor

of about 2.56. Substituting equation (9) into equation

(7) we obtain the expression for the irradiance

3.2575 P -"r2/0.108 (Do+X)) 2

H (xlr) - (Do0 X•) 2  e (10)

Equation (10) gives the irradiance over the x,r field. If we now assume

that the detectors have a fixed irradiance threshold, T, when H (xlr) a T

we know from Reference 1 that the detection probability is 50%. Hence

when H - T, r - r5 0  or D - D5 0 ' 2r 5 0 where D is the 50% detectior

probability beam diamter. Thus, se-tting r - D /2 when H - T in equation
50

(10) we obtain

2 2.434(Do4() 2
D50 0/• 3.2575 P, 1

e T x(D- )-0

D2 "

r 2 3.2575 P
or X

.434 (DO+X)) 2 T1(De T x 2

or 3. 2575 P 1/2

D5 0 = 0.659 (Do+ Le T (D)+X)5

Let us now define the characteristic •' ýngth

L2  3.2575 Po
T

or L 1.8049 (Ai.

2 •10,e (1O)'NOTE: 1.8049... - i A
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Upon substitution we obtain

D5- 0.659 (D )O)
500

or

oL 1/2

D5  0.932 (Do+)($~) L(12)

We note that this function initially increases with range X, reaches a
max

maximum value, decreases, and finally goes to zero. The range X -X50

at which D5 0 - 0 is the maximum effective 50% hit detection probability

range and may be determined from equation (12) when D5 0 - 0.

Thus .932 (D max m )ax ) L 1/ 2  0

( "-6- 50  D •50

or~~~~ +Ymaa - (3

o 50

or L -e (13

e max

Do+X 50

o 50

maxL
or 50 (14)

"Substituting the expression for L (equation 11) into equation (14) we

obtain the expression for the maximum 50% detection probability range in

the absence of atmospheric effects

max 1.8049 - Do
x50  -(5
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Pon= --.

For the MILES VES system Po = 1.95 watts, T * 7 x 10-6 w/cm2, 6 . 2.4 x 10"3t

radian and Do - 2 cm. Thus

max 1.804947J.95/7x10" - 2.0
50 Vb.S 2.4 x 10-

952- 22.n O Cm

Smax

or VES m 3960 meters - max 50% detection probability cauge
50 ... aeglecting atmospheric effects.

This value will be reduced by atwosphtric effects. Similarly for the TES

system, where Po " 0.67 watts, T - 27 x 10-6 w/cm - 2.4 x 10- 3 and

D - 2 cm we find

T~ax 1.8049 0.67/27xl0"6 - 2X50  TES 2.4 x 10-3 '

285 - 2
a cm2.4x13

2.40

max
or X50 TES 1180 meters

Since atmospheric attenuation under worst case conditions (i.e., where the

target is just visibie at maximum range) will reduce the power level to 10%

of the above values then since I>>Do the maximum range is proportional to the

square root of P0 and under worst case conditions we find CKmax 373 meters,0 50 TES
for 507. detection probability.

B-6
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Returning to equation (12), we may differentiate the expression for D5 0 (x),

".nod-ng that

dD5 0  max
50 0 at D50  D50

which will occur at some value x = x . Differentiating,

dD50'L 
L -1 /2

dD 0  -0.932 (0 x ~1/2( 0 *
0. 2 Ltvýe L W*X89)

+ [tmie ( L~*~1'

or
-+*"--- + / .o

o r ( - _1/ 2 L 1 2/Do+X., e• ,., [ .

Thus L 1/2

* L
or Do + X =' (16)

e/2

*, L/'- D(
or X '(17)
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Thua we see that for L >> Do

* max max
X )(so /14e = .607 )(50

Hence the maximum beam diameter will occur at a range which is about 61% of

the oaximum range, in the absence of atmosphoric attenuation.

Substituting equation (16) into equation (12) we may now solve for _max
50

5 L 14e

0.932 
1/2

0 2 L ( 1/2
T 2)

0.932L

ma-x

or Dma1 0 0.3997 L (18)or I)50

Finally, substituting equation (II) into equation (18) we obtain

D ra 0.72144~ J (19)

Thus we see from Equations (15, (17) and (19):

1. The maximum beam diameter is proportional to the square

root of the laser output power to detector threshold

irradiance ratio.

B-8
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2. The maximum beam diameter is independent of the beam

divergence as well as the aperture diameter, and is

therefore completely independent of the optical design.

3. The maximum range is also proportional to the square root

of the laser output power to detector threshold ratio, but

is inversely proportional to the beam divergence.

Thus a "narrow" beam will produce a long range detection capability while a

"wide" beam will reduce the maximum range, but neither will have any influ-

ence upon beam diameter. This is the reason the two-tube near-miss concept

on the AD VES system was not effective. Increasing the beam divergence of

the near-miss beam did not produce a wider beam, it only tended to shorten

the maximum range of the near-miss beam. The miss beam on the AD TES was

effective since the miss laser power was 5 times that of the kill laser.

Finally, let us compute theoretical maximum values of Dmax for TES and yES.
50

For TES P" 0.5 watts T a 25 x 10-6 w/cm2

Thus

Dmax 071C
D50  TES 072 N5x0

- 1.02 meters

Thus the maximum beam diameter for TES is about I meter. Under actual

meteorological conditions it will be somewhat smaller.

For VES Po 1.95 watts T - 7 x 10"6 w/cm 2

D so =E 0.721• 4 WHO x 103 cm
SThus mx{ 5 l 3 c

D50  VES 0 .7 ,.1

* 3.81 meters

Hence the maximum beam diameter of the VES system will be about 4 meters.

2 1"B-9
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ATMOSPHERIC EXTINCTION

We may now generalize these resu.lts to include the effects of atmospheric

extinction. Utilizing Lambert's Law and equation (10) we obtain

3.2575 P ~ Do+-'X!

Hi'1 (x 1r) )2 0 LD~~ (20)

where - continuwm atmospheric attenuation coefficient

40 -O"•e (10)

3.2575... - 0 (

Note that at X a 0, r - 0 equation (20) still reduces to equation (9).

We now apply the 50% detection probability criteria

H (x,D0 so T when D D D50

j After some algebra we obtain

Do50 "D 2 DL4-) 10 (2/2

Since l (10)] 0.659.... the reader will observe the similarity between

equations (21) and (12); the only difference being the atmospheric extinction
term~, -a X

Again, applying our earlier criteria that X ".'0mSX when D5 O - 0, we
50 5

find

( L max
q2"e maxe 5 0

D A
o0 50

B-10
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max
L so

or 
U0-M~M 0

max
-1/2 OX50

or D L e

SL e 2 0 ( Door X50 "' (22)

The reader vwil again note that when C a 0 equation (22) reduces to

equation (14). When e > 0 equation (22) is a transcendental equation which

may be solved iteratively. Let us consider the VES case. Here P - 1.93 watts,

T0 v/cm2 and 8 - 2.4 x 10. radian. We shall take a 0 1.2 x 10- M

(standard clear visibility, at 90401 wavelength). We see from equation (11)

L w 1.80 1.95 x10 6 cm7 c

or L - 9.5 meters

Do - 0.02 meters

wzax

A zero order approximation to X occurs when we set C - 0 in equation

(22) and obtain the vacuum result

L-DO
'Max) 0"X50 

5o

We may now use (mx to deterine'(X max)."50 0o %o deeri o \01

Proceeding with an iterative scheme of the form

1'(Xmax) - L e Do

B-Il
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we obtain

( x) - 3960 meters50o

X(',ax) 2* 3282 moters

(Xx) a " 3250 meters
50 3

(X"') - 3257 waters

(Y50 )5 - 3255 meters

and ( max)6 = 3256 meters

Hence, after six iterations the method has couverged to within 1 part per

thousand and we find that the maximum predicted VES MILES 50% detection

probability range, under standard clear conditions is

X max 3256 meters (NEGLECTING SCINTILLATION)I 50%"

We now return to equation (21). Noting that D5 0 will reach its maximum

value when dD 5o/dx - 0 we may solve for the range at which this occurs, X

r~~~~r ~~1/2 
[ ( ( 0 ~~ ~

d ~ Do) [ 2 L Do---•2,o+(• 2 - •

dx 0 2

" B~-12I

ILI
4 2 e~ 00+X.- TD 0 - X *I,

+~~~ 2 X 12I



-~r-

oro

or L + + +
0

L.22 4 " -O1

0 o
or L a 2 4

0

or L . ..[14-(23)S

The reader vill again note that for C L 0 equation (23) reduces to equation

(19).

It is also of interest to consider the three terms in the bracket. The

first term is unity. The second term is of order

•'Do .2x104 .- 1
M. I.2x0 - x 2x10"2 H * 10-3
28 2.4 x 10-3

The third term is of order

3aX* _. 3 x 1.2x10-4 MHo .12.2 M
20 24a" 8 2xl.6 x 2.4x10"3

Hence, the third term is comparable to the first term. Thus the effects of
atmospheric attenuation will be to cause the range at which the beam reaches

its maximum diameter to decrease. For the case C - 0, L >> D we found
Xmax -/i. For the case M< 1, L >> D we find
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1 3

L -T 'r
: ~ ~max L -1.e~/2 IX

mamax

Thus we see that when a > 0 the range at which D50  50 will be a

smaller proportion of the maximum range than when a 0. For the VES

case of interest we see that

I 1.2XIOU x 4xlO3

max = '-1/2

a 0.6065 x 0.8869

- 0.5379

Thus we find that under standard clear conditions the ranse at which the

beam reaches. ts maximum diameter will be about 54%. of the maximum ranAe

Thus atmospheric attenuation will have the dual effect of:

1. Reducing the maximum range.

2. Causing the beam to even more closely approximate
a "cube".

Substituting equation (23) into equation (21) and defining

i.D° *

yal+ 2-" + 22

max L e1yLe /

Then D a0 (10)" (24)

u +,Do 3aX **but y-•X . t +-. + - - "

To+- +
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Thus e'Oo a 3 */2

max - L 4 r Z

1% ~3 an**as 5Since we have shown that 40 < aX and)w( Tmax L

then L {/(

6"50" L0+, (25)

The reader will again note that for Pt a 0 equation (25) reduces to equation

(18).

For the VES case P - 1.95 watts, T - 7 x 10-6 v/ca2 8 a 2.4 x 10.3

radians, a - 1.2 x 10"4 H-1 , L a 9.5 meters we find

-max 0.3997 x 9 { -•" x 1.2 x '4014 x 9.5 /2.4x10 3

x 4  
1/2

4 x 2.4xIO"J

m 3.79 0.8368 x 1.1188 }
_max

or D 5 3.55 meters

Thus we see that the key parameter which defines the effects of atnospheric

attenuation is the dimensionless group

r a4 ~LT .

or J 0.4512 (26)
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Thus we see that the maximum bern diameter for 50% detection probability,
mlaxD50 is given by

D 0. 7124- F(J) (27)
50 T.14-

where

F(J) A (28)F(-)

We may tabulate the function F(J)

J F(J)

0 1.0000
.1 0.9027
.2 0.8115
.3 0.7270
.4 0.6493
.5 0.5786
.6 0.5142
.7 0.4562
.8 0.4040
.9 0.3573

1.0 0.3155
1.5 0.1666
2.0 0.0862
2.5 0.0440
3.0 0.0222
3.5 0.0111
4.0 0.0055
4.5 0.0027
5.0 0.00135
5.5 0.00066
6.0 0.00033 A

This function is plotted in Figure 3-1. Since

D max 0.7214
50 rto0



F W1.0

S.

j3/2j

I(Dgn"") C F (J)

0.1 n ) -o

J 0.4512 A.Vý"
T

0.01

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
J

Figure 3-1. Extinction Function F (J) an a Function
of the Extinction Parameter J
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Then

F(J) 0 ( ft5o (29)

Hence F(J) is the ratio of the maximum beam diameter for an atmosphere

having a mean continuum attenuation coefficient a, relative to the maximum

beam diameter in vacuum, as given by equation (26). For the VES case under

standard clear -jditions

1- .2 x 10 M

P - 1.95 watt

T - 7 x 10-6 watl:/cm2

8 - 2.4 x 10.-3 racian

we find

SJ - 0.1191

from which F(J) a 0.809

and sinie, for these parameters (= 3.81 M we find, as before,

a 3.55 meters. We may now tabulate

Visibility J F(J)

23.5 KM 0.12 KM"I 0.1537 0.85

15 KM 0.19 KM"I 0.2436 0.76

10 KM 0.29 KMI- 0.3714 0.67

8 KM 0.36 KM"4  0.4611 0.60

5 KM 0.57 KM" 1 " 0.7300 0.43

4 KM 0.71 KM" 1  0.9094 0.35

3 KM 0.95 KM"1  1.2168 0.24

j
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Sizce the maximum MILES range ts 3 KH then at visibilities less than 3 KM

it will not be possible to see the target. This constraint is shown in

Figure 2 which plots Dmflx vs visibility over the entire~ range of MILES50 max
conditions. The reader will note that D 50lies between 1.2 meters andA

max4.2 meters over the entire range of MILES conditions. In all cases

is sufficiently large as to insure against pseudo-miss, since the VES

detectors are only 30 inches (0.76 meter) apart.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The maximum beam diameter for a Gaussian laser beam being

detected by a fixed threshold receiver is proportional to

the square root of the laser output power to detector

threshold irradiance ratio..

2. The maximum beam diameter is completely independent of

the laser optics provided the beam distribution is Gaussi~an.

3. The maximum beam diameter will decrease as the atmospheric

attenuation increases. The function which defi.nes the re-

duction in beam diameter has been uniquely determined as a

function of a dimensionless parameter, J, which, itself, is

a function of the laser output power, the ld'ser beam divergence,

the detector threshold i.rradiance and the atmospheric attenuation

coefficient.

4. The maximum effective range is a function of the later optics.

Specifically, the maximum range for 507. detection probability

is inversely proportional to the beam divergence. Theoretical

calculations for typical VES parameters suggest a maximum 507.

detection probability range of about 4 KM. This is in good

agreement with experimental test results obtained at El Mirage

Dry Lake.

5. The maximum effective range and the range at which the beam

achieves maximum diameter both decrease with increased atmo-

spheric attenuation. Detailed functional relationships are

presented for both cases. A typi-cal plot of these functions is

shown ink figure B-2.
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APPENDIX C

VISIBILITY/RANGE CAPABILITY

C. 1 INTRODUCTION

Lambert's law states that if the intrinsic contrast of an object with

respect to its background is Co, then the contrast at a range, R, as

viewed through an atmosphere having an extinction coefficient • is

given by

-* R
C C e

0

where C is the contrast as seen at range R and C0 is the contrast as

seen at zero range (i.e., the intrinsic contrast). Strictly speaking

this equation is only valid for monochromatic radiation since C and
0

e depend upon wavelength. Nonetheless, we shall treat the visible

portion of the spectrum as if it were concentrated at 5550A, the peak

response of the human eye.

Furthermore, Duntley's law (see references 1, 2, and 3) states that

R - V when C a 0.02. Thus, the definition of the "visibility range"

V, is that range at which the contrast of an object, relative to its

background, has been reduced to two percent. This stems from the

physiological/psychological fact that the human eve/brain combination

cannot reliably detect contrast differences of less than two percent,

1
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C.2 APPROACH

From reference 4, the reflectivity P of typical backgrounds at

X- 5550A is tabulated in table C-i.

TABLE C-1I

REFLECTIVITY OF VARIOUS BACKGROUNDS

Background Reflectivity @ X - .5 5 5u.

Straw 20%

Evergreens 87.

Grass 147.

Sand (Dry) 33%.

Loam 77.

We shall "consider the reflectivity of U.S. Army fatigue pants to be

representative of typical man targets and olive drab paint to be

representative of vehicle targets. The reflectivities of these

objects at X - .555ý are 25 percent and 16 percent, respectively.

We define the intrinsic contrast, C0, in terms of the target and

background reflectivities P and P respectively, by the relation

,, 0 :9 C 9 1
0 P"r +P0

Thus, the intrinsic contrasts may now he tAbulated for man and vehicle

targets against various natural. backgrounds. These are listed in

table C-2.

C-2
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TABLE C-2

INTRINSIC CONTRASTS

Backaround (C CL) Man (C,) Vehicle

Straw 0.11. 0.11

Evergreens 0.51 0.33

Grass 0.28 0.07

Sand 0.14 0.35

Loam 0.56 0.39

Now, utilizing Duntley's law and Lambert's law, we may calculate the

visibility range.

-• R
Since C - C e

0

and C a 0.02 when R - V

Then 0.02 - C a• V
0

or, 1 V - An I -a-

e 0UC.02]

It is worth nothing that if C were 1.00 (i.e., white on black) then0

aV In e(50) a 3.912 which is the usual relationship between the

atmospheric extinction coefficient and the visibility range. However,

for reduced intrinsic contrast targets, the visibility range is also

reduced.

The values of aV are now listed in table C-3.

C-3
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TABLE C-3

Background Man Vehicle

Straw V 1.70 a V 1.70

Evergreens M 3.23 a 2.80

Grass M 2.64 a 1.25

Sand M 1.94 M 2.86

Loam a 3.33 2.97

The meteorological visibility, which, for purposes of cl.rity we shall

refer to as VM (the subscript "M" referring to "meteorological") is

defined in terms of a very high intrinsic contrast target, while the

actual visibility range of a low constrast target shall be referred to

as VT (the subscript. "T" referring to "target"). Thus, we may now

compute the ratio V T/V M. This quantity is simply the racio of the

actual range at which a particular target can be just barely seen

against a given background relative to the meteorological visibility.

These values are listed in table C-4.

TABLE C-4

RANGE RATIOS

Background Man Vehicle

Straw VT/V M 0.43 VT/VM - 0.43

Evergreens M 0.83 0.72

Grass 0.68 a 0.32

Sand M 0.50 a 0.73

Loam 0.85 - 0.76

C-4



Thus, a man wearing olive drab fatigues can only be seen against a sand

background at half the meteorological visibility range. Hence, if the

meteorological visibility ware 600 meters the man in olive drab fatigues

against a sand background would only be visible at an actual range of

600 x 0.5 a 300 meters. Similarly a tank against sand wauld only be

visible at about 2200 meters when the meteorological visibility is 3000

meters.

C.3 CONCLUSIONS

Since a goal of the MILES design Is "if you can see it, you can hit it,"

and since the maximum range of the VES is 3000 meters, this would seem

to imply that one should design the VES system for a value of atmospheric

extinction coefficient corresponding to a visibility of 3 KH. However,

due to the fact that the intrinsic contrast of real targets against real

backgrounds is always less than unity, then the actual range at which the

target can be seen will always be less than the meteorological visibility.

The approach taken was to design for a minimum 4000 meter visibility for

the VES case, and then recognize that a tank will only be visible for

about 3000 meters against a sand background when the meteorological visi-

bility is 4000 meters. Similarly, for the TES case we designed for a

mini-1- 600 meter meteorological visibility since this is the worst visi-

bility in which a man wearing olive drab fatigues would be barely visible

at 300 meters against a sand background.

A
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APPENDIX D

UNION DECODING PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
IV D.1 INTRODUCTION

A Union Decoding Probability analysis was presented as appendix D of

the Trainer Engineering Report (Preliminary), XEOS document No. 22639.

The analysis in the Preliminary report was essentially a first order

approximation. This analysis is an update of the Preliminary document

and is an exact analysis of kill probabilities for the MILES system

employing Boolean Union decoding.

D.2 MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF KILL PROBABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF BIT
PROBABILITY AND CODE STRUCTURE

The MILES decoding scheme involves the use of "Boolean Union Decoding!'

In this technique the corresponding bits of two successive words are
ed

logically or . Pictorially, Boolean Union Decoding may be represented

as follows:

WORD A WORD B

MO 110 1 01 0 10 [1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

BOOLEAN UNION OF THE FIRST BIT IN EACH WORD

In Boolean union decoding, there are N + I decoding opportunities when N

words are sent in a message. The kill probability when N words are sent

is:
14+1

? P (k) P (k)
k k-2 Tot Seq (1)

D-1
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where:

PTot(k) a probability that exactly k words were decoded out of a
sequence of N words

P (k) - probability of kill given exactly k words were decoded
Seq

(k determines how many times the kill probability routine

is entered)

N - Number of words in the message

k - Number of words decoded in a message

There are N - 1 Boolean Union decoding opportunities, and 2 non-Boolean

Ilnion decoding opportunities in receiving an N- word message. There are

three ways of receiving k words in a message:

1. k Boolean Union and 0 non-Boolean Union

2. k-l Boolean Union and I non-Boolean Union

3. k-2 Boolean Union and 2 non-Boolean Union

2

Thus Po (k) = 20 P (k.n) P2 (n) (2)
Tot n-0 I

where:

P (k) - probability of decoding exact'.y k Boolean Union words in

N-l opportunities.

P1 (k) (N-I-k)! k! k - - (P- (3)

P - single bit reception probability

P 2(k) - probability of decoding exactly k words in the two nor-

Boolean Union opportunities.

- 21 p6k (I-P6)2-k
2 (k) ki (2-k)! t (-

The exponents 2 and 6 in equations (3) and (4) are due to the two regis-

rers in the Boolean Union decoder, and to the weight, six, of the code

words.

D-2
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Finally, P Ck) -I. (I-P )(5)
Seq W

where: P * The probability that is returned by receiver kill

probability routine for a single execution

Fi'l~. *kIM rounded down to nearest integer. (We are assuming
the routine is entered each time M words are decoded).

M number of words required for a hit decode.

Thus the equation for kill probability, Pk' , v single bit probability,

P, may be obtained by substitution of equations (3) and (4) into equa-

tion (2), and subsequently, substitution of equati.ons (2) and (5) into

(1). This resulting equation is shown in figure D-1. with a block. dia-

gram showing its derivation and definition of the terms of the equation.

D,3 COMPUTER ANALYSIS

This final. Mlathematical model was computer programmed so that the proba-

bility of kill could be plotted as a function of:

P a single bit detection probability

N- The probability that is returned by receiver kill proba-

bility routine for a single execution

N - number of words transmitted per message

M - number of word receipts required to be successful~ly decoded

per message

U - number of unions (2 for all MILES systems)

W - weight of code word (6 for all MILES systems)

For MILES, the code weight was established at Wu6. Two-register Boolean

Union decoding was selected and therefore U-2. The number of words sent

per message (N) is used as a variable from weapon to weapon and is a

valuable tool for manipulating this probability of kil.l. Figure D-2 shows

the effect of the number of words sent (N) on this kill probability (Pk)

Note the increase in P kas N varies from 2 words to 256 words.
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.igure D.-3 shows the effect of Boolean tinion decoding on the kill proba-

bility. "Aotire the increase in Pk ftom non-union decoding to two-

register Boole.n unton dacodLng. A Lesser increase oaaurs when going

from two to three register union decuding.

Figure D-4, D-5 and D-6 show Pk vs P to: the various ,•IlLU weapo',i codes

in their use against vehiclso whae, M"2 and asitrat infantinymn where

*nopec:ion of figures D-2 throulh D-5 Le'd* C. the followtng aoncljsions,

in the Light of figures 1, 2, and 3 taken from MHcillan and Barnes

"Detection of Optical PulA,,s. Tho Effe• t of A.tmephoeric Scinillacton",

AppLied Optica, October 1976, p. 4.OL,

A, for any vaLu6s of H, U, W, increasing 11 reduacs the value oe

nilcssirta iccachive a given P k'

tist may be briefly agndenied to
"11b.p.L4.ord itmgroyliccto p.•r •r~oibtli•'

a, T4o-register Bolen Uior. '4eodLn$ tnproves dea4tiLnn probabi-

elky, relative to Non-Union docoding, in all 4ase astudied,

C. Threu-rogistat hooLeatr Union Jecoding )too improves deteacLon

probability, tolative to two-register '15lon11 niots d•cod'.,•no

D. Slnce tie cost, mizsi, w•ighu, and cowploxLxty of three-register

Boolean decoding is considerably greater chan comparable volume
for twvo-reSi.ster Boatman Union decoding, while the increase in

performance is relatively small, we conc.luded that two-cogister
decoding waa definitely .jusifi~ed, buc three-re/adista- dacodtng

was not juit~tifed.

E. Fr•om An eye safet~y sta•ndpoi.nt, L.he worst MILES problem was the
long range near-miss situation since th~is n•,otvad thv highest

laser transmitter peak pulse power level. It was thus important
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to simulteneoualy:

* reduce near miss peak power

* reduce near 'mis average power

o r3duce near miss inter-pulse frequency
(to increase retinal relaxation)

Thig was accomplished by utilizing large values of N. For N

128, H a 1, U a 2, W - 6 we find P w .32 in order to achieve

Pk a .95. From figurc I of McMillan & Barnes a value of P s .32

requires K a .5 (interelstingy enough, this vaLue is invariant;

being true for all values of th logi variance, "E, resulting

from scintillation). Here K is the fraction of nominal required

energy; Eo, to effect a given P. Thus we need only O.S.o to

achieve 95 Dercant overall detection probability, instead of

2.OEo had we used only N - 4 words per message. Thus, using

larger N reduces peak po4er for ýhe some per'ormance.
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APPENDIX E

SINGLE TUBE CONCEPT ANALYSIS

E.1 1 ZNGLI TVBE VRSUS TWO TUBE TRANSMITTER

I The original XEOS concept for the generation of & near miss beam was a

separati, circular near miss zone resulting from a separate near miss
laser (i.e.,O tolaser tubes). The reasoning proceeded as follows:

a. The near miss zone should be larger than the kill zone.

b. To provide a larger zone requires a greater beam divergence.
(It was originally believed that beam diameter iai diractly
proportional to beam divergence.)

c. To provide adequate detector irradiance the near miss laser
output power must scale in direct proportion to the area of
the beam.

However, this approach had a number of disadvantages.

a. It requires two lasers, two optical assemblies and two drivers.

b. It increases the coat, weight, size of the MILES transmitters.

c. The two lasers must be aligned with great precision, and must
remain in precise alignment through field usage.

d. Since the desired near miss beam diameter is about three times
that of the kill beam its area is about nine times as great
and, hence, the near miss beam would require almost an order of
magnitude greater power level than the kill beam.

6. The power requirements of the VES near miss beam were such as
to exceed the current eye safety standards as stipt .,ed in
TB-MED-279.

f. OT-1 Testing at Ft. Benning, Ga., indicated that the near miss
beams of both VES and TES were not very effective and that beyond
about 1.2 KM no VES near miss zone could be detected.

S. The binocular near miss/kill configurations would force the
existence of four laser tubes in the 105 mm weapon barrel, and
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five laser tubes in the 152 mm weapon barrel.' The-mechanical
and optical problems associated with space available and
optical alignment would be formidable. (The ED baseline
assumed use of the single tube transmitter for the yES and TES
systems.)

h. MKathematical analysis (see A~ppendix B) shows that the maximum
beam diameter is independent of beam divergence.

E.1.1 THE VES SINGLE TUBE CONCEPT

The MILES near miss concept was L direct offspring of the El Mirage

Dry Lake Scintillation Testing. While the XEOS team was performing

atmospheric tests at El Mirage Dry Lake, CA., a numiber of new and signifi-

cant insights into the physics of GaAs laser beam propagation through the

atmosphere became app~arent. The results of the scintillation work were

presented to NTEC in memos 2350-DFS-028 and 2350-DFS-046, and need not

be repeated in full here. The key ideas are briefly summarized below:

a. At each range the beam diameter was measured with a detector.
The detector was an AD MILES VES detector which wasI. modified by the inclusion of a visual indicator (light bulb).
Receipt of any laser pulse exceeding threshold would lightI the bulb.

b. As we measured the beam diameter at ar'y range (e.g., I KŽ4) it
was observed that a central zone existed. That is, there was
a region, typically of the order of 1-2 meters diameter, in
which the indicator would remain on almost continuously when
the laser was transmitting a continuous stream of pulses
directed at a fixed aiming point.

C. Outside the central zone, the detector did not go out immediately.
As one moved radially away from this central zone the percentage

of time that the indicator was "on" would decrease. As one
moved further outward, the indicator would flicker until gradually
it would seldom come on.

d. This type of behavior was observed at all ranges tested, although
the very large increase in the diameter of the "flicker zone"

relative to the central zone did not manifest itself until the
range was in excess of 400 meters.
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At this point the idea of a new type of near miss concept began to cake

shape. It was apparent that what was happening was as follows:

a. In the central portion of the beam, especially at ranges less
than 2 KM for the VES transmitter, the local irradiance was
sufficiently great that even with saturated scintillation, the
signals still exceeded threshold nearly all of the time. This
is shown in figure E-1 by the portion of the lower band of
scintillated signals which remain above threshold despite
saturated scintillation. This is the central zone of radius, ri.

b. However, as one proceeds outward radially from the center, a
domain is entered into in which only some fraction of the time
is the signal above threshold. As one proceeds radially outward,
the fraction of the time that signals exceed threshold is con-
tinuously decreasing. This is the "flicker zone," extending
from ri out to ro.

c. Eventually as one proceeds sufficiently far out from the center
of the beam, even the upper limits of signal irradiance cannot
achieve threshold and the detector light will be essentially
off beyond ro. Occasional super-irradiant pulses, resulting
from local scintillation '"ot spots" may trigger a pulse now
and then, but the beam is essentially dead beyond radius rO.

The key idea is fraction of the time. Since the signals within the

central zone (o < r < ri) exceed the threshold a very high fraction of

the time, this is an obvious kill zone. In the annular zone, referred

to as the "flicker zone," the fraction of the time the signals exceed

threshold is decreasing. Previously, we had attempted to overcome this

with more laser power in a larger beam. The key, however, is clearly to

overcome this by simply sending more words. Since the VES systems have

relatively low firing rates (10 per minute), the time interval between

firings is quite long (i.e., 6 seconds). One could send 8 total kill

messages in about 25 milliseconds and then have literally thousands of

milliseconds available for near miss codes. Even if less than one

second were used, at the MILES ýpulse repetition frequency of 3 KHz

with a 11 total bit word (6 active bits) with no spaces in between, a

coded word would require 3.67 milliseconds and we could fire 8 kill

words in , milliseconds and another 128 near-miss words in an

additional 469 milliseconds.
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The choices of 8 and 128 are somewhat arbitrary, but they Are convenient

from a binary logic standpoint, present no total time difficulty, and

have a ratio of slightly more than a factor of 10.

The idea of having at least 10 (in this case 16) times as many near miss

words is to utilize the fact that the oucer edges of the measured beams

in the El Mirage tests had the light on at least 10 percent of the time.
Thus, if we transmit 10 times as many near miss messages as kill messages, '
the probabilities of receipt of a miss word in the annular "flicker zone"

cept is confirmned by the data presented in the following section.

E.l.2 EXPERIMENTAL XLETHOfl

A special experiment was devised to test the single tube concept. A

IMILES transmitter was set up on building roofs in Pasadena and operatedI ~over a range of 1.8 kmn. The laser was mounted on a heavy, stable plat-

form,~ and'was turned on in the continuous code word mode (i.e., send-

ing a continuous stream of 100 code words without requiring reset or

re-triggering). A panel of 5 detectors, configured in the ED tank geo-

metric pattern, was positioned so as to mnaximize the word detection

probability.

Next, the laser was turned off, the target positioned at the optimum

location and 100 code words were transmitted in 10 bursts of 10 words

each. The total number of words received, decoded and counted on a

numerical counter was recorded. The detector array was then moved 0.5

meters perpendicular (i.e., radially) with respect to the laser beam,

and the entire sequence was repeated. The same procedure was performed

at 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 meter radial offsets, both off

the right and left of center line.
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E.1..3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The results of these tests are presented in figure E-2. This figure plots

the word detectian probability as a function of radial offset for the

situation described above. The reader will note that out to about I

meter radius, the word detection probability exceeds 70 percent. Hence,

if we transmit 8 words the overall hit probability would be:PI
an ~imessage -'m smessage

f/P
miss P hitrworhi Nmessage ) worr)

Where N is the number of words per message, which we have tentatively

chosen to. be 8. Thus, the probability of missing a single word is
I - 0.7 - 0.3, and the probability of missing all eight words in a

8
message is (0.3) 6..5 x 105 Thus the probability of receiving

at least one hit word out of eight transmitted when the probability of

receiving any one word is 70 percent is:

P hit aI - 6.6 x 10-5 . 99.994 percent

Hence, the kill zone wý'Al exceed one meter radius at 2 KIM, and the hit

probability will ex~ceed 99 percent.

However, at 2 meters radial offset, the individual word detection

probability is only 15 percent.1, Thus, at 2 meters radial offset:

Phit .1 -(1 - 0 .15) 1 - 0.2173 7'2.7 percent
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While this is still quite good, we note chat the overall hltc probability

is beginning to decrease. At r * 3 meters, we find:

Phic I t (I - 0.035) * 24 precent

While at r s 4 meters:

PhIt - 1 = (I - 0.01-)' 7.7 percent

Thus we qee that the probability of successfully receiving a single

word out of eight transmitted words was in excess of 99 perceac for a

radius of about 1 meter at a range of 1.8 IKM under very hazy conditions.

However, the hit probabilities decrease rapidly as one proceeds radially

outward from the beam center. If, however, we now transmit 128 words,

then even at from r - 3 to 4{ meters, we would find:

At r w 3 meters

228
P * I - (I - 0.035)l
nearmiss

128 1 00* 1 - (0.965) = . - 0.01

= 99 percent

And, at r = 3.5 meters

128

Pn s 2. - (1 - 0.02)128
nearis

Si - (0. 128 i - 0.07 * 93 percent

And, at r = 4 meters

P = 1. - (i - 0.01)128
nearmis

1 1 - (0.99)128 i - 0.276

= 72.4 percent
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For the radial offsets less than r -3 meters, the near miss probability

would exceed 99 percent. However, since kill, words:

A. Ara transmitt:ed before near miss woris

b. Are decoded before near miss words

C. Have priority over near miss words

Then we may construct the following graph, figure E-3, showing the

probabilities of hit, 'tiear miss, and miss as a function of radial offsrjt

from the optimal aiming point, for a range of 1.8 KM under the conditions

stated above. We note that from centerline to r - 1 meter, the hit

probability is essentially unity. As one moves from r a I meter to

r - 3 meters, the hit probability decreases but the near miss proba-

bility is so high that if a hit is not scored then a near miss almost

certainly will be. Beyond 3 meters radial offset, the kill probability

Is quite low and is decreasing rapidly, although the near miss proba-

bility remains quite high out to about r -4 meters where It begins
to rapidly diminish. It is worth noting that the 99 percent probability

points for hit and near miss occur at just about I meter and 3 meter

radial offsets. These values are essentially the ideal of the original

two laser near miss concept, yet they axe the natural consequence of

the physical effects of atmospheric scintillation and the selection of

8 code words for the kill baam and 128 code words for the near miss beam.

E.1.4 CONCLUSIONS AND XEOS ACTIONS

a. For VES, the single tube transmitter conc'ept appeared to have
considerable merit andwas selected as a design baseline approach.

b. Data taken at 1.8 101 conf irmed the reduction in detection probability
with radial off-set from the aiming point.

c. Analysis of an 8 word kill message followed by a 128 word near
miss message indicated an effective kill beam diameter of
about 1 meter and a concentric near miss zone having an effec-
tive diameter of about 3 meters, can be expected at a range
of 1.8 KH.
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d. Additional testing of the single tube VES kill/near-miss
concept, utilizing the ED MILES binary union code/decode
concept, was required to establish full technical feasi-
bility. The cost, size, weight, reliability, simplicity,
and eye safety advantages of the single tube VES concept
were so significant that this approach justified a parallel
test program to verify the analysis.

e. Based on the results of the previous analysiL and preliminary
tests, a MILES breadboard transmitter:/encoder and receiver/
decoder pair were fabricated. This encoder and decoder gen-
erated the proposed ED codes and utilized the "Boolean Unior'
decoding scheme discussed in this report.

f. The breadboard equipment was used to develop experimental
data on actual kill and near-miss zone sizes and kill and
near-miss hit probabilities at ranges from 25 meters to 4 KH.
The El Mirrage tests were repeated with ED system hardware.

E.2 THE TES SINGLE TUBE APPROACH

For the VES system the effects of scintillation at long range have been

shown to generate an effective near miss zone when numerous near miss

words are.transmitted. For the TES system the range values are con-

siderably reduced and the effeits of scintillation are considerably less

important than for the VES case. However, in the VES case the laser

transmitter is mounted on a very stable platform (e.g., a tank!) and there

is negligible "aiming wander" during the transmission of a kill/near miss

message even though that message may require over 400 milliseconds. In

the TES case, the weapon is either an Ml6Al rifle or a machine gun.

Here we find that there are two weapon aiming perturbation effects:

a. The motions induced as a result of firing blanks.

b. The natural tremor motions associated with the human soldier.
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E.2.1 EFFECTS OF HUMAN TREMOR

Relevant data regarding the effects of the motions resulting from

blank fire and tremor upon aiming accuracy were gathered during

blank fire enablement tests. In these tests an MI6A] rifle was fitted

with an AD GaAs transmitter and was turned on in the continuous mode

(i.e., firing continuous laser pulses at 3.2 Kdz). Five detectors were
spaced in a rectangular array, with one detector in the center. The

mean inter-detector spacing was about I foot. Tests were performed at

100 meters (i.e., 328 ft.). Hence the mean angular spacing was about
I part in 328 or about 3 milliradians. Six different persons were tested,

firing at a stationary target in the standing, sitting, and prone posi-

tions. Under ideal conditions (i.e., no distractions, no target motion,

no time limit and excellent target visibility) the typical tremor effects
showed a 3 milliradian random motion of the laser beam. This was evident

when the strip chart recording from all five detectors showed a wander

from one detector to another. In many cases the tremor resulted in

wander to a second or even a third detector. It can be concluded that

tremor is responsible for a 3 to 10 milliradian random motion in the
aiming point and is dependent upon individual proficiency. A portion of

a strip chart showing the effects of tremor is seen in figure E-4.

Noting that time reads from right to left on the chart, it is seen that
WITHOUT BLANK FIRE the individuals aiming point shifted from the lower

right detector to a position encompassing both the lower right and center

detectors, through the center detector and on to the upper left detector.

Thus it is concluded that during the period of this strip chart recording

the individual's aiming point was moving diagonally from the lower right A
towards the upper left as a result of tremor. Since the pulse repetition

frequency (PRF) was 3.2 KHz then the time between pulses is 0.3125 milli-

seconds, and the time interval from essentially "lower right only" to
"upper left only" was about 40 milliseconds.
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The TES system must be capaole of firing 650 rounds per minute. This

iLs equivalent to 10.83 rounds/second or 92.3 milliseconds/round. Since

atmospheric scintillation will not have a major effect on TES perfor-

mance, losing TES bits due to scintillation is unlikely. Thus, trans-

mission of 4 kill words and receipt of 1 should be more than adequate.

This will require a total time of 4 words/message x 11 bits/word x

0.333 msec/bit w 14.67 msec/message. This leaves about 7B msec for

near miss information. If 24 near-miss words are transmitted and

require receipt of 1 near-miss word to achieve a near miss, then each

near-miss word will require 3667 msec and the entire near-miss

sequence will require the remaining 78 maec. Thus, all the available

time between tirings is utilized, which was not done on the AD system.

Since it has been observed that angular perturbations as great as 4 to

10 mills.radians can occur in 40 maec as the result of human tremor,

then the 78 msec worth of near-miss information should be spread out

over a zone of at least this order. Furthermore, since human tremor

is expressed in milliradiana, one would expect that the near-miss zone

size would increase with range as a result of tremor. This is very

realistic, since tremor is one of the major contributing factor. to

missing an actual target, and the effect with a real weapon does in-

crease with range. At very short range the target subtends an angle

much greater than the variations due to tremnor, with the result that
"one can hardly miss." At long range the target angular subtence is
small compared to variations due to tremor.

Riflemen are taught to allow for tremor by breathing control. When

the sight is aligned with the target, they squeeze off the round at

that instant. Nonetheless, at long range, tremor remains a major

cause of near miss, Thus, it is very appropriate that MILES should

utilize the natural effects of human tremor as the basis of TES near

miss. Essentially, what we are establishing is the following line of
r ea soning-.
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a. If you are aimed exactly at the target, and hold steady for
14 msec, and the target is within 300 meters you will almost
certainly score a kill.

b. If you are aimed at the target for at least 3.67 msec but less
than 14 msec, as the result of tremor, you probably will score
a kill.

c. If you are aimed at the target for less than 3.67 msec you will
most likely not score a kill. However, '6f for any 3.67 msec
period out of the next 78 msec natural tremor causes the aiming
point to move back onto the target (remember, the soldier is
trying to hit the target), then you will score a near miss.

d. If you are initially aimed off the target, there are two
additional possibilities:

(1) You will remain off the target for at least fourteen
milliseconds thereby not scoring a kill, but will wander
onto the target during the next 78 milliseconds which
will score a near miss. The tremor data suggest. that
if your initial aiming point was within 3 milliradians
of the target there is a high probability this will occur.
If one is 10 milliradians off in the initial aiming point
the probability will be lower. The above discussion is
qualitatively correct.

"*(2) Tremor effects will cause the aiming point to move further
off target and nothing will be registered. This is pos-
sible, but the fact that the soldier is trying to hit the
target causes him to constantly attempt to restore the
proper aiming point. The likelihood that he will never
move the beam close enough to the target, for even a single
near miss word out of the 24 transmitted, seems rather
small. If this does occur, the system will, in effect,
reward totally inaccurate aiming with a complete miss.

E.2.2 CONCLUSIONS AND XEOS ACTIONS

a. The effects of human tremor causes angular displacement of
the aiming point by amounts between 3 and 10 milliradians.

b. The use of a significantly greater number of near-miss words,
relative-kill words, has the effect of increasing the effec-
tive near-miss zone size.
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The effects of blank fire will cause a further increase in
the dispersion of the aiming point.

d. Preliminary tests utilizing a TES 0.67 watt output power GaAs
laser transmitter were performed using a 30 word (AD words)
encoder and a non-binary-union decoder. The decoder was
required to successfully decode two (2) words rather than one
since two AD words more closely simulate one ED word of weight 6.
The transmitter was mounted on an Ml6A1 rifle and fired at a
MWLD harness at a range of 300 meters. The rifle was hand-held
in the standing position, and was fired with blanks 20 times.
Nineteen successful near miss receipts were recorded. This
test did not utilize the proposed kill and near miss codes, the
4 and 24 words per kill and near miss message resoectivelv, or
the Boolean Union decoder. Thus, these results did not firmly
establish the proof of feasibility of the single tube TES con-
cept. However,'they did indicate a good chance for success.
Further testing with the ED proof test model confirmed the
analytical results.

e. As with VES, we fabricated and assembled a TES laser encoder
employing the proposed kill and near-miss codes and word count.
TES decoder also had the Boolean Union decoder.

f. The above equipment was used to perform experimental tests from
5 to 500 meters to obtain kill and near-miss zone size versus
range. This study was conducted in parallel with the develop- P
ment of the existing TES 2-tube transmitter approach. However,
cost, weight, size, reliability, ease of boresighting and eye
safety advantages of the single tube TES concept were so signif-
icant that we performed this study as early as possible and the
results of these tests were such that the single tube laser
transmitter was selected for ED MILES design.

g. A further means of miss beam enhancement is to drive the laser
at a higher power during the miss beam code transmission.
This was tested, proven, and also incorporated in the ED MILES
desiq.ln.
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WEAPON SIMULATION

(HIT PROBABILITY VERSUS RANGE)
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TABLE F-I

GLOSSARY OF PARAMETERS

Variable
Number Symbol Explanation

- Hit Probability - probability of successful
receipt of a message.(0 < ' 1)

(1) Range (R) a Range from transmitter to detector, meters.

(2) Radius (r) - Radial offset from centerline of transmitted
laser beam, meters (Note: Radius - 0 implies
"on centerline.")

(3) E 0 Transmitter Output Energy - energy per pulse
out of the transmitter (after allowance for
temperature compensation and optical losses),
ergs.

(4) D Transmitter aperture diameter, meters.

(5) Beta = Equivalent circular beam divergence, radians.

(6) Lambda (k) - Wavelength of radiation, microns.

(7) M n Number of words/message required for success-
ful detection.

(8) U = Number of Boolean Unions.(Note: U - 2 =
Binary Union)

(9) W = Weight of word - number of active bits/word.

(10) N = Number of words transmitted per message.

(11) Sigma N R EMS detector noise level, watts.

(12) Eta - Collection efficiency of detector (including
cosine losses, dust losses, EMZ shield trans-
mission losses, and spectral filter transmis-
sion losses).

2(13) A = Effective detector area, (meters)

(14) T = Effective threshold, ergs/M2

(15) Sigma S - Square root of the log irradiance variance
due.to saturated scintillation.

(16) 0- Atmospheric extinction coefficient (M').

(17) c - Cosine of the angle between laser beam and
detector normal.
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ax•iL Value Description

U 2, Number of Buolean Unions fixed at 2

W 6, Weight of word - number of active bits per word
out of 11 possible locations

900 nm Wavelength of the GaAs lasers used in the
transmitters

57%. Detector collection efficiency including window
losses, EMI shield losses, and RG830 filter losses2

A 1 cm Effective detector area per detector module

D 2 cm Transmitter aperture diameter
0

F.2.2 VARIABLE PARAMETERS

There are a number of parameters which vary for weapons and targets.

These are listed below with ranges of value.

l Range Description

P0  0.2W to 2W Transmitter output power

0.60 - 200 ns Optical pulsewidth (50% FWH1)

Pi .4 -4 mrad 50% pt gaussian primary beam spread
perpendicular to laser junction

02 .63 - 4 mrad 50% pt gaussian primary beam spread in
plane of junction

03 .63 - 5.6 mrad 10% pt beam spread

N 4 to 128 Number of words transmitted per message

T 20-30 x 10-6 ergs Effective threshold of receiver in ergs

F.2.3 UNCONTROLLABLE PARAMETERS

These parameters vary with atmosphere, test conditions, and background Z.

illumination.

F-3
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Symbol1 Range Description

R 0 to 4 KM Range of target from transmitter

r 0 to 4M4 Radial offset from the centerline of trans-
mitted laser beam

lY .57u~w to 3uw RM~S detector noise level*

as 0.7 to 1.5' Square root of log irradiance variance due

to saturated scintillationI
4.6 to 0.12/kM Atmospheric extinction coefficient (60014 to

23 KM visibility)

In the preliminary release of this document (A001, Volume I) curves

were shown based on an earlier computer program. These curves gave a

good first order approximaation of probability of hit versus range as

a result of 16 variable parameters. The program gave results that had

certain limitations.

a. Results were good to only approximately *L25 percent.

1. The Boolean Union analysis (Appendix D) was only to a
first order of approximation. It has since been revised
and should now be very accurate.

b. The program only took centerline irradiance into consideration.

Kc. The program did not take into consideration multiple detectors,
their locations, and their cosine effects.

d. The program was based on a simple gaussian laser profile model

and not on the more complex actual laser beam profile.

The limitations of this earlier model have been overcome and the program

gives results that agree much more closely with actual field measurements.

The following subsections present:

- IF.3 Analysis of the laser beam profile as a tri-gaussian beam

F.4 Presentation of a formula for the energy collected at the
target as a function of multiple detectors at varying angles
with respect to the laser beam

*!igh Range -Man system with 4 detectors in sun and signal.
Low Range M 1113 APC side with all 6 detectors in signal, and 4 out

of 6 equivalent detectors in sun.
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F.5 A discussion of the development of Bit Probability in the
presence of scintillation

F.6 A discussion of the development of word probability as a
function of bit probability

F.7 Presentation of the current computer program

F.8 Examples of computer simulation s;howing the effects of
visibility and target angle on the kill zone and the proba.
bility of hit versus range

F. 3 TRI-GAUSSIAN BEAM CONCEPT

In many cases the propagation of the narrow laser beam can be approx-

imated by a Gaussian beam with an intensity distribution I - I e2

This intensity distribution is shown in figure F-lA. In MILES simula-

tion, the beam is not symmetrical, the far field beam is eliptical in

shape. Thus, we must use a bi-Gaussian beam with two parameters •l and

to sinulate the far field parameters (see figure F-IB).

The near field intensity distribution is approximated by a third

Gaussian. This Gaussian is assumed to be symmetrical in the vertical

and horizontal planes. The form of the intensity distribution for MILES

simulation takes the form of a tri-Gaussian equation shown below:

/X2  .2 
X~'
2  

+__ 2_
F (x12+ ) . }

3 a Fi1oe" -12 +-2 + F21oel o32

In this equation, F1 is the fraction of energy in the primary far field

beam, and F2 is the fraction of energy in the near field or "wings."

The parameters Fit F2 P 2' and 3 are determined empirically by
examining various measured beam profiles using the MILES lens and 0.003

inch and 0.006 inch GaAs laser junctions at various focal positions.

F
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Figure F-1. Laser Beam Profile Models
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Analysis of the MILES transmitters assumes a beam profile characterized

by three GaussLans. Two in the primary beam are characterized by

Gaussian exponents B1, corresponding to the beam perpendicular to the

laser junction and B2 , corresponding to the beam in the plane of the

junction. The beam "wings" which give the near field hit pattern are

characterized by B3 , assumed to be circularly symmetrical. A computer

plot of beam profile for an M16 transmitter and the beam profile speci-

fication for a production M16A1 are shown in figures F-2 and F-3.

F.4 RECEIVER ENERGY CALCULATIONS

The position X(N), Y(N) and cosine of the angle C(N) of each detector

is used to determine the energy the target detector(s) collects for

each transmitter aiming point.

The energy collected by the Nth detector is given below for a specific

range R and aiming point Xo, Yo with respect to the center of the target:

E (N) - [ & exp -A fJ -)2 + K )

Y1 (D0 + R B B) 2 (D0 + R B(2)

E K 2 C(N eF (
Yexp -AJP

where:

J(N) - horizontal distance between the aiming point and the Nth

detector - abs (X(N) - X

K(N) - vertical distance between the aiming point and the Nth
detector - absolute value (Y(N) - Yo)

K - 40 loge(lO)
(9 .?)

Y1 " (D0 + (B) * (D 0 R• B2 )

F-7
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A. TRIGAUSSIAN BEMA PROFILE PERPENDICULAR TO JUNCTION

B. TRIGAUSSIAN BEAM PROFILE IN PLANE OF JUNCTION
I

Figure F-2. Computer Plot of Simulated Energy Output
For M16AI Laser Tratlfsmitter
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IRRADIANCE - (ERGS/CM 2) x 10-3

2

B8. IN PLANE OF JUNCTION.

34

Figure F-3. Beam Profile Acceptance Criteria (mialnmax curves) ForI
M16AI Laser Tranismitter
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Y -(D +R.B 3 )

A - 4 log e(10)

R - range

Of- atmospheric absorption

C(N) - cosine of the angle that the Nth detector makes with the

laser beam

F.5 SCINTILLA.TION EFFECTS AND BIT DETECTION PROBABILITY

A laser pulse propagating through the atmosphere has the spatial and

temporal properties of its irradiance distribution altered. Turbulence

in the atmosphere cause the beam spread to increase slightly and produces

intensity fluctuation about the average, called scintillation. The in-
crease in beam spread due to atmospheric effects can be neglected for

MILES analysis, however, the scintillation effects must be considered.

Apaper by R. W. McMillan and N. P. Barnes, "Detection of Optical Pulses;
the Effects of Atmospheric Scintillation" allows the determination of

the bit detection probability when the energy collected is known. Fig-

ure F-4 is a plot of the bit detection probability versus fraction of

nominal required energy (K factor) for various values of a E, the log

amplitude standard deviation corrected for saturation and aperture aver-

aging.. With no scintillation present, a.EO.0 we sould have almost 100

percent probability of getting a hit when K-I or the signal collected

exceeds the threshold. With scintillation, however, the probability of

getting a hit goes down with the same energy. A look-up table is used

in the weapon simulation computer program to determine the probability

of getting a bit through under a specific scintillation condition. Equa-

tion (2) gives the amount of energy collected at the target. The cosine

of each angle is considered as is the atmospheric absorption. The ratio

of this collected energy to the threshold energy, K factor, is determined.

The hit detection probability is then determined from the look-up table.

F- 10
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F.6 WORD AN4D HIT PROBABILITY DETERMINATION

In subsection FA. we showed how to determine the probability that a bit

transmitted is detected at the target. Once this bit probability is

known, the word probability and hit probability can be calculated.

F.6.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS

Since Boolean Union decoding is employed in the H4ILE decoder, there

are two chances that a bit can be received in a word slot. Let P be

the calculated bit detection probability described in subsection F.4.

The probability that at least one bit will be received is given by:

Pb = 1 - (l -P) 2  (3)

if we require 6 bits to be decoded in a word, then the probability that

a word Pw is decoded is given by:

w

(1-" ..-" ))26 (4)

The numbers of words sent per round vary from weapon to weapon and this

requires separate analysis of each weapon class.

For the case of a 105 mm main gun, there are 8 words sent and at least

2 words -must be received to get a hit. There are C 28 or 28 ways that

exactly two words can be received. Thus the probability that e

2 words are received is:

PW2 C28 PW (lPW)

where PW2 is the probability that any two words are received and
(I - PW is the probability that exactly 6 words were not received.

F-l2
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If eaxactly 3 words are received, we still get a hit. There are C3 56
ways that exactly 3 words with 5 sent can be received:

63 5W
P()iC 38 I'W3~ w

The total probability that at least n words are received when m are sent

can now be written by generalizing the two specific cases.

N N R N'R N N.'(5
"hit W W S (N-R), R!

In conclusion, given a bit detection probability we can calculate the

hit detection probability using equations 3, 4, and 5 as follows:

a. Determine bit probability using Eq. 3

b. Knowing bit probability, determine word probability using Eq. 4.

c.. Knowing word probability, determine hit probability using Eq. 5.

F.6.2 VALIDATION OF THE EQUATIONS

To validate the equations (Eqs. 3, 4, and 5) for obtaining the hit proba-

bility from word and bit probabilities, a computer simulation of the MILES

decoding system was run for the various weapon classes. With bit proba-

bility as a variable, MILES type 6 weight words were generated. The

computer performed Boolean Union decoding (i.e., or'd) on each consecutive

pair of two words. For each selected set of criteria, 100 rounds were

computer generated.

Figure F-5 shows the results of 3 of the 100 rounds fired for the 105 mm

gun where a hit requires successful receipt of 2 words out of the 8 traxiu-

mitted. For this, set of 100 rounds, the bit probability was set at 50

percent. Bits were randomly generated by the computer. Several things

should be noted from the figure.
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I NPUT WOROS REQUIRED,•o RDS SENT
?2,8
INPUT BIT PRabABILITY Words with
?50 Word Bits OR'D

NaN UNl•N •ORS -No' BOOLEAN UNION WORDS ---

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 U 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 3 RoundNo. I
0 1 0 1 0 0 4 1 1 0 1 1 0 - 4
0 1 0 1 1 0 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 6
0 10 1 1 0 6 U 1 1 1 1 1 6
0 0 0 1 0 1 7 0 0 1 1 1 7
1 0 1 0 0 0 8 1 0 1 1 0 8

1 0 1 0 00 0
6IT PRO .479167 'IJURU PROS 0
No H ITS
I NPUT SIT PROoAbILITY
?5u Words with

Word Bits OR'D
NO N UNI N iORUS No. BUOLEAN UNI IN ORDS -0

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 2 1 1201 1 1
1 100 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 --
1 1 0 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 1 1 1 - 4 Round No. 2
1 0 1 1 I 1 1 1. 1 1 5
1 1 1 0 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
1 0 0 0 1 0 7 1 1 1 0 1 1 7
1 1 1 1 0 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 8

1 1 1 1 0 1 --

bI T PROB .666667 WORD PRO .333333-
XE HAVE A HIT
I;4PUT &IT PRUBABILITY
?50 oWords with

0Word Bits OR'D

NO N UNIaN WOROS No. B COL EAN UNI IN WORDS 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1--
0 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
0 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 4 Round No. 3
1 1 1 0 0 0 5 1 1 1 0 1 0 -"
0 1 0 0 0 0 6 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 1 7 1 1 1 1 0 1
00 U 1 1 0 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

0 0 0 1 10 0
.IT PR0b .458333 WORD PRJB .335333
;,E HAVE A HIT
INPUT BIT PR~bAbILITY
?

Figure F-5. Computer Simulation of Word Receipt Bit
Detection Probability 60% for a 105 mm Gun.
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calculations are used in all MILES performance analyses because receivers

are energy dependent and not peak power dependent as are most optical

receivers.)

Figure F-7 is a simplified flow diagram of the computer program for

determining centerline hit probability versus range. The actual program

is included as table F-2.

The computer input requires the following data:

0 N7 - Number of detectors

C r(x,y) - Detector position with respect to the target
geometric center

c- Cosine of the angle each detector makes with the
transmitter optic axis

0 E 0 The energy output of the transmitter
o

0 102,03 U The Gaussian exponents Bl, B2, B3, of the transmitter

6 a Scintillation factor
C F1 ,F2  W Fraction of energy in primary and secondary beams

C T = Receiver threshold energy, ergs

a K K factor which depends on number of words sent,
number of words required, CE (see figure 7)

In addition, data from the computer files are required:

0 1E A002 (table F-3)

Contains the visibility, weapon, target, number of words required
for a hit or miss, the number of words sent, and the value of
sigma e.

0 *E FT CARSON (table F-3)

Contains weapon and target characteristics.

* F SCINTOUT (table F-4)

Contains hit probability versus K factor for various scintilla-
tion values.
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INPUT (TERM INAL)UI
VISIBILITY

WEAPON, TAIGTI

LOOKUP SCNTLATION
FACOMAT FOILUMER

IOPT OTCTORSON

CACUAT TOTA ENERGYOUPTBEMSRA$

ETTOSSTTAT*SCINTILLATION FACOR.RNGEIACEMETY

REOTVE AWAR Y I PROMAR BEAMTIL

CENTERA FIN E ZOIE

FILGO TOOR NEX

COSIN OF AGLE F DEACTGE
NUMBE OF DTECTOS.CTRRSHCT

CORRESCINTILLATIONI'

FACTOR FRFACTBEOFDTETR
Figure 1-T.Fo iga fCmttrPormf'Cneln

CALCUATE OTALFNERG



TABLE F-2

I COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING CENTERLINE HIT PROBABILITY

LiST
IC atENA .u2 'Td:2291 NPUT
20 I' eUT:2 ,V,F $,T$,3,S ,S S
100 .- .M Q (4 5)

120 UPEN'SC I NTOUT 'TIU:3,1 NPUT
150 I NPUT:3,b $
160 IFbi$S$ TfEN 1eO
170 k3T3 150

18U I N-VUT:3,bS
190 FO Ni-,,i TI 45.1
200 I1 UT:3,L(.41)
21U NEXT Ni
220 1 if UT: 3 b

30 FJR Ni-1 TO 45.1
24U I NPUT:3,. (Ni)
250 NEXT Ni
2bU *ALL 1", E,6 I I aNS ARE IN CMl
29u oPEN ' MCARS UN' T: 1,1 NPUT
300 INPUT: 1, ,)
310 IF 'w,-,=R$ G UT a 300
320 IWUT: 1,,b 1,62,b3, K3,Z3 ,F3
330 1 W UT: 1,P$
34U I P$<--%T GoT 330
15U INUT: I,.NT

36U FOR b-1 TU N7+.1
370 1 NUT:I1,X (5) tY(6),C (B

380 NEXT b
390 1 NPUT: I,T,$I,$2
42 0 1 l ,', H (50)

430 Cl .M V(50)
440 *X(N),Y(Nq) IS PaSITION 'F NTH DETECTOR
450 "J(N) IS THE DISTANCE BET;kEEiq x AND X(N)
460 MiM N(8)
U70 0IM,1 1 (8)
"LL80 (N) IS THE DISTANCE bETWEEN Y AND Y(N)
"490 *P- LASER X0ITTER UTPUT
5UO *7 iS THE RAN6iE
510 D"2
520 "H IS THE ON AXIS IRRADIANCE AT Z
530 *Fl - F'RkCTION OF P IN GAUSSIAN 51 1
540 *F2 FRACTI U N UF P.'TiER IN GAUSSIAN B
550 F2-1- F1
560 A- '* LUG(10)
570 *Al- AT•USPHERIC AIR ABSURPTIJN PER C,',M
580 A 1-2 .84E-5/V
500 rAINT'TP;NSITTEk •UTPLT ENERGY 'P 'ER US
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TABLE F-2

COMPUTIR PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING CENTERLINE HIT PROBABILITY (Contd)

6tAJ ;I VIS161LITY IV* KINi

62U I'llI NT
cZ3u r'fI1 4
6,4u ; TAB(2)'HIT PR~bAbIL iTY VS RANGE FUR 'Ri$FIRv4 AT 'Ti
650 PR I ,T

670 * PL E NS 0141ET ER i vm
66 FOF ZmZ3; To 50O0E2 STEP N3
69U Z-3"(li.*D~CZ/2.5E))*T
70U 6 -U
710 K.40*LU6(3IU)/(9*3.14 16)
720 y 1.( D*Z * )*(D+Z *62)

740 Y.0
7150. x-O
760 1.0
770 FUR N-1 TO N74.11
780 J(N)uABS(X-X(N))
790 K (N)-ABS (Y-Y (N))
800 H-P*X*Fl /Yl1EXP(-A*(J (WN*2/(D4Z*0 1)**24K (,N)-**2/(D+Z*52)**2))
M 810 P**2Y2EP(A( (N*+ CN)**2)/Y2 ))*EXP(-A 1*Z
820 I-C(00)H41I
83U NUAT NH840 I F I<10 T GOTC870
850 62-1
860 GOTU 940

K 870 T8-1I/T
e6O FOR Nial T3 45.1
690 I F L (,Ni )< T8 THEN930
90U P8-( (Nl-1)((1)CO11))/(L (Nl)-L(Nl1 1))*(T8...L (Nl. 1))
910 G*1-1-Pb)**2
911 L61.u'*6

920 6TU 94U
93U NEXT Ni 1
950 NEXT Z
9 6U KC(N) AbSC(Y- (N))
970 GOTO 2U
9 8 0 END '
990;
1000
1010;
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Table F-3

WEAPON AND TARGET Ci!.AACTERISTICS

!F AuQ;•

ED]I r HERE
*TY

1.000 23,105%,1 (NEAR-IP.ISS ),VEHICLE(STANDARD-TARGET),2,128, 1.00
2.000 10,105 (NEAR-.MISS ), VEHICLE($TANDARO-TAR GET) ,2,128, 1.00
3.000 3,105;,N(NEAR-;1ISS),VEHICLE (STAN0ARD-TAR6ET),2, 128, 1.00

-EUF HIT AFTER 3.
*F F'TC ARS IN
°TY

1.000 •AUJN 1.3 .0025 .0041 .007 1.44 100E2 .44
2.000 152 '41(K ILL) 1.4 .0036 .0013 .007 1 8 100E2 .44
2.100 152 Ai(NEAR-NMSS) 3 .0036 .0013 .007 .83 100E2 ..4
3.000 105 ,#A 0(ILL) 3.0 .0032 .0012 .015 1.8 10UE2 .4h
3.100 105.',J(NEAR-%ISS) 4.0 .0032 .0012 .015 1.8 100E2 .4"
4.000 VIPEQ(ILL) .3 .005 .005 .007 1.3 25E .44
4.100 VIPER(NEAR-MI$S) 1 .005 .005 .007 1.3 25F .4k.
,.000 ,IACHINE-GU%(K ILL) .32 .0006 .0016 .007 1.86 50E2 .44

1.1Ui MACHINE-WuUý(NEAR-tIISS) 1 .0006 .0016 .007 1.1 5CE2 .44
6.ýUU SHILLELAGIV 3 .0032 .0012 .007 1.44 100E2 .44
7.000 Tuli 3 .U32 .0012 .007 1.44 100E2 .44
8.00U M16(KILL L .25 .0006 .0016 .007 1.86 25E2 .44
8.100 &.16(NEAA- MISS) 1 .0006 .0016 .007 1.1 50E2 .44

9.000 CCAX(K ILL-152,M) .36 .006 .006 .007 1.32 50E2 .44
20.000 M6OAI(SIDE) 7-151 40 .4 -162 0 .2 -115 0 .8 -64 0 .9
21.000 -:10 U I 4b U I 1U1 0 1
22.000 24E-6 40C 200
23.000 M60A1(FRvNT) 5 44 40 .9 44 0 .94 90 0 .5 114 U ,3
24.,uU 126 U .05
25.000 24E-6 400 200
26.000 M60AI(EAR) 4 -79 0 .93 -20 0 .98 38 0 .98 98 0 .94
27.000 21-E-6 400 200
28.000 •I 13(SIDE) 6 -14e 0 1 -88 0 1 -30 0 1 30 0 1 88 0 1 148 0 1
29000 24E-6 400 200
30.000 M113(FRONT) 4 -57 0 .7 -18 0 .7 18 0 .7 57 0 .7
31.000 24E-6 400 200
32.000 MI3C(EAR) 4 -63 0 .98 -3C 0 .98 0 0 .98 47 0 .98
33.000 24E-6 400 200
34,000 %551(S IDE) 7 -82 30 .5 -82 0 .17 -82 0 .68
35.000 -36 0 1 27 0 .98 60 0 .86 100 0 0
36.000 24E-6 400 200
37.000 P4551(FRCNT) 3 50 30 1 70 0 1 113 0 .5
38.000 24E-6 400 200
39,000 V551FE.AR) 1 -80 0 .7
29.10U 24E-6 400 200
40.U00 MAN(FRONT) 4 10 10 1 10-10 1 -10 -10 1 -10 10 1

41.G00 24E-6 150 150
42000 VEHICLE(STAWARD-TARUET) 5 -120 0 1 -60 0 1 0 0 1 60 0 1 120 C

1
43.000 24E-6 40U 200

-- EOF HIT AFTER 43.
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TABLE F-4

HIT PROBABILITY VERSUS K FACTOR

OTY
1.000 T•ES/NSISSE. 4.5'. S.IAL4.tSE. 7.00 SIGA E. .. 'c
2.C)0 lkIu .OU .l* . b ,200 •.5 . 2Co z .20 .275 .300 .325
3.000 .350 .375 .4C0 .25 .A50 .4T1 .5 W .525 .550 .575

* 1.000 .600 .625 .65 0 .675 .70C .725 .',%0 .715 .6Q0 .625
4.000 .850 .8 75 .9C .5 .950 . 3 1.000 1.500 2..CC• .5CO

=1 2.000 3.5XZ ~.OL, 4.3CC .300c
7.000 TIA/ .000 .OCC .000 .000 .C00 .000 .000 .000 .000 .CG1
3.000 .001 .002 .003 .406 .009 .015 .023 .031 .049 .07C
9.000 .09.7 .130 .171 .2 19 .27 .335 .'0l .4 70 .540 .608

1o.o00 .674 .731, .788 .835 .05 .907 .9.33 1.000 1.000 1.0CC
11.000 1JO0 1.o000 I.0.O O 1C. 1.00 .
12,.000 TWE,/NCINSE- 5.5)0 SiGNALP/'1SE- 7.00 5,t 6%tA E. .70
13.000 l(/ .100 . i6 .150 .175 .200 .225 .250 .275 -'30 .. 25
14.000 .350 .375 .400 .425 .450 . .5 .500 .525 .550 .571
15.000 .60X) .625 .650 .o, .o3C .725 .730 .715 .6U1 .825
16.000 .850 .8?'5 .900 .7e.5 .450 .975 1.000 1.5 00 2.000 2.500
17.000 3.OuQ 3.5uO 4.000 4..500 5.000
18.000 TP/ .0ul .0 .005 .009 .C1I .021 .330 .C39 .051 .Ce
19.000 .077 .091 .107 .123 .140 .157 .1N .192 .210 .22
20.000 .246 .,64 .-e82 .3CC .318 .35 3) 52 .369 .386
21.000 .1 18 .434 .4149 .,s O .k 79 .493 .507 .718 .a.! .?00
22.Ju .o,36 .'06C .973 .982 .988
23.000 ThRE/NOISE- 5.50 SIGNA./NlSE- 7.00 SiGMA E- l.CC
2 28.000 TA .0 UU .120 .10 .15 .200 .225 .2C0 .275 .'"C .325Z5.000 .350 .375 .400 h•2t .1,50 .47 .500 .525 .5150 .573

6l000 .600 .5 o.00 .675 .700 .725 .750 .77r .800 .82a
07.000 .850 .875 .,900 .925 .950 .975 1.000 1 .5 C 2.000 2.5G0

'29.000 TP/ .U06 .011 .018 .026 .035 .044 .055 .066 .d0 .Cr•
:30.000 IN .115 .122 .1l .1'53 .166 .179 .192 .205 .217

31.000 .230 .24e .2154 .26c; .78 .290 -101 .313k .:24 ..135
3e.000 .346 .356 .3 i6 .377 .87 .396 .406 .564 .671 .74.6

.33.000 .80 .81'. .870 .193 .311
31t.000 THRES/NZIS'. 5.5C S4 '\AL/'.,ISE- 7.CO S I GWA E. 1.,.0
35.0U0 TK/ 1UU .l- .b C . 1.5 .2uC .225 .250 .275 .•' .o325
36.000 .35v .-,7 .400 .%25 .3,5 .47 . .5 Co .525 .553 .5,'5
37.000 .600 .625 .650 .675 .700 .725 .750 .7,3 .800 .825
318.000 .e50 .8 m .90G .925 .?0 .975 1.000 1.300 ?.00C 2.500
39.000 3.0ow 3.500 •.0o0 4.5,.' 5.000
1.0.000 77 .012 .018 C026 -Z35 .ýa .054 .0&..7 .085 Q09(:
-. 300 107 .,1b .128 .Z9 .150 .160 .171 .181 .192 .Zu
e .00o .212 .222 .231 .24 1 .k C .2 0 .269 .278 .2b6 .295
F3 .00u .30. .31. .320 .228 .Z36 ,4 .352 .481 .57- .tj*6
%il.UO0 .700 .'4.2 .777 .8l. .&8
45.000 T1ES/NOISE- 5.50 S:$,.,.IISE. 7.00 SIOMA -. 1.50
46.000 i/ .1UU .16 . 130 . F5 .2.6 .225 .250 .275 .300 .325
4 ;.XOo .350 .40- . Z5 .45,0 .; 75 .500 .525 .550 .575
le.000 , .625 .650 .67, .700 .725 .750 .775 .CC .625
9..OU ) .8 M .9 n0 .925 .960 .9'75 11.000 1.500 Z.C00 2.500

•.u00 .J0 3.500 ,.J3C 4.5. 5 .LCC
51.,J0u It, .018 .02e .X3  .,- .. 51 .u5; .j68 .077 .085 .094

.u .Iu3 .11 .119 .127 .15 .113 .151 .19 .166 .17I
z .UOA .8 181 .1b8 .195 .2M .209 .216 .223 .229 .236 .21.2
54.UCO .246 .254 .,•,' .266 .2 ?7 ..Z 76 .2 W .380 .454 .5 121
is5.000 .561 .1 Q43 .6: .438
76.000 U1ES /41tSL. .•., S,,ý%M',,-,iSE. 7.a0 SIGMA E- .0C
51?.00 Q / .100 .125 . 150 . 15 .:. ..̀ 25 .250 .275 .. ,'CC .325
AA. 00n .35U .315 .ot00 1.i5 ,.c .4 .50 .525 .550 .5 15

:1 uj .600 .625 .450 .67' .7CC .725 .750 .775 .80C .8,15
60.000 .850 .875 .900 .39Z .050 .9 75 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.500
61.000 3.UGO 3.300 Cu.00O 4 .51CC 5.0C0
62.000 IP/ .000 .0M1 ..02 .0 -7 .05 .008 .012 .014 .- 7Q .,^42
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F.7 .2 PROGRAHM FR KILL/MISS ZONES VERSUS RANGE

This program is similar to the program desicribed in F.7.1 except that

the hit probability is fixed and the aiming point with respect to the

detectors is a variable. Thus a plot of the kill or near miss zone

versus range for a fixed hit probability is the computer printout.

The collected energy is summed for each aiming point and when the

energy falls below that required for a kill or miss, the computer

plots a point.

The required energy differs for each weapon class and hit probability.

To determine the required energy, the bit probability is calculated

from the hit probability. The energy required is then looked up in

table F-IV (or figure F-4).

The aiming points are then plotted for each range. The computer pro-

gram scans both left and right and above and below the target center.

Therefore, if the detectors are not symmnetrically placed about the

target center, or have differing cosine values, the kill zone is not

symeticabout the target. The program is capable of plotting either

hitor earmiss zones for any given hit probability.

In the section that follows, computer printouts are included to show

the use of the two computer programs.

F.8 WEAPON SIMULATION WITH THE COMPUTER

In the following subsections computer simulation is used to show the

effects of visibility and target angle on hit pcobability versus range

and the effect of visibility on the kill zone size.
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F.8.1 HIT PROBABILITY VERSUS RANGE AS A FUNCTION OF VISIBILITY

The general shape of the rolloff of the centerline hit probability is

constant as visibility changes. However, the range at which the hit

probability starts rolling off decreases as the visibility is reduced.

Figure F-8 shows the effects of visibility on a 105 mm main gun firing

at the vehicle standard target (figure F-9).

F.8.2 HIT PROBABILITY VERSUS RANGE WITH TARGET ATTACK ANGLE AS A
VARIABLE

The hit probability versus range for a 105 mm main gun firing at an

M6OAl tank for various attack angles is given in figure F-8. When two

belt segments are in the beam, the overall hit detection probability

is:

PT "1 - (1-P 1 ) (I-P 2 )

where (l-P ) x (1-P2 ) is the probability of not getting a signal on

Belt I and Belt 2. Thus, if two belts each having a hit detection

probability of (0.4) are "ored" together as in MILES. the detection

probability is 0.64 which is significantly greater than that for each

belt. Considering multiple belts greatly increases the difficulty in

computer simulation but, as shown in the above case, is required.

F.8.3 90 PERCENT HIT AND NEAR MISS ZONES

The hit and near miss zones of each weapon firing at its standard

target are presented. The kill and near miss energies of the MILES ED

production uniL:s are used in the computer simulation, The following

cases are analyzed. The near miss for TOW and Diagon are not included

because there is no fixed near miss zoae size.
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Standard Target

M16 Man (figure F-1O)
Machine GunJ (figure F-11)

Shillelagh )figure F-13) Vehicle (figure F-1l)TOW 1Vehicle

Dragon Vehicle
152 }ffigure F-14Vhil105 m Vehicle

152 mm Vehicle

Viper (figure F-15) Vehicle

The hit and near miss curves are shown in figures F-12 through F-15.

F.8.4 KILL ZONE VERSUS RANGE WITH VISIBILITY AND PAWAIETERS

The kill zone as a function of range is presented for various visi-

bilities. The placement of the detectors is the overall determining

factors for the kill zone size. This can be seen in figure F-16,

which shows the kill zones for the 105 mm laser transmitter firing

at the vehicle standard target. The man system hit probability and

kill zone versus range is shown in figure F-17 for various visibilities.
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APPENDIX G

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

SAngstrom

-AD a Advanced Development

AP a Armored Personnel Carrier

CATB a Combat Arms Training Board

eta) Constant Kill Diameter

CVKI V Combat Vehicle Kill Indicator

CVLD = Combat Vehicle Laser Detector

DFS a Design File System

ED = Engineering Development

V1a Electromagnetic Interference

FA- a Average False Alarm Rate

FWIM . Full Width Half Maximum

GaAs m Gallium Arsenide

k Hz - Hertz

LAIR a Letterman Army Institute of Research

MILES a Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System

a Man-Worn Laser Detector

NEP a Noise Equivalent Power

AWEC , Naval Training Equipment Center

PCM - Pulse-Code-Modulation

S- Pulse Repetition Frequency

S/N - Signal-to-Noise Ratio

TES - Target Engagement Simulator

TNR - Threshold-to-Noise Ratio

yES Vehicle Engagemen t Simulator

2
W/cm Watts per Square Centimeter
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